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FORECAST:

WhileJMUanticipates
and prepares for a fast-changing world, Virginials financial forecast
threatens long-term damage to higher education.

,

Brother •nti sister Geru •fill J•mce Pfoutz 11re just /IS •ctipe /IS
JMU •fu,,; 111 th&J""' 111 JMU nutintt:s. ~e 11ttmli 11/1 the
footb•U 11rul biiSierbllllg•"'es, 11111i 11/1 the plilys 11111i the~~ter
protiucnrms •t JMU," s•:p Gme.
Name: Gene
Home: Dayton, Va.
Age: 59
Degree: Bachelor's in business ('60); M2ster's in education ('64)
Profession: Counselor at Turner Ashby High School
Hobby: Volunteering: part-time custodial worker at First Church
of the Brethren and on-call reader for Valley Voice, a WMRA
program that brings news and books to the blind. Scorekeeper
for Harrisonburg Turks baseball team.
Last books read: "I made an effort to read all of Louis
L'Amour's second series of westerns."
Favorite JMU memories: Two former professors - Drs. Mary
E. Latimer of the English department and Gertrud Bourau of the
music department. Gene was a member of the Madrigal Singers
and Stratford Players and acted in plays such as Anenic 11nli Old
LR.ce and Our Tuwn. "One of my most frustrating moments was
in one of those plays: forgot my lines! But I guess that's just part
of growing up."
Gift amount: $250
Why I give to the Duke Club: "We support education and
realize: the importance of education. Not only because we're
alumni, but because JMU has a terrific academic program. When
our student-athletes graduate, they arc complete graduates. The
complete education prepares you for life. It's just a great school.
We have an obligation to support education and to support
our own alma mater."

Name: Janice
Home: Dayton, Va.
Age: 60
Degree: Bachelor's in education and library science ('65);
Master's in education ('71)
Profession: &tired school librarian
Hobby: Volunteering: &ads to kindergarteners at Ottobine
Elementary School, where she last worked as librarian.
Last book read: "I'm a Gone With the Wind nut, so even
though it got bad reviews, I liked Sct~rlett."
Latest accomplishment: Learning to use a microwave oven
Favorite JMU memories: "I just enjoyed the whole experience.
I had been out of high schooll3 years. I was very apprehensive
as to whether I could get back into studying. I think I appreciated
it more because I knew the importance of it."
Gift amount: $250
Why I give to the Duke Club: "We enjoy the games. We have such a
good opportunity to make a difrerencc in JMU's athletic program."

Your Gifts At Work
The Duke Club
Name: Casey Carter
Title: Athletic Academic Coordinator
Job description: Advises all freshman-athletes. Helps coordinate
schedules and practice times and facilities for the coaches and
teams. Sometimes the need for one student to take a class
determines the practice schedule for an entire team's season.
Philosophy: "I work with each team and coach ... to come
up with a schedule that honors the academics of students. As
a former English major, the idea of&naissance man or woman
is something I stress - that the athlete becomes part of the
JMU community. 'Never again,' I tell them, 'will you be in
an atmosphere that's as creative.'"
Commitment: "We don't want our student-athletes to think
they're just numbers, that they just pass through here. They're
not. They're people and we really care about their education."
Results: The latest available statistics reveal that the graduation
rate for JMU's student-athletes is 78.7 percent. That compares
well to JMU's overall student graduation rate of77.5 percent.
Both well surpass the national graduation rate for studentathletes (48 percent) and overall students (50 percent).

Gene and]anice)sgifts to the Duke Club support scholarships for student-athletes.
Their investments make it possiblefor students to take advantage ofJMU1s philosophy
of a total education. ]MU1s commitment is personified by Casey Carter, who ensures
that the student-athlete experience g oes well beyond won-loss records and team rankings.
Please join Gene and janice and invest in ]M U by making a contribution to the Duke Club.

Duke Club Office: (703) 568-6461
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4 Special report The sagging economy deals a tough blow to Virginia's
higher education budget. President Ronald E. Carrier warns it could be
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devastating for the future.

8 Professor Blues, a.k.a. Dr. Greg Versen, serenades Shenandoah Valley
listeners with his Saturday night radio program.

9 Martinique-bound French native Dr. Christiane Szeps creates a pilot
studies abroad program for the spring of 1992.

11 Community service Dr. Cecil Bradfield and R. Arm Myers explore the
role of service-learning in a student's education and its benefits for JMU
academics, the community and for society.

12 Change master Dr. Lyle C. Wll~ox has refined the art of balancing risktaking with stability - expertise that will serve this new provost well as he
develops JMU's new College of Integrated Science and Technology.

14 lnfonnation age University librarian Dennis Robison prepares for the

gageS

day when Carrier library can access any document, book or journal and tap
information anywhere in the world. Some trial services are already in place.

17 Experimental studio JMU's Open Studio art class revels in the

page20

interdependencies of artistic disciplines. This and other interdisciplinary
courses on campus preview the complexities ofthe global society students
will enter when they graduate.

20 To boldly go Reality and fantasy converge in a NASA career for
software engineer and long-time trekkie Kim Hawkins ('83). Her
mission? To keep the Hubble Space Telescope in the sky.

22 Tomorrow•s teachers Whether you call it "The Normal,"
"Madison" or "Harrisonburg Teachers College" JMU continues its
commitment to teacher preparation.

24 Fou~ders Weekend JMU celebrates its founding April24-25 with
class reunions, the Bluestone Society induction and other alumni activities, all
highlighted by the Founders Convocation with President Ronald E. Carrier.

32 What a season JMU's Dukes log one of their most successful seasons
ever. They finish with a collective winning percentage o£71.9.
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On the cover: JMU and Carrier Library get
a jump on the electronic information age.
Montpelier is an official publication of James Madison University and
is produced quarterly for alumni, parents of JMU students, faculty, staff
and friends of the university. The publication is named for the home of
James and Dolley Madison. Montpelier is produced by the divisions of University
Advancement and University Relations. Editorial and advertising offices are
located at Sonner Ha/1125, lames Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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number of articles in

~ recent issues of

Montpelier have dealt
with the debilitating effects that
budget cuts are having on public
higher education in Virginia.
Unfortunately, the situation
continues and even further cuts
in our already-depleted budget
are expected as we move
toward the formation of a new
biennial operating budget.
Nearly $7 million has
already been cut from state appropriations to JMUreductions totaling almost 25 percent of our public funds.
The effects of these cuts on JMU have been widespreadreduced numbers of faculty and staff; larger classes; delayed
purchases of equipment; deferment of needed maintenance;
curtailed travel and supply expenses; and general reductions
in all that we do.
The type of cuts JMU is making may not be immediately
apparent on the surface but they are the type of reductions
that can have a long-lasting and devastating impact on the
progress of the university.
Budget reductions at JM~ and other public institutions
aH~ Te(\uiring that a heavier and heavier load ~or the ~unding
o' public higher education be placed on the student and the
student's parents.
Dr. Gordon K. Davies, director of the State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia, told the JMU Board of Visitors last
fall that "We may be seeing the end of public higher education as
we have knCM111 it. Consumers may have to assume more and
more responsibility for financing their education."
There are signs that Dr. Davies' warning is entirely
accurate. Virginia ranks 39th among the 50 states in the
funds allocated by the state for each college student. With
the latest round of budget cuts, we will drop well into the
bottom 10. At the same time, Virginia students pay the
fourth-highest average tuition ~n America.
Not too many years ago, the Commonwealth of
Virginia provided 70 percent of the costs of educating each
in-state student. Today, that percentage has plummeted to
an average of 55 percent. Students and their parents have
seen the percentage of educational costs they bear rise from
30 percent to 45 percent.
Philosophically, JMU has always been an egalitarian
institution- not an elitist one. Our view is that higher education
should be available to all those who can benefit from it.
Continued reductions in public aid to higher-education
could well result in a system that is available only for the very
rich and the very poor- the rich who can afford to pay and
the poor who receive full financial aid. Tuition increases
should be confined to those situations where there is a shortterm need to level out state funding. Any tuition increases
should be accompanied by like increases in financial aid for
the middle class, as well as the poor.
I call on all the constituents of James Madison University
to keep in mind that higher education is an investment in
society, not simply a commodity that can be bought and sold
in the marketplace.
We ask that you continue to show your support for JMU
and for public higher education. Help us in.informing our local
and state leaders of the vital needs of higher education.

Ronald E. Carrier
President
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A Montpelier Special RepOrt
lfirfiaia llilltcr education
tcclingliam badgct cats
By Fred Hilton

versities will purchase 200,000 fewer books ana
periodicals than required and 50,000 fewer than
were purchased three years ago.
An additional budgetary cut of 3 percent
is possible for the 1991-92 fiscal year. A reduction in library funding would be among the
methods used at JMU to accomodate this cut.
If proposed cuts are imposed in 1992-93,
JMU would have to eliminate another $1.5
million from its budget. Tentative plans to accommodate that reduction call either for a tuition increase or for the elimination of$500 ,000
in operating funds and $1 million in personnel
services. The personnel cuts would mean the
elimination ofl9 positions at JMU - hopefully through attrition rather than layoffs.
The budget cuts have also had dramatic
impacts at Virginia's other colleges and universities. For example:
• Tidewater Community College has not
bought a new book in more than a year.
• Students attending some classes at Virginia Tech must sit in hallways.
• Some scientific laboratories at William
and Mary are offi:red every other week rather
than weekly.

Virginia's public colLeges and universities have been reeling in recent
months under massive cuts in their budgets.
Reductions in General Fund appropriations (state funds) of$276 million
in the 1990-92 biennium have been ordered for the public institutions. Further
cuts are possible, both in the 1991 -92 budget year and in the corning 199294 biennium.
The total reductions to public higher education in Virginia are equal
to the combined appropriations of James Madison, George Mason and Old
Dominion universities.
In addition, budget cuts have eliminated $300 million in funds for badly
needed capital outlay projects.
At JMU, the budgetary cuts have already totaled almost 25 percent ofthe
university's state funds - more than $6 million.
Cuts at JMU have been universitywide and have affected faculty, students
and staff. Among the methods used to accommodate the reductions are: freeze
certain positions when they are vacant; delay filling positions; reduce faculty and
staff salaries; institute tuition surcharges; defer equipment purchases; curtail
travel and'supplyexpenses; and defer physical plant renovation and modification
projects.
JMU President Ronald E. Carrier said these
types ofbudget cuts might not always be apparent
on the surface but they are the types ofcuts "which
17% DECREASE
can do long-range damage to the quality of the
in General Fund
university unless t?ey are corrected."
appropriations
10% INCREASE
Statewide, there are no .faculty salary increases
I .
\
in the cost of goods
scheduled for the. 1991-92 academic year, followand services
ing an increase of about 3 percent in 1990-91. At
I
\
the same time, the national average increased by 5.1
percent in 1990-91 and is expected to increase by
another 3 percent in 1991-92.
Balancing a
In 1991-92, Vrrginia public colleges and unithree-year shortfall

More
students
1979

• • •

1992

The Virginia General
Fund appropriation
for higher education
has fallen from 1 5.2
percent to 13
percent in 10 years.
whereas. student
enrollment in
Virginia's public
colleges and
universities has
increase 25 percent
since 1979. ·

... less of the
financial pie
• The average student at George Mason University takes
nearly five years to graduate because he or ~e can't get the
required courses in four years.
ln addition, state funding of public higher education has
declined dramatically in the past few years.
Ten years ago, 15.2 percent of the VIrginia General Fund
(tax funds) went to higher education. In the 1990-92 biennium,
that figure had dropped to 13 percent.
In 1991-92, the state appropriation for each student in
Virginia ranked 39th among the 50 states. Ifrecently announced
additional budget cuts are imposed, Virginia will drop well into
the bottom 10 of the states.
'
Virginia is tied for 11th in the South in state funding. In
constant dollars, per-student appropriations have declined 15
percent since 1988-89.
The figures are even more dramatic when considered on
an individual basis.
At JMU, for example, ·about $2,500 is appropriated for
each student from the state.
At East Tennessee State University, however, the appropriation from the state ofTennessee for each in-state student is
more than $5,700- over double the amount at JMU.
Nearly $5,000 is appropriated for each student at Appalachian State University in North Carolina; almost $4,400 at

A sampling of
how states fund
their students
Per student funding at a
given institution

Marshall University in West VIrginia; $3,800 at Southern
Mississippi University; and $3,000 at Jacksonville State University in Alabama.
While Virginia's per-student appropriation ranks among
the lowest in America, tuition for Vrrginia students is among the
five highest in the country.
Although financial support has significantly dropped in
the last decade, enrollment has increaSed at Virginia's public
colleges and universities by 25 percent since 1979 and by 8
percent in the last three years alone.
Also in the last three years, the cost of goods and services
has increased about 10 perce~t while General Fund appropriations have decreased 17 percent.

The value af a small gift
By Sven VanBaars
Director of the Greater
University Fund
"What difference will my $50 make to JMU1 It's all I can
alford, so why bother?"
Every so often during the JMU Telefund, I hear that
apologetic reply from otherwise enthusiastic alumni.
To you, that $35,$50 or $100 may feel like an insignificant gift, but to James Madison University, each and every gift
counts.
Your gift is a contribution to excellence. To deans,
department heads, professors and students, your gift is a
welcome relief from the limits of state operating budgets.
You can take pride and a sense of ownership because your
gift has made a difference, even if you haven't endowed a
scholarship all by yourself. Look at what you have done.
You have helped JMU buy supplies, send students to
conferences, establish new programs and secure foundation
grants. For example, your gift enabled the Department of
Foreign Languages to purchase curricula enhancements, such
as Spanish videotapes and Chinese operas, this year.
Your gift helped send English major Andrew Harvey to
the Carolinas Symposium on British Studies last October.
Andrew was selected to present his paper, "Khiasmic Structures
in the Poems of George Herbert," to an audience of distinguished professors from schools like Duke, U.Va. and UNC.
"Frankly," said Dr. David Jeffrey, head of the English
department, "it is unusual for an undergraduate to deliver a
paper at a literary conference of this stature. That Andrew's
paper was chosen represents an honor and speaks well of him,
his intelligence and his training here."
In October, political science student Nickole White was
able to attend the annual World Affuirs Conference at the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point, because ofyour small gift. The
political science department traditionally sends students to
represent JMU in international affi.irs conferences at the three
service academies. Next month Lynn Kunkle will attend one at
the Air Force Academy in Colorado Sprin~, and in April,
Jennifer Mortick will attend the one at Annapolis. Your gift
helps underwrite the cost of students' air travel to West Point
and the Air Force Academy.
According to Dr. William Nelson, head of the political
science department, these conferences are a significant addition
to a student's study. JMU students meet important speakers
and participate in discussion groups alongside students from
such schools as Princeton, Harvard andYale. "The conferences
provide a high degree of exposure for JMU, 11 Nelson added.
Your gift helps send accounting students to national
conferences, where they present their papers.
Heather Stallman presented her "Financial Instruments

and Recognition" at the National Students Seminar for Beta
Alpha Psi in Columbus, Ohio.
Lisa Byrne and Tracy Tinkham are planning to attend
the sixth National Conference ofUndergraduate Research in
March. Byrne will present "Role Conflict Faced by Employees
ofl'ublicAccountingFirms;" and Tinkham will present "Factors
that Encourage and Hinder Mentoring in Large Public
Accounting Firms."
Rather than getting lost in a pool of anonymous funds,
your gift is a crucial component ofa larger goal. Your investment
in JMU, combined with those of other donors, helps the
university qualify for grants from foundations, corporations
and charities.
"One of the first questions foundations and companies ask
universities is what percentage of alumni give to the university,"
said Don Lemish, JMU's vice president for university advancement and president of the JMU Foundation. "The rationale is
that strong alumni participation proves the worthiness of an
institution. We are lucky to have such strong participation
here. JMU is ranked second among public institutions in
alumni participation."
Just as your gift combines with others to help JMU qualify
for other financial support, the viability of an entire JMU
program may rest on your particular gift.
The debut of the JMU String Quartet a year ago, for
instance, was made possible by your gift through a JMU
Foundation grant comprising many small gifts. The quartet
presents fonnal chamber redtals, partidpatcs in community

outreach programs and provides music for JMU functions. A
professional ensemble-in-residence., such as the. 1M\J' Strin'i,
Quartet, is a rarity for a university the size ofJMU .The ensemble
conducts master classes, leads lectures and demonstrations for
university music and liberal studies courses. Members of the
quartet are violinist Marcia Kaufinann, violinist and associate
professor of music Paul McEnderfer, violist Scott Hosfed and
cellist and associate professor of music Dr. Robert Ashby.
As you can see, your gift does a lot for JMU. It touches
virtually every program and has impact on the education of
hundreds of people. When the JMU Telefund calls and you
make a gift, remember you're supportiJ:lg students like Andrew,
Nikole, Lynn, Jennifer, Heather, Lisa and Tracy and programs
like the JMU String Quartet.
Your gift may have provided that Carrier Library copy of
Michael Lewis' The Money Culture. To the student who
needs The Money Culture for a finance paper, that particular
book is the most critical part ofhis or her education at that very
moment. And your gift, whatever the size, makes it possible.

Your gift made the JMU String Quartet possible.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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By Dr. Norlyn Bodkin
Director of the JMU Arboretum
In this time of lean state budgets for higher education, I
am surrounded each day with the living reminders of the
generosity of private individuals. The JMU Arboretum is a
wonderful example of the results of charitable contributions to
JMU. Since its inception in 1985,· the arboretum has been
nurtured by numerous gifts, large, small and in-kind.
A Virginia Environmental Endowment paid for some of
the arboretum's first plants and also provided for the printing and distribution of brochures, printed on recycled paper, of course.
A substantial gift underwrote .the costs of architectural
planning and development. It also served, if you 'II excuse me,

Jerry Hainey of GTE
shows Don Lemlsh, vice
president for university
advancement. the 32
channels of Meridian
Data Units donated to
JMU by Northern
Telecom and GTE.

The 1932 JMU graduate also holds
degrees, including her doctorate, from the
University of Michigan. She taught in
Bridgewater, Va., and in Kentucky before
returning to JMU as assistant librarian from
1940-49. She also taught at the universities of
Tennessee and Michigan.
JMU honored her in 1982 with the
Distinguished Alumnus Award.
In addition to her library accomplishments, Boaz has served as a consultant for
Encyclopaedia Britannica, as a member ofthe
editorial board for Highlights for Children
magazine and a representative for the U.S.
State Department's cultural aflairs office for
libraries in Vietnam. She has written numerous books and professional articles. In 1987,
Boaz received the ALISE Award for Professional Contribution to library and Information Science Education.

Burruss Hall
rededicated
lortbern Telecom donates equlp•at
A wild trillium and wild orchid garden has
been established In memory of William
Andrew Wood. pictured here on top of
Mount Rainier In July 1989.

as "seed money," literally purchasing seeds and plant species for
the arboretum.
Three major gifts physically established and later devciO\)Cd the arboretum, ptoviding for bulldozing, clearing out
great tracts of underbrush, building the entrance gates, drive
and parking lot, and then paving and cobblestoning the drive
and lot. They also have provided for continued maintenance
and plantings.
One of the most touching aspects of my work as director
is witnessing the results of gifts that come from the heart.
The family and friends ofJMU student Larkin Smith, for
instance, have contributed toward the establishment of a rock
garden in her memory. Larkin died in·a swimming accident last
year. Work will begin this spring on a wild trillium and wild
orchid garden established in memory of William Andrew Wood
('80), who died recently in a white-water rafting accident. His
widow, Marie L. Wood ('80), provided the funding to establish
the garden in Andy's name. These gifts provide the special
highlights of the arboretum's development.
Gifts in-kind also have made an enormous impact on the
arboretum's progress. Gifts offree or discounted labor by skilled
workers built the stone entrance walls and pillars .and the
wooden pavilion. Gifts of unskilled labor, by that I mean people
like you and me who are willing to come out and sweat, have
helped dig, chop and clear out areas of the arboreturri. Benches
for arboretum visitors have been donated by individuals and
retailers, and gifts of plant species have come from many
individuals and nurseries.
Small gifts of $10, $25 and $30 have played their part
as well. These small gifts go toward the purchase of plants
and supplies and fund maintenance and operating expenses.
One load of wood chips, which cover the arboretum trails,
costs $400. That constitutes eight small gifts of $50 or 16
small gifts of $25.
I suppose charitable giving is similar to the building of a
wall. Major gifts serve as basic building blocks and bricks,
providing a sizable chunk of the wall .. But the smaller gifts,
which are just as heartfelt, supply the mortar that fills in the holes
and holds the entire wall together. Without either of them, the
wall would not be possible.
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Northern Telecom Inc. has donated more than $30,000 in equipment
to JMU for its University 2000 program. The company, from Research
Triangle Park, N.C., presented 32 channels of Meridian Data Units to the
university Nov. 26, 1991. The equipment will help the university extend the
computing and library facilities ofthe campus to students and faculty who live
off campus. "They will have high-speed access similar to that which is on
campus," said Harry Rei£, assistant vice president ofinformation technology
at JMU. "This allows people to tdecompute and work at home."
Rrif said the University 2000 program is part of the school's long-range
computing and information technology plan, and this donation is consistent
with the project's goals. "It allows our university to move into the next century,"
he said. "Accessing _our equipment serves as a gateway to schools around the
globe, and with the donation we can keep cost of service much lower than if
we'd purchased the equipment."
GTE, the local phone company, actually provides the University 2000
service to JMU using Northern Telecom switches, said Reif. "The donation
will enhance the service we buy from GTE," he said. Northern Telecom,
GTE and JMU have worked together on the program and designed a
prototype for the state.
"The equipment allows us to have 32 people concurrently accessing the
university's equipment," Reif said. University 2000 service was introduced this
fall and 50 people are _currently using it. "We expect that number to grow to
several hundred over the coming years," Reif said.

lefcreace library
named for Baaz
The Martha T. Boaz
Reference Room of Carrier Library
has been named to honor the
distinguished library educator and
JMU alumna. Boaz has given the
university a gift that will fund the
BoazLibrary Faculty Development
Endowment.
A former dean and professor
of library science at the University
ofSouthern California, Boaz is recognized nationally as a leader in the
field of library science. She was a
research associate at the Center for
the Study of the American Experience at the University of California
when she retired in 1981.

JMU's Burruss Hall was rededicated
Nov. 22, 1991, to mark the completion of
two years of renovation and construction.
Jean Burruss Arvin, daughter ofthe late Julian
A. Burruss for whom the building was named,
attended the ceremony as a guest of honor.
Burruss, JMU's first president from 19081919, left the university to accept the presidency of Virginia Tech. The Blacksburg
university's main administration building is
also named for Burruss.
Originally built in 1953, Burruss Hall is
home to the mathematics and computer science and biology departments, as well as the
life Science Museum.
The rededication program included a
welcoming speech by Dr. JackA. Armistead,
dean of the College ofLetters and Sciences;
remarks on behalf of the biology department
by Dr. GilbertS. Trelawny,headofthe biology
department; comments by Dr. Diane Spresser,
head ofthe mathematics and computer science
department; and Dr. Bethany Oberst, vice
president for academic affairs.
JMU President Ronald E. Carrier spoke
on behalf of the university and student Wmg
Lau delivered a prayer of rededication.
Tours of the building and a reception
followed the ceremony.

JMU brlaes Russians
and communfty toeetber

President Ronald E. Carrier
honored Martha T. Boaz at a
JMU luncheon. The luncheon
followed a meeting of the
Commission on the Library of
the 21st Century, of which she
Is an honorary member.

Ten Russians from Harrisonburg's sister city, Peterhof, visited the Harrisonburg
area last October, the second leg of a sistercity venture.
"This is the first and only direct sistercity relationship (with Russia) in the state of
Virginia," said Dr. Elizabeth Neatrour, one
of the four founders of the Local International Network Committee that spearheaded the sister-city project. Because of
her frequent visits to the Soviet Union on
behalf of JMU's Russian Exchange program, Neatrour was chosen to select the
Russian city for the project.
CONnNUED ON PAGE 7

Endowed
scholarships support
students and faculty
Eleven endowed scholarships have been fully funded aver the
last year to help support JMU students' education and professors'
professional development.
Dr. Ralph and Patricia Benke have established the Bruce Allen
Benke Memorial Scholarship in memory of their son. The scholarship
is earmarked for students in JMU's accounting program.
Fred Brinkman and Arthur Anderson & Co. have established
the Fred Brinkman/Arthur Anderson & Co. Fellowship, which will
finance international study and development for faculty in the
School of Accounting .
William E. Bridgeforth Jr. has established the William E.
Bridgeforth Jr. Family National Merit Scholars in honor of his
family. The endowment will provide funds to attract national
merit finalists to JMU.
The Ronald and Edith Carrier National Merit Scholars Award
was established to honor Carrier's 20th year as president of JMU .
The endowment will provide funds to attract national merit finalists
to JMU and is part of the Carriet National Merit Scholars Campaign
to raise a total of $100,000.
Also part of the Carrier National Merit Scholars Campaign is

the Dorothy Thomasson Estes National Merit Scholars
Award, established by the Estes Foundation and Martha E.
Graver in honor of her mother; and the Warren Hobbie
Estate National Merit Scholars Award, established by the
Hobbie Estate to honor Dr. Carrier's 20th year at JMU.
The Bruce/Crawford/Morrison/Rummel Scholarship
was established by the JMU Faculty Women's Caucus in
honor of Drs. Pat Bruce, Marilyn Crawford, Lee Morrison
and Rose Mary Rummel. The fund grants a scholarship
each year to a female student in physical education or
athletics who embodies the spirit and the goals of the
caucus and is concerned about the civil and human rights
of women on the JMU campus.
Family friends, swimmers, Sigma Sigma Sigma and
Sigma Pi fraternity have established the Patsy Graham
Endowed Scholarship in memory of the student athlete
and swimmer from Centreville, Va. The funds provide for
one-year scholarships to a student fighting or recavering
from cancer, who is a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma or
Sigma Pi or who is majoring in elementary education.
The Helen B. Racey Endowment Scholarship was
established by the estate of Helen B. Racey for JMU
students in need of financial aid.
The Zane B. Showker Athletic Scholarship was
established ey Zane Showker as part of the Samuel P.
Duke Athletic Scholarship to support JMU's
athletic program.
Also supporting the JMU athletic program is the
Robert Plecker Athletic Endowed Scholarship, established
by Robert and Frances Plecker.
In addition to these endowed scholarships, there are
18 scholarships which have been established but as yet are
not fully funded.

addition, the telecommunications office
provided a link between JMU and Peterhof
through the university's electronic mail
system.
The university's involvement in the sister-city project is a continuation ofa long-term
relationship with the Soviet Union. One of the
first JMU study toUIS was a trip to Russia, led
by Neatrour in 1972. She continues to lead
such programs at least once a year. In 1988,
JMU was designated as one of three U.S.
institutions to receive the first undergraduates from the Soviet Union, an exchange
program that continues each year during the
spring semester.

Crcater Madisan·s
Educatars oftbe Year
Greater Madison Inc. honored Shelvie R
Carr, a teacher and social studies department
head at Turner Ashby High School in
Rockingham County, Va., with its 1991 Educator of the Year Awards. Carr, a JMU graduate, was named Teacher of the Year. C. Victor
Diehl, principal of Elkton (Va.) Elementary
School, received Greater Madison's Administrator of the Year Award.

Data base cabanccs
rcscarcll oppartulillcs
With the help of a new data base, JMU
faculty members may be able to access more

Join

research opportunities throughout the continent. Cattermi\1 1nc., a )oint venture o£ the
Dome Corp. of the Johns Hopkins lnstitutions

''A Day for
the Dukes''
Make February 22
a great day
for JMU athletics by giving your
support to this year's Duke Club
campaign. Duke Club members
in Rockingham and Augusta counties will be asked for a
renewal of their support
in person on February 22.
Members outside the region
will also be contacted as will
many potential new members.
But don't wait to be called,
contact the Duke Club at
(703) 568-6461 and make
February 22 "A Day for the Dukes"
For more information on the JMU Duke Club, complete the form below
and send to the JMU Duke Club, James Madison University,
207 Godwin Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807

................... ............. .
~

NAME __________________________ PHONE _______________
ADDRESS ___________________________________________

C I T Y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - STATE------ Z I P - - - - -

Dr. Elizabeth Neatrour selected
Peterhof as Harrisonburg's
sister city.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Last March, Neatrour led a group of38
local business executives, housewives, doctors,
lawyers, JMU students and city and county
officials on a visit to Peterhof and a Russian
tour. The 10 Russians then reciprocated with
their October visit.
The Russian visitors lived with local families during their stay and visited area businesses,
schools, rostaurants and recreational facilities.
An agreement was also signed between the two
sister cities outlining cooperative efforts in science and technology, economics and trade, the
environment, mass communication, culture,
tourism, p.ublic health and education.
Members of the JMU community
participated by hosting the Russians in their
homes and opening up their classrooms. Russian
language students served as translators and the
first public forum involving the visiting Russians
was held on campus followed by a reception
hosted by President Ronald E. Carrier. In

in Baltimore and Longman Cartermill Ltd. of
St. Andrews in Scotland, is compiling
Best.North America, a standardized, comprehensive data base of research resources at the
leading North American research institutions.
The data base allows faculty members to
match their research interests with federal and
private funding agencies. The result is a list of
potential sponsors with information about the
agency's mission, general award amounts in
the past, the types of projects funded and any
limitations or special requirements.
Best.North America also provides an
opportunity for universities in the United
States and Canada to communicate with one
another to explore ways to collaborate.
"This is important to JMU because it
gets our faculty's names out across the country to other institutions as well as private
industry and business," said Dr. Barbara
Castello, vice president for sponsored research and external programs.
To date, 90 of the leading research universities in the United States and Canada have
become members ofBest.North America.
B~t.North America will join two other
systems used by JMU to find funding sources
for its faculty. lllinois &search Information
System and Sponsored Program Information
Network provide the university with about
12,000 funding sources that faculty can tap.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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JMU CCIICr aids local

ecronloloo scnlccs
JMU's new Gerontology Center opened
last summer with Dr. Dorothy Pomraning at
the helm. The center serves as a clearinghouse
for services geared toward older adults and the
professionals who work with them.

FACULTY

SPOTLIG
Professor Blues
By Brookie Davis ('94)

Dr. Dorothy Pc?mranlng

Through a quarterly newsletter,
Pomraning works to coordinate services provided by the Valley Program for Aging Services
. (which operates the area senior centers); Adult
Day Care Center; Shepherd's Center (older
adults helping one another with transportation, home repairs, etc.); Women's Health
Focus; local retirement communities and nursing homes; American Association of Retired
Persons; and JMU.
The center is also working to obtain
funding to provide continuing education for
axc::a. \)tokss\ona\s and non-\)tofess\ona\s and

provides the courses for JM\J's new gerontology minor. The 18-hour minor includes
course work on the physical, psychological
and social aspects of aging, assessment, and
programs and services for older adults,
Pornraning says.
"All ofthe long-range trends point to an
increased interest in this area of study" as the
number of older adults grows, she explains.
"I'm surprised how many undergraduates want
to take our courses just for their own edification
- because they want to understand what's
happening to their parents or grandparents,"
she adds. "And I think there's a real trend now
toward human service careers - that's where
there's a great need as compared to many
businesses which are cutting back."
Pornraning says her interest in the field ·
ofgerontology is a continuation ofher longterm work in child development and family
relations. "I've always been interested and
involved in courses on children, parenting and
families," she says. "Now I'm looking at another phase of family life, now I'm looking at
birth to death." ·
As an extension of her work to coordinate local services, Pornraning has ·been instrumental in the development of the Silver
Semce Resource Guide for Adults Over 50, a
directory of local businesses and services
available to older adults.
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By day he's known simply as Greg Versen, mild-mannered,
associate professor of social work who teaches freshman
seminar, social welfare and an elective about aging.
But by night, Saturday night that is, he's known to the
Shenandoah Valley as Professor Blues. He's the host of "Blues
Valley," which airs Saturday nights from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. on
WMRA (FM 90.7).
Versen prepares the blues programming and plays blues
selections from his and the station's collections. The show
features on-air tributes to rock 'n' roll Hall of Fame inductees
and blues singers and interviews with blues musicians.
Versen arrived at JMU in 1977 to coordinate the social
work program. At the time, the program was still a part of the
sociology and anthropology department. The valley was pictureperfect for his photography hobby, but Versen couldn't help
singing the blues- because he wasn't hearing any.
"Blues," Versen explains, "is a musical form not played on
the radio much."
Originally from Vicksburg, Miss., Versen approached
WMRA, a National Public Radio affiliate licensed to JMU, to
provide some of the sounds of his childhood.
"I asked the radio station to play blues music, and the
general response was, 'Why don't you do it?.' And that's how I
got into it. " Versen says.
But, first things first. Versen Jived in Harrisonburg eight
years before he started his show. During that time he worked to
have the social work program accredited by the Commonwealth
ot Virginia in 1977.
"We had our act together," says Versen, adding that
good faculty made the accreditation possible during his first
year atJMU.
In 1978 Versen moved into a full-time faculty position. A
couple of years later the social work program became a freestanding department, and in July 1989 it moved to the College
of Health and Human Services.
Meanwhile, Versen's radio program, "Blues Valley,"
celebrated its seventh anniversary in January. When he began in
1985, his theme song was "Down in Virginia" by Jimmy Reed.
"He was a blues man I cut my teeth on," Versen says.
In 1987 he discovered Elmore James's "Madison Blues"
and changed his theme·. Four years ago he began using the
radio moniker, Professor Blues.
Versen can't be sure how many JMU listeners he attracts,
but he knows some students from)lis Freshman Seminar tune in
from time to time. In general, he says, blues is a musical style
and form that has more appeal to older listeners.
Prison inmates from Staunton, Craigsville and Buckingham
comprise a large portion of his listening audience. And to
Versen, that makes perfect sense.
"Some of my more faithful listeners are in area prisons,"
Versen said. "It's the music;. of hard times, so prisoners may have
a real affinity to the underlying themes."
One inmate was so faithful that when he transferred to
Brunswick Correction Center, the prison library began sending
audio cassettes to the radio station to tape the Saturday night
show. The Brunswick Correction Center's library now-holds
about a two-months' supply of tapes of Versen's shows.
Versen maintains a regular correspondence with some of
these prisoners. Some write while others call the station collect
to request music and play dedications.
One inmate in Craigsville was married while he was in
prison. Afterwards, Versen served as a go-between for the
couple. The wife lived in Harrisonburg and would call in with
dedications for ber husband, who would then write back with
return dedications for Versen to air. When the husband was
released, he and his wife visited Versen at the radio station.

These prisoners have done their part to promote the station,
too. The same couple worked the phones during one of WMRA's
fund-raising activities. Another inmate sent in a $10 donation last
year, which is half of his month's pay in prison. And this year the
same inmate made and donated to the station a wooden
Canadian goose planter as a give-away prize during the fund
raiser.
The three-hour "Blues Valley" segment is one of the top
. fund-raising programs on WMRA and reflects strong support
for this kind of music, Versen says. "There are a lot of people
who listen regularly."
Versen does the show on a volunteer.basis. "Being able to
supply that music to this area has been the most rewarding part of
the job," he says. "I use the program as a tool to do some
•
community education about the music's history and evolution."
Versen's love for blues follows him back to his office and
JMU where he has a stereo and a collection of tapes just waiting
to be played.
"Sometimes," he says, "it provides a neat segue into
meeting and talking with students."
Perhaps there's no connection, but this segue may be
working for Versen. In 1991 he received the Distinguished
Teaching Award from the College of Health and Human Services.
In addition to teaching, Versen is the director of field
placement in the ·social work department and supervisor of the
field practicum. He is also the adviser to the Social Work Organization and to the Baptist Student Union. He is currently a member of
the Liberal Studies Committee aimed at examining and formalizing
the goals, policies and future direction of JMU's liberal studies
program. And he is the founder of the National Association of
Social Workers Student Rally.
"It is a statewide gathering of graduate and undergraduate
students in social work for the purpose for examining the
professional and practical issues," Versen explains.
Versen received his bachelor of arts from Mississippi College
with a sociology major and his master of science and social work
from the University of Tennessee. He has been married since
March 1966 and has three children. One is a JMU graduate, one is
a JMU psychology senior, and the third is a senior at Harrisonburg
High School and is making plans to attend to JMU.

,.
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SPOTLIGHT

Research & Grants
Drs. A. Jerry Benstm, dean of the College of Education and Psychology, and
Linda M. Bradley of the Regional Services Center, received $638 from the
State Department of Education to provide additional funding for personnel.
Dr. William P. Boyer, associate professor of anthropology, received $10,000 from
the Virginia Foundation for the Humanities
and Public Policy for the Traditional Basketry in Virginia project. The funds will help
Boyer develop and implement a traveling
exhibit and public symposium studies which
will encourage Virginia's traditional white
oak basket makers.
Dr. Benjamin A. DeGraff, professor
of chemistry, received $23,950 from the
National Science Foundation for a workshop to focus on lasers and their applications
to solving chemical problems.
Dr. James E. Denttinger; assistant dean
of the Q>llege of letters and Sciences, and
John B. Noftringer, director of continuing
education and external programs, received
$55,000 from the National Science Foundation to bring 25 community college faCulty to
JMU during the summer of 1992 to work in
small interdisciplinary teams with JMU faculty.
The emphasis will be on learning particular
methods, techniques and instrumentation use
for participants' undergraduate classes. The
program is a partnership among the JMU
natural sciences area; JMU continuing educa-

tion and external programs office; and six
regional community colleges.
Dr. Daniel M. Downey, associate professor of chemistry, received $10,832 to
monitor water quality in Little Stony Creek
following biweekly limestone introduction.
Dr. Clarence Geier, professor of anthropology, received $35,885 from
Maguire Associates Inc. to conduct a
phase I inventory of archaeological sites
lying within three terrarian corridors currently under evaluation for the construction ofVa. 37, Winchester. He also received
$40,978 from the Frederick County/Virginia
Department ofHistoric Resources to perform
a cultural resource study of a section of the
Frederick County Urban Development and
adjoining terrain.
RRndy L. Mitchell,
director of stude'nt
activities, received
$1,500 from the Vrrginia Commission for
the Arts to provide a
program oftraditional
and new music and
Randy L. Mitchell
dance from Ghanar
Dr. Mary J Noblitt, assistant professor of
business education, administrative services, received $63,050 to continue the vocational
teacher education personnel development plan.
Dr. Frank Palocsay, professor of chemistry, received $3,000 from Science Applications International Corp. to provide suppon of
undergraduate research at JMU.

Martinique bound
By Greg Abel ('92)
Dr. Christiane Szeps has found a way to accommodate both
her passions at JMU -teaching and acting.
"I always wanted to act in the theater, but I love to
teach," says the assistant professor of French. "As an
actor, your goal is to retain the attention of your publicit's the same thing in a classroom. My goal is to make sure the
students don't go to sleep.·
Szeps, who has performed in the JMU's experimental
theater, gets plenty of "stage time" in the classroom as she
teaches four courses including conversational French and French
composition and literature. She says she welcomes the heavy
load because sh'e thrives on work and enjoys sharing her love of
French to students.
"I love my language and I want to relate this love to my .
students," says the Paris native, green eyes beaming as a smile
sneaks across her face. "I love to see students respond and relate
to what I'm saying and trying to teach them."
For Szeps though, the courses she teaches provide only a
small sampling of the amount of work she undertakes. She and
her husband, Alfred Fralin, a professor of French at Washington &
Lee University in Lexington, Va., have recently finished co-writing
three high school French textbooks. The books, along with audiotapes and workbooks, represent the culmination of more than
seven years of work. They have been approved for use throughout
"This way they're getting paid for what they're doing and
Virginia and California, and Szeps says the books also are "pretty
they can pay their tuition here and they will be able to pay for
popular in New York, Illinois and Texas." Although she says she
their living expenses," Szeps says. "1 think bringing the
won't know whether the books will prove to be financially
Martinique students on this campus will be enrichissantrewarding for quite some time, Szeps takes pride in that ~he and
enriching for everyone. "
her husband finally were able to complete the project.
,, ,The ·program in Martinique will be run on a pilot basis next
"I'm just glad it's all over. There were many times when I was semester, Szeps says. It all goes well, as man'l as eignt students ma'l
about to give up, but we kept going," Szeps says with a relieved
spend a semester on the Caribbean Island next in the spring ot '92.
sigh. "We're still married, which is amazing when you work with
Szeps will not stay with the students in Martinique during the
your husband like this."
semester but will accompany them at the outset of the trip to
Another source of pride for Szeps is the fruition of a
ensure that their accommodations are suitable.
Semester ·Abroad Program she has coordinated for JMU in the
"I love working on the Martinique project," she notes with
French Caribbean Island, Martinique. Szeps has arranged for four
enthusiasm. "It's given me great satisfaction to see this thing come
JMU students to spend next semester at the University of
to a realization.·
Martinique. The students will live in the homes of university
Over the course of the three-year planning period Szeps says
professors and become immersed in a unique culture.
many of her colleagues, including Drs. Alex de Jonge, David
"When most students look to go abroad for French, they
Jeffrey, Barbara Castello and William Ingham have provided
obviously look to Paris first But I think Martinique provides a
invaluable support.
unique setting," Szeps says. "It is an island-that is populated
As if teaching four classes, writing textbooks and coordinatprimarily by blacks and the experience for most of the students will
ing a Semester Abroad Program weren't enough, Szeps also finds
be an environment they've never been close to."
time in her schedule to write mystery stories, .which she says is a
Szeps took JMU students to Martinique for a May session last favorite hobby.
year and will ·do so again this year, but t,b.e process of coordinating
"I don't have much time to do it, but I love to write mysteries. "
the full-semester program has taken three years·. The reason for
· Even if her theater career doesn't extend past the JMU
the delay has been mainly because the Martinique school is run by ·. audience, Szeps says she loves the campus and its students and
France and plans must be approved not only by the administration . would not trade her job fo~ any other.
at. Martinique, but also by the Ministry of Education in Paris.
"It's a great profession," says Szeps, who has been at JMU
"It's been tough and very challenging. Especially when I have
since 1987. ? 1have really enjoyed Ja.mes Madison, mainly because
to go over there and try more or less to sell the idea to the people
of the mixture of students. They come from all classes and all. races
in France and Martinique. The French education system is governand 1think this is wonderful.
. ,
·
mentally'controlled and they don't bend easily," Szeps says. ·
"I love for a student to come to me and say, 'Well, I didn't
Because her mother was born in Martinique, Szeps is familiar
know what 1was going to do, but after your class I decided to
with the culture and she says that familiarity was essential in her
major in French.' That doesn't happen all the time," Szeps·says,
eventual success.
"but when it does it's the most rewarding thing because I feel like
"You've got to know them in order to know how to deal
I've made a difference."
with them. They are open to tourism -they live on tourism but what I proposed was entirely different Having family there
helped a lot."
Szeps not only has arranged for the JMU students to
experience life and education in Martinique, she also has arranged
for two Martinique students to spend a year at JMU. This part of
the program, Szeps says, was difficult to coordinate because the
Martinique students' education is financed by the government and
they have no means to pay for a trip to the U.S. In order to make
it possible, Szeps says the Martinique students will attend as
graduate students in the JMU English department and teach lower
and mid-level French courses in exchange for their expenses.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Dr. B1"e11114 M. Ryt~ls, associate profi:.ssor

of speech pathology, received $183,161 of a
$411,724 grant awarded to study the neural
and functional consequences of post-miotic
production in a mature animal. The project
has two overall objectives: to determine
whether the newly produced hair cells are
innervated; and to determine what the functional status of the auditory system is after
hair cell regeneration.
Dr. William C. Wood, associate professor of economics, received $5,500 from
the Virginia Council on &onomic Education
to improve teacher preparation on consumer
credit and money management concepts.

Awards &HDIDJS
Dr. Norlyn Bodkin,
professor of biology
and director of the
JMU Arboretum, has
joined the ranks of
Charles Darwin and
Prince Charles. Bodkin flew to London in
· Dr. Norlyn Bodkin
December and was
inducted as a fcllow of the linnean Society of
London. The exclusive society is the oldest extant
scientific society in the world devoted to natural
history. It promotes all aspects of pure biology,
including anatomy, biochemistry, ecology, genetics, paleobiology and systematics.
Among early members of the society
were some of the great names of biology Darwin, Sirs Joseph Banks and Joseph and
William Hooker, Thomas Henry Huxley and
hlfu:.O. "Russ<:.\ Wa\lac.e. "Pri.nce Charles, too,
recently became a fellow.

The society takes its name from the
celebrated Swedish naturalist, Carl Linnaeus
(1707-1778). Known as the father of plant
taxonomy, linnaeus distinguished and named
more than 9,000 plants, 828 shells, 2,100
insects and 477 fish. He introduced the now
universal system of binomial nomenclature for
species of plants and animals and a method of
classification, elements ofwhich are still in use.
Bodkin's 33 years of work in plant tax- ·
onomy drew the society's attention during the
professor's falll990 sabbatical, which ~e spent
studying the John Clayton Collection at the
British Museum of Natural History. He and
other botanists pulled Clayton's original collections from among the 3-1/2 million herbariu.tn sheets housed in the Herbarium of the
British Museum.
John Clayton, an 18th-century botanist
who classified plant species of the New World
and sent them back to Europe for preservation,
made a major contribution to Iinnaeus' work.
Clayton's specimens make up more
than two-thirds of Linnaeus' 1753 publication, Species plantarum, which became the
very foundation of plant names and is considered the most important book written on
plant nomenclature. The first book devoted
toN orth American plants, the 1739 publication, Flora virginica, is also based upon
Clayton's collections.
Gayton is ofspecial interest to Bodkin in
his role as arboretum director. The arboretum's
support group, the John Clayton Society, is
CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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PERSPECTIVE
Senicc-Learning al JMI
by Cecil D. Bradfield
and R. Ann Myers
Shannon May, a junior sociology major, enrolled in JMU's
"Homelessness in America" seminar and worked with homeless
people in Harrisonburg. She is concerned about the homeless, not
only in Harrisonburg, but in society. Shannon is representative of a
growing number of JMU students who are serving in the communtty
and relating that service to their personal development as well as part
of their academic program.
During the 1990-91 academic year, more than 2,000 JMU
students were placed in 55 community agencies through thethreeyear-old Center for Service-learning. The majority of these students
engage in semester- or year-long service-learning commitments. The
1991-92 academic year projections are that this number will be
exceeded by 15 percent. In addition to students placed through the
Center for Service-learning, many others work in the community for
short-term projects through clubs or their fraternities and sororities.
What are the benefits of service-learning to the personal,
academic and professional development of students? To the academic
program? To the community? To the society?
There are many benefits for the development of students. As
students are involved in the community, they are engaging the
"real world" in which they will soon be working. The servicelearning experience helps develop and firm up their value system.
Evidence is strong that service-learning helps students enhance
their leadership skills. The literature on leadership development
suggests that those who learn how to serve are the most effective
leaders. 1he diversity experienced by students engaging in community service helps better prepare them tor lite.
Students consistently evaluate their service-learning experience
as enhancing their self-esteem and confidence. Some students see the
community experience as an opportunity to explore career options. In
short, the service-learning experience helps students gain an increased
knowledge of themselves.•Self-awareness is an important value for
career and life success.
Service-learning enhances the educational environment of the
university. In addition to the classroom experience, students engage
the world beyond the campus and connect it back to their on-campus
academic experience. The Center for Service-learning has developed
placements in more than 60 community agencies and programs. Each
placement has "community mentors" who supervise the students.
These mentors understand and appreciate the educational significance
of the community experience for the students.
Sixty percent of the students placed in the community have their
service related to a course requirement. In most cases, students
document their experiences in the form of a journal. In these journals
the students not only document what they do, but what they think
about what it means for them personally, as well as how it relates to
their course work. Therefore, the students take an active role in their
learning- which replicates the world beyond graduation. The
experience also provides rich illustrative material for the classroom
and, thereby, become the teachers of their peers.
A growing number of JMU faculty members include servicelearning as part of their courses. For example, eight faculty members
use service-learning as a component of the Freshman Seminar course.
During the .semest~r. students explore the following questions: What
am !learning related to the seminar? What am !learning about
society? What am I learning about and from the people I'm working
with? What am !learning about myself?
Workshops are conducted by CSl staff for faculty members who
want to know how better to include service-learning in their courses.
The CSL receives national recognition for connecting the community
service to the curriculum in a way that promotes learning and
enhances the undergraduate experience.
The service-learning program of JMU helps the university realize
its mission of public service. Students provide resources to more than
60 agencies and programs in the Harrisonburg area. In several
instances important human needs are being addressed only because
JMU students are involved. One example of this is the Mercy House
Homeless Shelter, which serves homeless families. The CSl has worked
hand in hand with a community group to develop the shelter. For two
years a CSl staff person provided the only paid staff for the shelter. A

second example is "Your Place After School," which is staffed
almost exclusively by JMU students through the CSL This afterschool program operates in a culturally diverse area of Harrisonburg
and currently has 35 students who provide a wide variety of
services such as language arts, art, recreation and J3ersonal skill~
development.
Finally, the service-learning program addresses some of the
pressing needs of the society. Students who are engaged in the
community experience a kind of "consciousness raising" about the
larger society and some of the pressing human needs such as
homelessriess. Most of the students who work at the homeless
shelter ask, "Why are there homeless people in this affluent society?"
About 40 percent of incoming JMU freshmen have identifiable community service experience. Evidence supports that
community involvement on the part of students is modeled after
and influenced by their parents. This is part of a growing trend in
American society toward a higher level of community service
through civic, religious and political organizations. Recent surveys
indicate that 45 percent of the adult population contributed more
than 19.5 billion hours of voluntary work worth more than $150
billion. It is our assumption that students who engage in servicelearning are more likely to participate in the larger society once they
graduate. Therefore, in addition to the immediate impact of the
service-learning program, JMU alumni who have served in the
community as part of their undergraduate curriculum will continue
to make an impact after graduation.
. "Experience is the best teacher" is a time-worn adage.
Service-learning is a way to carry the adage one step further.
learning that connects the traditional classroom experience to the
community makes experience an even better teacher. Servicelearning makes the student an active learner and encourages
learning within an ethic of service while improving personal skills.
The Center for Service-learning is unique in that it is a project of
both JMU's divisions of student affairs and academic affairs. That
partnership is a powerful way of saying that service-learnipg is
important to the education of whole persons. Service-learning
makes education an active self-directed pursuit that helps students
to be prepared for life.
Student Shannon May, as a result of her service-learning
experience, will leave JMU with enhanced career and life skills. She
has experienced the real world in a manner that would be unlikely
w ithout the community service experience. In the process she has
helped the university address its mission of public service and she
has started on a road that will enhance her ability to make a
difference in the society through her thoughtful community
involvement. In the end, she has made all of us even more proud to
be associated with James Madison University.

About the Authors
Cecil D. Bradfield ('68), Ph.D., and R. Ann Myers ('69), MSW, are the
co-founders of JMU's Center for Servke-Learning. Ann is head of the
Department of Social Work and has been on the faculty since January
1973. Cecil is a professor of sociology and coordinator of the Center for
Service-Learning and has been on the faculty since 1971.
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dedicated to preserving and enhancing the
arboretum, which in turn preserves many of
the native plant species Clayton identified two
centuries ago. One of the arboretum trails is
named for Clayton and displays some of the
species he identified. Bodkin is planning to
bring some of the Oayton specimens to Vrrginia for an exhibition at JMU and at The
Williamsburg Foundation in the spring.
Among Bodkin's professional accomplishments is the 1981 discovery ofa rare variety
of flowering plant. Bodkin and Dr. James L.
Reveal of the University of Maryland were
credited with identifying Shenandoah wakerobin in the mountain range that straddles the
Virginia-West Virginia border. Shenandoah
wake-robin's botanical name is Trillium
pusillum var, monticulum.
The professor is a member of internationa!, national and regional botany and
plant taxonomy societies and for the last
several years has led summer study trips
for JMU students to the Galapagos Islands and the Amazon.
Gerald L Gill, JMU's business reference librarian and head of the Business Information Center, was the recipient of the 1991
Gale Research Award for Excellence in Business
Iibrarianship. The award is presented by the
References and Adult Services Division of the
American library Association.
"Gill is being honored for his significant contributio.ns to the field of business
librarianship, his outstanding service to the
American Library Association .. . and most
importantly, we present this award for his

inspirational leadership and dedication, which
culminated in the establishment of Business
Reference and Services Section, which honors him," said Glenda Neely, chairwoman of
the Gale Research Committee.
The $1,000 award, which has existed for
two years, is a prestigious one. ''To be nominated is an honor," Gill said, "but to actually
receive it is the highlight of a career. It is very
humbling, too, when you stop to think I was
competing against people from places like
Harvard, Stanford and Massachusetts Institute
oiTechnologywhoarealmosthouseholdnames
in my field."

Publlslllae
Dr. Annette R. Federico, assistant professor of English, had a book, Masculine Identity
in HR-rdy and Gissing, published by Fairleigh
Dickenson University Press, a division ofAssociated University Presses.
Dr. Robert W. Hoskins Iii, professor of
English, had a book, GrR-ham Greene: A
ChR-rR-cter Index R-nd Guide, published by
Garland Publishers.
Dr. William Jackameit, assistant vice
president for resource planning and policy
studies, had an article, "A Rationale and Strategy for Records Management," published in
the spring 1991 issue of the SACUBO Ledger,
published by the Southern Association of College and University Business Officers.
Dr. ArnoldKJUm, professor ofpsychology,
had a review of David Gilmore's book, Manhood in the Making: Cultural Conceptr ofMasculinity, titled "In Search of the Real Man,"

Dine at the Old TKE House

published in Contemporary Psychology. He also
had a review of Sue Freeman's book, "Managing lives: Corporate Women and Social
Change," published in Psychology of Women
Q}4arterly.
Dr. William McBride, assistant professor of history, had an article, "Challenging a
StrategicParadigm:Aviationand the U.S. Navy
Special Policy Board ofl924," published in the
JournR-1 of Strategic Studies and an article,
"'Normal' Medical Science and British
Treatment of the Sea Scurvy, 1747-1775,"
in the Journal of History R-nd Medicine R-nd
Allied Sciences.
Dr. David Owusu-Ansah, assistant
professor of history, had a book, Islamic
TalismR-nic Tradition in the NineteenthCentury Asante, published by Edwin Mellen
Press. The book is part ofEdwin Mellen's
African Studies Series.
Dr. Jack Presbury, professor ofpsychology,
and Dr. Jerry Benson, acting dean of the College of Education and Psychology, along with
colleagues Dr. Jon Fitch and Dr. E. Paul
Torrimce, had their article, "What Can
Children's Creative Writing Tell Us About
Their Cognitive Development?", published in '
the Journal ofCreR-tive &ha'Pior.
Dr. Inez L RR-msey,
professor in the
secondary education,
library science and
educational leadership
department, had a
monograph, "Media
Selection Aids; A
Dr. Inez L Ramsey B i b 1i o graph y, "

published by the Virginia Educational
Media Association.
Dr. J. Barkley
Rosser Jr., professor of economics,
had a paper, "Fundamental Issues in
Nonlinear Urban
Population Dynamic Models:
Dr. J. Barkley
Theory and a
Rosser Jr.
Synthesis"
(coauthored with Dimitrios S. Dondrinos), published by Ann~~ls of Region~~/ Science.
Dr. Marin~~ V. Rosser, assistant professor
of economics, had a paper, "East-West Joint
Ventures in the USSR and China: A Compararive Study," published in the VirginiR- Social
Science Journal.

Dr. Rose Mary Rummel, 51, died Nov.
13,1991, at the UniversityofVirginia Medical Center in Charlottesville, Va., where she
had been a patient for more than a year. A
professor of physical education and sport,
she joined the JMU faculty in 1965. She was
the first president of the JMU Faculty
Women's Caucus. She earned her bachelor's
degree at Lamar University and her master's
degree at Sam Houston State University.
She received her doctorate in 1972 from the
University of Texas at Austin. Memorial
contributions may be made to the JMU
Foundation for the Bruce-CrawfordMorrison- Rmnmel Scholarship Fund.

CENTER FOR PROFESS\ONA.L DEVELOPMENt
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY

SPRING 1992 PUBLIC SEMINARS
Industrial Bar Coding
March 17-18 .............. Herndon, VA
May 4-5 .................... Baltimore, MD
June 9-10 .................. Harrisonburg, VA

April 14-15 .......... Richmond,VA
May 7-8 ............... Charlotte, NC
June 11-12............ Wilmington, DE

Fundamentals of Purchasing
March 23-24 .............. Richmond, VA
April 2g-29 ................ Wilmington, DE
June 11-12 ................ Miami, FL

March 26-27.......... Harrisburg, PA
May 28-29 ............. Harrisonburg, VA
June 25-26 ............. Baltimore, MD

Health Care Cost Containment
March 17-18 .............. Harrisonburg, VA
May 14-15 ................ Richmond, VA

April 22-23 ........... Herndon, VA
June 17-18 ............ Baltimore, MD

Managing & Improving Warehouse Operations
When you pass through the door of the Joshua Wilton House Inn and Restaurant,
you'll feel as though you're taking a step back into history, not only because you may
know the Joshua Wilton House as the old TKE house, but also because it is a 100year-old historical landmark.
This fine old house has been has been restored to as much of its original
architecture as possible. The inn offers a sumptuous country breakfast to overnight
guests, as well as a choice of five bedrooms, decorated and furnished with beautiful
antiques reminiscent of the 1890 period in which the Joshua Wilton House was built.
Casual dining in an elegant atmosphere! The restaurant has three dining rooms,
seating sixteen to 24 people each. Two have fireplaces and the third is a sunroom.
In the summer months the terraced garden lends itself to outdoor dining.
Craig and Bert Moore are notorious throughout the Shenandoah Valley for their
excellent cuisine, featuring culinary delights made with French sauces, mouthwatering seafood specialties, homemade breads and desserts.
The restaurant is open for dinner Tuesday through Saturday fro~ 5:30p.m. to
closing. Lunch is served Wednesday through Friday from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Reservations are suggested for the Joshua Wilton House Restaurant.

The Joshua Wilton Inn and Restaurant
412 South Main Street, Harrisonburg, Virginia, 22801 003) 434-4464

March 19-20 .............. Miami, FL
March 30-31.. ............ Richmond, VA
April 29-30 ............... Baltimore, MD

March 23-24 .......... Charlotte, NC
April 9-10 ............. Wilmington, DE
May 14-15 ............ Harrisonburg, VA

Principles of Contracts & Uniform Commercial Codes
April 2-3 .................. Harrishurg,PA
Apr. 30-May !... .... Richmond, VA
May 7-8 .................... Wilmington, DE
May 19-20............ Baltimore, MD
June 15-16 ................ Miami, FL
July 16-17............. Charlotte, NC
July 30-31 ................ Harrisonburg, VA

The Center for Professional Development provides lifelong education
for professionals and executives by identifying needs for professional
training beyond traditional college offerings and locating resources to
provide for these needs. In addition, the Center can custom tailor
in-house programs to meet any training need your organization may
have. For a Spring 1992 brochure or for more information, please
call the Center for Professional Development at (703)568-3249.
:Montpe{ier
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change
JnaSter

balance
Dr. Lyle C. Wilcox takes the helm of JMU's newest college

by Dr. Carol L. Kefalas

I

~ability?

ow do you fucilitate change ond not lose
How do you make th< right dro.;oru
in the face of high risks/
These are questions with which Dr. Lyle C. Wilcox, JMU's new provost of the College of
Integrated Science and Technology, has been intensely involved throughout his life- difficult
questions for which he has some practical answers.
Those answers, which Wilcox has fOrmulated by drawing on experiences in education, government
and the private sector, help provide the focus for JMU's newest college curriculum.
"My objective is to ... provide solutions to contemporary problems we are fucing in areas such as
energy, global competiti_on and the environment," says Wilcox, who was hired in December.
The aim of the new college, he says, is to produce graduates "who are equally comfortable
dealing with the sciences, government, business or global enterprises. We want to prepare students
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who seek out solutions to problems, regardless of what their basic discipline is."
Wilcox has an extra challenge. Establishing a brand new college is difficult enough, but the
difficulty is compounded by tough economic times.
It is here, however, in the face ofchallenge, where the philosophies ofWilcox and President
Ronald E. Carrier blend beautifully.
"It is essential that we prepare now for the future of our institution," says Carrier, "and for the
future ofVrrgi.nia."
Wilcox, meanwhile, warns against retrenchment in hard economic times and instead promotes
alternatives that take into account the realities of budgets and finances and create opportunities for
positive change and progress.
The new college, Carrier says, "will be a boost in the long term to the state economy and
particularly to the local economy, which is expected to be among the strongest in Virginia in
the near future."
The new college fits the model for innovative approaches to education called for in the 1989
report of the Commission on the University of the 21st century, Carrier says.
The college will help meet part of the demand that will be created by some 25,000 additional
students in Virginia's system of higher education early in the 21st century.
In addition, Carrier says, the new college will respond to the growing need for scientists on the
local, state, national and international levels.
JMU plans to open CISAT in the mid-1990s. An ultimate enrollment of about 3,000 is
anticipated by the end of the '90s.
The value of the new college was reaffirmed by the Commonwealth ofVirginia's appropriation
of funds in the midst of budget problems. State funds remain limited now, but as the economy
improves, additional funding will be available.
Part ofWJ.lcox's mission will be to i~vestigate the possibility of finding private sources or
foundation funds to augment state funds .
yet Wilcox and his assignment are perfectly matched because he not only knows what hard times
mean, he has been successful despite, or perhaps because of, them.
Wilcox, the youngest son of a hard-working blue collar family, was born in Lansing, in the
heartland of Michigan. The Wilcox family, and nearly all its relatives, worked for the
automobile industry.
"You can develop an attachment for automobiles and I still have a passion for the great ones,"
Wilcox says. "In fact, when I was at Facet Enterprises, we sponsored a race car and I was right down
in the pit with it. It was exhilarating."
WJ.Icox's parents, Irene and Eddie, were generous and unselfish. Always involved with their
son's progress in school, their focus was on his education. "They never pushed hard, but ifl
got good grades, they were very excited - more than I was," Wilcox says. "T-hey were
excellence-oriented and were always ready with praise and recognition. I was the first in the
family to go to college."
In elementary school, Wilcox liked math a lot but had a terrible time with art class in fourth grade:
"I couldn't make that pot with those clay coils - it just didn't look right."
At Eastern High School, Wilcox particularly enjoyed classes in physics, biology, literature,
journalism and the philosophy ofscience. ~e was editor of the school newspaper, "The Easterner."
Wilcox's two brothers, Harry and Raymond, are older than he by 16 years. He says they were
like fathers and were instrumental in guiding him through his teens. Harry, the eldest, who still lives
in Michigan, worked as an artist and master mechanic. Wilcox describes Harry as aperfectionist. It
was Harry's influence that caused him always to try to do things better, to improve on what he'd
already done.
His other brother, Raymond, who lives in California, is a successful businessman who became
president ofa company at a very young age. Wilcox recalls Raymond taking him to Rotary meetings,
business conferences and to father/son banquets.
The family often spent Sundays on the road with the A-baseball team Wilcox's father managed.
Not surprisingly, Wilcox has continued his interest in major league teams.
From the substantial influences derived from his parents and his brothers, Wilcox developed
a balance between practical and abstract ways that have marked his leadership style and success and
that took him to the presidency of the University of Southern Colorado and deputy assistant
secretaryship of the U.S. Department of Energy. Underlying this sense of balance and refined by
Wilcox's diverse career experiences is a strong work ethic he cultivated early on.
Before college, Wilcox worked in a factory and then as a truck driver for a florist. He married
his high school sweetheart, Patricia, before starting college. Together they left Lansing and
headed for Angola, Indiana, where Wilcox attended Tri-State University, a private school with
a heavy orientation in management, engineering and science, receiving his B.S. in electrical
engineering in three years. Wilcox managed a grocery store from 6 to 10 p.m. every day. Looking
back on that time, he says these experiences gave him a real appreciation for both the cost and
the value of an education.
Wilcox says he pursued the field of electrical engineering because electrical engineers have
tra~tionally been, and continue to be, at the cutting edge in handling information systems.
Upon graduation, he began teaching at Tri-State. It was through a rather interesting turn of
events that Wilcox moved back to his hometown and attended Michigan State for graduate work
in electrical engineering.
Dr. Jack Ryder, father and dean of engineering at Michigan State, had come to Tri-State to
lecture. Wilcox, who was using Ryder's new book in his classes, was introduced to him and pointed
out to Ryder some errors he had encountered in the book. When asked how he knew this, Wilcox
told him he had worked all the problems himself. After some discussion, Ryder asked him ifhe'd

A panoramic view across one
of two lakes proposed for the
new college campus.

long-term planning and development, you sacrifice the short-term
as well. We are developing powerful tools that focus on knowledge
management, decision structures
and educational technologies.
These are areas of study and research that can be accommodated
by CISAT," he says.
Ethics is another challenge, he
says: "Students must know, as they
become leaders, that their decisions
have ramifications for thousands of
people. We must do a better job of
analyzing and understanding the
impact of major decisions."
Yet another challenge needing consideration is the balance that
must be struck between the enviromnent, society's needs and economics. We must be certain we're

like to do graduate work at Michigan State. Wilcox took up the
offer and received both his M.S. and Ph.D. from that institution,
with Ryder serving as his mentor.
It was an exciting time at Michigan State, a time of
extraordinary change as scientists there were designing and
building digital computers- a process in which Wilcox had
a significant role.
Ryder was the first of a number of mentors Wilcox was
fortunate to have in his development as a scientist, researcher
and manager. Another is Dr. B. Rosenberg, inventor of
CISPIATIN, a drug for cancer remission with patents worldwide, who heads a private research institute located next to
Michigan State. Wilcox describes Rosenberg as a profound
thinker and true innovator. His institute provides the ideal
environment for a mind in need of undivided attention to
basic research.
"Working in Rosenberg's institute is probably the only time
in life when one has the luxury of uninterrupted thinking. I try
to spend several days each year with him to enjoy that freedom,"
Wilcox says.

Another significant mentor fur Wilcox was Dr. William
Perkins, who headed the Southern &search Center in the
Veterans' Administration in little Rock, Ark., where Wilcox
spent a year. Wilcox calls him a "magnificent scientist" who
pioneered cancer research in nuclear medicine.
"We would sometimes talk all night, finishing our conversa~ tions as the sun was rising," says Wilcox. "He was a diagnostician
who had an exceptional ability to apply and access knowledge.
He could spend a short time with a patient and ascertain very
quickly the condition. It is this powerful ability of access and
appli~ation that I would like to see us develop within the College
of Integrated Science and Technology."
This year Wilcox and his wife, Patricia, will celebrate their
40th wedding anniversary. Patricia loves theater, mysteries and
art. She has worked in several administrative positions, served as

the executive director for the American Cancer Society in South Carolina and, in Wilcox's words, "she was a
great First Lady during my presidency at the University of
Southern Colorado."
The couple has three children: Victoria, 36, who is an
administrative assistant in a law firm near Florence, S.C.;
Michael, 29, who has a master's in electrical engineering ~d
works for IBM in Ponca City, Okla.; and Laura, 27, who is in
retail sales in Maryland.
Wilcox's achievements -major grants, promotions, new
positions -have been celebrated by the Wilcox family over
the years and Wilcox recalls exhilaration as the reward of
those accomplishments. There has been much to celebrate in
his life.
In addition to his positions as a university president and
high government official, Wilcox has served on the faculties
of Clemson, Arkansas and Michigan State universities. He
has held positions as chiefengineer, dean, Vice president for
several major corporations and continues in his most recent
role as president and CEO ofStrategic Knowledge Systems,
a firm he founded in Oklahoma last year.
What has been the greatest challenge through all these years
and what are some of the challenges that are important as he
develops the College of Integrated Science and Technology?
"Communication. The need is growing and our ability to
deliver is declining. Change is everywhere - in education,
business and family life," says Wilcox. "That means high risks.
We can lose stability with change. We need to use our
knowledge more effecti~ly, for as advanced as we are, we often
don't make good decisions or choose the right people to help
make the right decisions. We partition people and build
isolating constraints. Knowledge and communication stops."
Wilcox points out that there are also other challenges that
must be met to deal with the risks ofchange. Among them are
more effective management, a better understanding of research and a focus on long-term stability. "If you abandon

not just dealing with the sym:ptoms but also the. causes. "We.
need to get back into the issues," he says. "lwou\d\ike to have
our students trained to separate out the issues and cut straight
to the core ofthe problem."
The new provost sees these challenges as presenting some
guidelines for JMU's new college. "We will evaluate our
program to assure that we're offering our graduates what they
need for leadership," he says. "Our graduates will have a
fundamental understanding of not only science and technology, but ofits interaction with strategic issues involving politics,
global economy, the environment, health and others."
Wilcox says the greatest personal challenge he faces
as he begins his work with JMU is to meet its people
and build a strong academic foundation from which the
college can develop.

"I

tis always a challenge when joining a new organization to get to know its people. I have dealt with it on six
occasions," he says, "and the first time had its phase of
apprehension. There are usually two groups ofpeople in every
organization: those who like things the way they are - ·
generally the majority; and those who like change-generally
the minof!ty."
Wilcox's first-year agenda includes establishing goals, strategies
andastructureforthenewcollege.Amongtheactivitiesheenvisions
are the definition of the curriculum and its core clements and an
assessmentofstudentobjectivesand goals-"They're ourcustomers
and we will be responsive," he says. He will also be seeking out
partnerships with foundations, the private sector and government.
Long-range? "I want JMU and the new college to bereco~d
as a major center for leadership in development, science and
technology, strategic management, research methodology and
knowledge-based technologies," he says.
With all these plans, Wilcox stresses the need for the close
partnership of CISAT and the main campus: "We can't have
CONTINUE.D ON PAGE ll
I.
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You won't recognize Carrier Ubrary
By Dick Golden

Dennis Robison's challenge: Meld ~e
needs of each academic discipline with Its
readiness for the Information age.
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HEN DENNIS ROBISON WAS WOKING FOR
a job back in 1960, he could not possibly have imagined the high-tech future into which a single impromptu decision would lead him.
Robison was near graduation with a B.S. in history, on his
way to interviews at Florida State University. When he got to the
"history majors" sign, he found a huge milling crowd ofstudents
and only a handful ofinterviewers. Bad news. So he roamed the
building until he found a room with a lot ofinterviewers and only
a few applicants. The sign read "librarians."
"That," chuckles Robison, "is when I became a librarian."
Robison, JMU's university librarian since 1985, went on
to get master's degrees in library science and social science. He
began working in libraries almost 30 years ago, when a place for
everything meant you could find everything in the same building
- or at least on the same campus.
The bearded Robison is much as you might imagine a head
librarian to be - intelligent, widely read, well versed in the
humanities. His wit, enthusiasm, and compassion are well suited
to the intellectual and academic pursuits of a medium-sized
liberal arts"university. Luckily, he is not all tweed and elbow
patches, nor one to be found in a quiet comer ofCarrier Library
dodging the complexities of the information age.
There is also the Dennis Robison who is an organizer,
manager and planner. Surrounding him and supporting the
JMU community is a staff of librarians who hunger for the
challenges of the future and their places in it.
libraries a hotbed of changel "Are you kidding?" one is
tempted to ask. But no. Look at what is happening.
Knowledge is exploding, and the corresponding information barrage comes in all fonns and from all directions - 1V,
videos, fihns, direct mail, newspapers, magazines, journals,
books, advertising, newsletters, computers, software, audio
cassettes, tapes, floppies, CDs and phones.
As head ofa household or head ofa university library, the
questions ate the same: What to buy? Where to put it? Who will
use it? Where to find the money for it? Or, when you can't afford
it all, what and how to select?
For the 600,000-volume Carrier Library, the ramifications of these questions are more immense. There are more
people and more disciplines to please. As the costs of printed
materials increase, there,s less money to please them. 'This is at
a time when information sources are badly needed to keep up
with the demands ofever-evolving, future-oriented disciplines
and studies.
To complicate the problem further, Carrier Library, like all
libraries today, is simply running out ofspace. The cost ofadding
space is skyrocketing, and libraric;s are running out of money.
The combination can be devastating. libraries simply cannot
keep up.
The answer?
Change.
JMU, never shy about meeting challenge with innovation,
has again come up with a blueprint for the future.
JMU President Ronald E. Carrier sums it up. libraries, he
says, "can no longer be places to·store information. They must
be retrieval centers., There still will be books in the library ofthe
future, Carrier says, but "if we are to build for the future ... we
• will have to network through information systems."
libraries must become the center of an organized system·
that will let users quickly and conveniently gain access "access" is a key word these days- to the materials they want.
Goodbye, 3x5 cards. Hello computers.
This is where Robison and his staffcome in. The challenge:
maintaining Carrier library's existing paper collection, adding
to it judiciously, while taking advantage of new technology to
vault JMU into the 21st century.
Robison suits the task. His background is in the humanities
but he understands how technology is changing the world. He
wants to span the two cultures, to move into the future while
preserving the best of the past.
What Robison has known since the beginning ofhis career,
and what new teclmology is just beginning to impress on the
general public, is that a library has never been just a lifeless

The composition on the Montpelier cover,
reproduced he,., Is the first four-color Image
to be electronically produced at JMU for a
JMU publication. PhotograPhers Tommy
Thompson and Diane Nlarhos shot the original
photographs. Then the Images were scanned
with technical assistance from James Wilson of

building containing information where students head at the last
minute before an assignment. Carrier Library" is an integral,
evolving creature that reflects and. anticipates the needs and
progress of the rest of the university community.
Robison's challenge is how to meld the needs of each
discipline - some anxious to move ahead and others unsure
about what advantages new technology will mean for them with its readiness for the information age.
In his role as manager, he matches the ideals of recent
business books, such as Pursuit of Excellence, which applaud
companies that are dedicated to the customer. For libraries, the
customer is the user - the student and the professor - and
Robison doesn't forget it.
His motto for libraries: be a service organization. Serve the
users. Get material to them as quickly and as accurately as
possible. Show them how to use the system, how to search fur,
and get, what they want.

the Media Technology Lab. The scans were
manipulated In Photoshop and Imported
Into Quark XPress by designer Wade Lough
and David Taylor of the JMU publications
office. The finished Image was stored and
sent on a SyQuest disk to Moody Graphics
to be generated Into color separations.

1bis sounds simple. It won't be. It requires new ways of
judging libraries. The yardstick will no longer be how big a
library is or how many volumes it has. The measure will be
whether it can get you what you want when you want it.
The wave of the future is cooperation; cross-access. All
libraries will not be able to afford all publications. They won't
have room to stock them. And they can't keep adding space
forever. But cooperatively, using electronics, they can have
access to material that far exceeds their own collections. Otherwise, they will lag.
Carrier library has a clear idea of where it wants to be in
this future. It is not a large research library. It is not a library
attached to a huge university. It is a medium-sized collection,
one that is dedicated to students and their needs. As such, in
Carrier's words, it "can't win the battle of books" with larger
universities. It must find other ways to provide what is needed
and time, he notes, is running short.

And money will be even shorter. One difficulty in what is
shaping up is the challenge of making changes while state
government budgets remain tight.
Some traditional changes have already been made. The
library was substantially expanded in 1982. Soon a third floor
is to be added for shelf space, a teaching room, space for
students and other improvements. Robison says, however, this
will very likely be 'the last physical change in the building for
some time to come.
Thereafter, the next steps toward expansion will be in a new
direction. Carrier library has already begun by taking some
innovative strides.
One idea being tested this year is the Document Express
service. The system involves some 500 journals that Carrier
library does not stock, but which are carried by the University
ofVirginia and Virginia Tech.
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I I We're not talking about Buck

Rogers. We're talking about the
next few years.''
President Ronald E. Carrier
to users. Costs ofcomputers have plummeted; the tasks to which
Under this procedure, students scan indexes and abstracts
in Carrier Library, and, upon request, can get a facsimile copy of they are assigned have mushroomed. Networking of computer
any journal article the next day. This system expands JMU's . and communications systems together to exchange information
collection, saving it money and giving students what they need
expands performance exponentially.
when they need it. Some of these journals had been stored at
These extended networks ofinformation are linking video,
JMU "just in case" they were needed. But surveys showed they
data and voice signals and making them available through everincreasing interrelationships. They are the electronic highways
were lightly used. Today, however, they are again at users'
of the skies. It means that anyone with a computer and a
fingertips. "Just in case" has become "just in time."
Another such innovation will provide indexes and abstracts
communications access system can receive huge amounts of
of a large number of professional journals that the library has
information from thousands ofsources. You eR-n do more so you
never been able to afford. Faculty, who must keep current in their
do do more. A party line as big as the world.
fields, can browse titles and abstracts of articles and order full
This is the "information age." Institutions and individuals
are scrambling to tap into it, to benefit from it. Using this
copies of material they want.
expanded power for education motivates many of them.
JMU is one of these. Listen to President Ronald E.
For other signs of progress, walk through the glass
Carrier: "All education will be organized differently in the 21st
doors into the first-floor reference room of Carrier Library.
There is qui-:t t.uic., the hum of computers, whir of printers
century," he says, "principally because of technology." He
and clicks ofLOmputer keyboards. The large room is crowded notes that information networking is at the heart of these
with students. (Students spend a lot of time in the library.
changes, and makes clear he wants to move JMU boldly to take
Perhaps not quite as much as parents believe when they call
advantage ofwhat is coming. "We have only a shorttime to do
at night and a roommate says, "I think he/she is at the
that," Carrier says. "We're not talking about Buck Rogers.
library," but a lot of time nonetheless).
We're talking about the next few years."
Most ofthe room is devoted to computers and directions
JMU plans to reach f.lr beyond its present physical limits by
about how to use them. Signs point out LEONARDO, Psyclit,
using the technology available as a link to other universities,
Transdex, CD-ROM and ERIC.
research centez:s and worldwide repositories of information.
On the walls in racks are dozens of written study aids that
Computers, television and telephones will combine to produce
outline beginning reseatch ste\)S on a variety of topics of
massive new capabilities. Books, journals, films, video, maps,
increasing specificity -history, U.S. history, Civil War, etc.
audio tapes, charts and photos will be available to JMU students,
Each work station has an instruction sheet on equipment use and
faculty and staff from around the world. An ambitious agenda.
which equipment should be used to locate what material.
Part ofthe groundwork for this future is in place. Planning
Computer programs contain their own directions on use.
has been going on for some time. Computer capacity has been
Some computers are for CD-ROMs, compact disk-read increased on campus generally as it has in the library. Moves of
only memory. They are much like music CDs, each with a huge offices, the opening of the College of Business' Zane Showker
amount of data. This material can be used for study or to take
Hall and reopening ofBurru~ Hall last summer resulted in many
written notes. Parts ofit can be run offon a printer or copied on electronic improvements. Circuits were updated and expanded.
a floppy disk for use elsewhere. As an example, librarian Ann The first use offiber optic cable on campus gave an opportunity
Miller shows a CD-ROM from the federal government that to sharply expand future capability. Wiring of Zane .Showker
periodically lists every country in the world, including key Hall was made state of the art.
characteristics, what it imports, what it exports and all its laws and
JMU already is tied into a state network and can tap into
rules concerning foreign trade.
some national communications links. The state hookup will be
Spend some time with reference librarian Sandy Maxfield
expanded, including a library function, which will help all state
at her desk. Students pop up at a rapid rate, asking questions.
libraries exchange materials.
How to access this? what is that under? What happens when you
This new approach at JMU means new internal arrangeget just so far, how do you get further? How do you move from
ments, cutting across traditional lines. The library and Office of
a major topic to a subcategory?
Information Teclmology, which operates the university's comMaxfield and her co-workers point the students in the right munications and computer systems, have a closer cooperation.
direction. They show which system to use, how to try alternates.
New courses that cross academic disciplines are planned. ComThe challenge is to put the users and the information on the same · puters are being used increasingly in classrooms, including social
track, without doing the work for the studenl'S. The librarians
science courses. Off-campus instruction via television is in the
supplement the computers. They teach.
cards, as are international seminars and teleconferencing. As one
As part of the basic freshman English course, a how-to instructor remarks, "five to 10 years from now, we '11 be teaching
course on the library is required. Classes t'hat involve research
things we don't even have names for now."
papers receive at least one special lecture from a staff librarian,
The new College oflntegrated Science and Technology
often more. This is necessary because more oftoday's courses are
fits right in. It will offer new interdisciplinary programs, teach
geared to research, with students learning by doing, not simply how to integrate computers into other fields of study and
sitting in classrooms.
broaden the scope of the university. The library is changing
That's a key point. It is not simply pressures on libraries
because the university is changing.
that are moving JMU's Carrier Library into the future, but
Robison has been fond ofsaying, "We operate with longadvances in the way universities are run and progress in what
range strategic planning ofsix months" because the fast-changthe world offers.
ing technology has kept everyone off balance on projections.
On the world scene, new, bigger, faster computers are
This, too, has been modified. JMU now has in hand the
taking in more information and making it more widely available report of the JMU Commission on the Library of the 21st
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Century, released in November. The paper charts a general
course for the library to follow on the information needs of
the university, the training that will be required and the
relationships between Carrier Library and the rest of the
university community.
The library commission urged more computerization of
data, easier access for users, and intensified plans to integrate
outside material, particularly from the federal government, into
the library's system.
The report does not spell out a list ofspecific computers
or software of systems tha:t should be used. It recognizes that
technology is moving too fast to limit choices right now.
Instead it recommends that the library set a strategic path and ·
study needs as the advances become available. This includes a
review aimed at replacing the library's main on-line system.
Importantly, the commission said, the library should be
the teacher ofthe new systems, instructing faculty, students and
staff how to use them. It noted that funding from outside
sources "should be actively pursued" to achieve the staff
training needed for this task. And Robison acknowledges, "We
have to learn ourselves" before sophisticated new systems can
be explained to others.
These new developments are being recommended in
the face of spiraling costs and tight library budgets. Most
library money comes from the state, and these days, that
means it is short.
Carrier Library does receive private contributions. Many
people in the past have leaned to physical gifts- sets of books
or subscriptions. Margaret B. Burruss ('45), for instance, has
contributed to the library's special collections section an invaluable collection ofher family's letters, records and photos, which
span 1786 to 1912. In addition to a family Bible, a special
highlight is correspondence between her great-grandfather,
Reuben Andrew Scott, a Confederate soldier, and his wife,
Mary Catherine Saufly, known as Mollie.
Gifts such as these will always have a special place at Carrier
Library. They are rich resources for the study of the past.
The fear, however, is that gift-giving will weaken when
library needs are electronic or for training. A receQt boost for
Carrier Library has been the Senior Challenge, established with
the class of 1989. That first class and the class o£1991 pledged
the proceeds of their senior fund drives to the library in thanks
for its help and resources during their four years at JMU. The
class of 1992 is also making plans for its campaign to help the
library meet the needs of the future.
Robison realistically notes this challenging transition will
not be easy. But he says that it can, and will, be done. His goals
are not obscure. They are in sight: a library without walls; a
university without limits; librarians as gateways to knowledge;
a branch library wherever there is a computer; an improved
educational system.
'

About the Author
Dkk Golden, the father of a JMU student and four JMU
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An interdisciplinary
approach to art - and
to a JMU education ,
By Paul Arrington ('91}

side of the room," Richard
Chartier says, "come with me." With
all the animation of a stone-faced butler,
he leads half of the class upstairs and pauses outside
a door.
Just inside is Chartier's second project for the Open Studio, an
interdisciplinary studio art class taught at JMU for the first time last fall.
1be group descends into a dim room with strange shadows cast on the
walls by a single lamp. A spring hangs from wires stretched taut across the
comer. White, leafy objects litter the floor. Menacing noises resound from a
nearby boom box. The sounds merge into a dense rumble.. Some familiar
sounds rise slightly from the sludge: solitary piano notes, the ticking ofa clock.
They must mean something, but what1
After the whole class has seen the work and returned to the classroom,
the students discuss their reactions to the piece. Some felt spooked, some felt
frustrated with the stasis of the work.
Chartier explains how he used items he found by chance to assemble the
piece in the room without any real intentions. "It all came from my
subconscious," Chartier claims. "I wasn't reaJry trying to create any kind of
mood," he insists.
In this unique interdisciplinary setting, 19 students of diverse artistic
and academic backgrounds create, collaborate and comment on works ofart
that go beyond the traditional. The point of the Open Studio course, which
is cross-listed for credit in art, dance, theater, English and mass communication, goes well beyond art. It is one of several courses sponsored by JMU's
Madison Institute to experiment with interdisciplinary education. As technology makes the world smaller and as more professions overlap than ever

before, students will enter an "interdisciplinary"
world when they graduate.
JMU's interdisciplinary classes offer
students the opportunity to put their academic and profession-bound specialities into a
broader perspective while they are still in college. These 19 Open
Studio students, in particular, can look to the arts and entertainment world's
music videos for an obvious confluence of the principles of film and
television, music, dance, theater and marketing they are now studying.
The Open Studio draws on the different artistic and departmental
backgrounds oftwo JMU faculty members. Stuart Downs teaches classes in
museum work and advises art students interning at museums and galleries.
He has been teaching at JMU for six years, the past two ofwhich have been
spent as director of JMU's Sawhill Gallery. His co-instructor, Cynthia
Thompson, is an associate professor of dance and half of the faculty dance
ensemble, Thompson and Trammell.
Downs and Thompson run the Open Studio like talk show hosts,
handing off bits of conversation and discussion between the students and
each other. Both are enthusiastic, nurturing and critical mentors.
When Chartier tells the class his piece is totally from his subconscious,
Thompson challenges him. "You don't just put a pair of rusty scissors in a
piece without..." and stops herself. "OK, I'll talk to you later, after class."
Downs encourages him to be even more particular about the display
of his art. "If you want the piece to be seen by only qne person, then
demand it," he says. One student chimes in: "I don't think I'd like to be
in there by myself."
"We see our roles more as facilitators or counselors," says Downs. The
students must create their own standards for quality, because the professors

Above photo: Terry Harrison
(pictured) and Phil Sweeney
make a statement about the
effects of media through an
audio-visual project.
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For one of his Open Studio project. Klmbrew
Mcleod prepares to sell his soul. In jars.

know that the imaginations and creativity ofdrir students will
drive them to work and explore art in their own ways. "We
really are placing the burden on them to be involved in the
creative process, so that in that involvement, they are gaining
the knowledge they need."
The students are certainly up to the challenge. Downs
says that most of the students have already taken courses
outside their majors and have learned something about other
disciplines. "This is kind ofa formal way to let them show what
they've been informally doing on their own for a while."
The French have a term for student Terry Harrison. He's
a bricoleur, someone who creates odd things from whatever's
handy at the time. Thanks to his coUntless hobbies, Harrison
always has plenty of stuff around.
Through Harrison's endless negotiations with owners of
old drive-in theaters, supermarkets and other businesses, this
telecommunications major has heaped up boxes upon boxes of
plastic marquee letters, neon signs and other junk. He's a
regular bidder at nearby government auctions, where he
acquires old visual equipment like 16mm projectors and film.
Harrison and Phil Sweeney, another Open Studio student, used this equipment to create a blitzkrieg-style audiovisual project about a function of Harrison's own televisionoriented major.
"It's weird how the media is just feeding you," he
says. The particular theme of this project is the use of
women in car advertising, selling through sex. It's almost a
warning to the class members.
With just that thought, Sweeney and Harrison made a
10-minute sequence with scenes from old promotional films.
Harrison spliced together the "best scenes" from these films
with footage of then-new cars, teen gang movies, ancient
computer graphics and balding men to make a montage of
short bits.
As if that weren't enough to confuse the audience,
Sweciley and Harrison decided they needed a musical score.
"There are some old '60s keyboards, and I've: been making
strange sounds with them, so we decided to put a soundtrack
t.o'l,ethet £ot it.; Hamson "'YS·

'To make the soundtrack, the two played Harrison's bass
and the keyboards. The soundtrack is a mesh of sounds that
evoke the dark and confusing side of '60s musical psychedelia.
Combined with the innocuous footage, the piece works against
itself, creating a vague, menacing flashback that suggests the
dark efli:cts of media past.
Harrison has taken advantage of the Open Studio's
invitation to experiment with other forms. In doing so, he has
been catching up with his creativity and imagination.
"In the structure of the communication department as
it is now, I couldn't do this," he says, referring to his work in
the Open Studio. "You can find a way to express yourself
artistically in the communication department, but you have
_to do it within a lot of confines."
These confines aren't negative, since they have brought
Harrison's craft up to a more professional level. Projects such as
creating advertisements and programs have given him the
experience necessary to one day land a job in broadcasting.

But

in the Open Studio, he has the chance to create
art for art's sake, not for the slick, perfectionist pieces he's
used to producing for broadcast. The Open Studio gives him
a chance to use the knowledge and techniques he learned
from his other courses.
Harrison is always working on creative projects and admits
ifhe had the time he might have done such aproject on his own.
But he wouldn't have gotten the commentary from class
members, whose majors and backgrounds span the course
catalog. "You don't usually get that in such a structured
environment," he says.
Harrison also benefited from his collaboration with
Sweeney, an English major, because he was from a difli:rent
"environment." The two went beyond their own specialties
and learned to create outside their own areas. "We didn't write
anything for it and we didn't film anything for it," Harrison says.
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"I guess I call our project a new environment for both of us."
When Downs and Thomps<;>n proposed the Open
Studio course, they restricted enrollment to mostly juniors
and seniors who had advanced standing within their respective majors. "We really wanted students to be in control of
one medium already ... ..and to have a grip on their own
aesthetic," Downs says_.
Although their expertise lies in different backgroup.ds,
Downs and Thompson's ideals for the course have held up.
Not only did they conceptualize the class along the same
lines, but they even give a lot of the same commentary on
student projects.
Yet their teaching methodologies are very different,
which allows them to accommodate the range of students
who enroll. For example, when students want to collaborate
on a project, Thompson, since dance and theater are more
subject to cooperative efforts, advises the students. Downs'
background, he says, is more "solitary." Visual art and
creative writing are more often the products of one artist.
One worry was how to deal. with the technological
aspects of the students' work. While some mass communica-

tion majors use video cameras and film projectors, others, like
the dance majors, traditionally use nothing but their own
bodies for expression.
""We're looking at the core elements," says Downs. "We
actually think that the closer the students get to the basics of
these elements, the better their creative products will be. You
start to close in [on the elements] and the technology is just
a method, or a means to combine these forms."
The instructors decided to focus on the basics for the
course. Through their research, they boiled down the disciplines to their ess~nces. They identified four components
common to artistic disciplines: visual, movement, word and
sound. The students were then charged with creating works
that encompassed these elements in varying combinations.
"We actually feel that the closer these students get to
these elements, the better their work will be," Downs says.
The idea ofall this is to allow for students to create works
that are challenging and wide in scope, but which also stand on
their own as separate pieces, not simply projects which patch
the elements together. To allow for this, the instructors felt
they needed to allow the students quite a bit of creative

freedom for the projects, to decide what elements to combine and how to combine them.
Artistic redefinition has led to "Some of the most interesting work in this class. The projects
in many art classes are exercises to help students master concepts or media. For Open Studio
projects, guidelines are there, but they're enforced more in splrit than in deed.
It's a good thing. Otherwise, how would one classify Kimbrew McLeod's Open Studio
projects/ Mcleod seems like he'd be a fish out ofwater here. Yet the sociology major's projects have
left everybody scratching their heads.
\

• • I felt very strongly that we
created an environment where
people wouldn~ be afraid to take
risks. I 6rmly be&eve it's only
through creative risk you ean
grow as an ardst. ~~

Today Mcleod is selling his soul. In jars. The printer is late with the labels, so he's reduced
to making prototypes for the class to inspect. These are four examples of the 100 jars he will finally
produce for sale, tiny bargains for only $1.49 each.
·
There's a lot to his soul. One of the jars holds a miniature globe, a tiny plastic clothespin,
several stickers with bizarre slogans, and a nondenominational indulgence issued by the jokey cult,
-Cynthia Thompson
the Church of the Subgenius.
In a slow deadpan, Mcleod explains why he's practicing his metaphysical marketing. "So
personal growth as artists. The instructors determined that each student would leave the course
when people accuse me later of 'selling out,' I'll be able to say, 'Look, I already sold my soul in
with the confidence to comment on work done in any medium. "Students need to learn to
college, it's really no big dea1. "'
articulate and talk about other people's work," says Downs. "They learn more about themselves
Mcleod's projects have a certain, calculated absurdity to them, but then perhaps the same
and their work from commenting on their classmates work, than they could ever learn if we were
trying to teach them specific things. It's active involvement."
may be said for the promotional hype and commercialism of movies and 1V shows. In the last
The students learned about making total, integrated works of art.
decade, the line between movie and two-hour commercial has been slowly eroding. For instance,
last sunimer, you could see the "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles" movie, read the book and the
"I think it was good for the dance students in this class to see works in other media," says
Thompson. "They know there are so many elements they can use when they make dances. When
comic book, buy the videos and the album and still be able to eat the cereal, wear the clothes and
they leave here, they will have learned something about the wholeness of a piece of work," she
play the arcade game.
continues. "It's not enough just to collect elements, it's how you_absorb those dements
As Steven Spielberg can tell you, there is a link between art and big dollars. That Mcleod has
together. And it just takes practice and hard work. And they know that."
openly sold his soul is simply more to the point.
·
Plans for the Open Studio course began ayear before it was
Thompson felt the creative openness that allowed
taught, in the fall of 1990. When)MU's Madison Institute for
Mcleod to create his art was critical for the course. "The class
Interdisciplinary Studies sent out an open call for interdisciplineeded to have an environment where people could be
nary class proposals, Downs saw the chance to teach a class to
creative without restriction. I felt very strongly that we
produce some of the interdisciplinary work he had been exposed
created an environment where people wouldn't be afraid to
to through his directorship at the Sawhill. He decided to ask
take risks. I finnly believe it's only through creative risk you
Thompson to co-instruct the course, though he barely knew her.
can grow as an artist."
"I knew Cynthia and I had sympathetic interests," he says.
Stacey Waddell, a dance major .who graduated in
As
the
two worked on the proposal, they realized they had a
December, feels that the risks she took for the class changed
similar
philosophy for the course. "Cynthia and I see the
the way she looks at her art.
philosophy
ofthis course abnost identically," he says. "It's abnost
Her dances prior to the class were mostly humorous.
scazy
and
exciting
at the same time. It's like one brain, almost."
She choreographed one of her previous works to Harry
The
proposal
submitted by the instructors outlines the
Belafonte's calypso song, Dfly-0. The piece was about "how
history of interdisci:l?\inary art from da&.\c.u Grc.a theater to
certain songs can manipulate your body when you hear
modern-day artists working in fllm and musi.c. The Madison
them," she says.
Institute approved the course, and the instructors were granted
"The pieces I had done before the class were silly to me
fellowships, which supplied the instructors' departments with
and frivolous," she explains. "They were more like stand-up
money to hire part-time instructors to teach the classes they
comedy dances. I tried to make them entertaining because
would otherwise have to teach. Downs and Thompson were
they were for an audience."
freed from teaching one course each for two semesters. They
Waddell's transformation came in the Open Studio
spent the spring 1991 semester researching and by fall they were
when Thompson told her that, with her next project, she
ready to teach the course.
should make herself uncomfortable.
Professors have been asking for interdisciplinary classes for
In response, Waddell's project explored the potential
alongtime.DownsfurthercreditsDr. VioletAllain,theinstitute's
threat of male sexuality to women. She put up her installadirector, with helping the class gain its cross listing.
tion and performed her dance in a men's bathroom in Duke
Through the institute, Allain has helped these and other
Hall, cordoning offthe area for the duration ofher project.
JMU professors further interdisciplinary teaching. In the past
The purpose of the setting was not for shock value. By
lnstrudors Thompson and Downs say they saw the
two years, the institute has initiated and supervised the Freshman
philosophy of the Open Studio course almost Identically.
invading a location where only men are allowed, her setting
Seminar,
a broad-based introduction to liberal arts education;
"It's like one brain, almost,'" Downs says.
made both a social statement and an artistic one.
helped establish interdisciplinary major and minor pro~;
Although Waddell had taken advanced dance compoand began the Madison Fellows program to encourage expensition classes that taught her how to arrange the theater space,
mental interdisciplinary courses.
she had done little work with the sets herself. Dance is a more
The Open Studio was approved by Allain and the board
collaborative effort than, say, painting, since much of the
.
because of its emphasis on collaboration with and exposure to students working in oth~ m~jors.
staging and lighting is done by other people in the production. like the men's bathroom, the VISual
"All these students work in the fine arts in some way, whether it's writing or mass comm~canon~"
part ofher dances were terra incognita, areas she always knew were there but had never explored.
she explains. Although their classes emphasize creativity, it's not o~en these students mteract m
. "It is easy for an audience to allow the controversial aspects of these projects to o~erride the
a classroom.
. th .
import ofwhat the students are accomplishing," Thompson·says. "In Stacy's case, the settmg, d~ce
"An interdisciplinary class will give students appreciation for other areas outs1~e err
and words she wrote were important to the work and message itself. But in terms ofStacy the ~t,
disci lines and that's important," Allain says. "I think students find it exciting because It opens
she took a tremendous personal risk by going well out of the realm of pure dance and concemmg
up afot of~ossibilities. It should raise alot ofquestions. It should get them~~ mor~ b~oa~y."
herself with the visual aspects of art."
In addition to the MadisonFellows"program, the insti~te supports enure mterdisaplinary
"I always wanted to do this, but I always felt inhibited because I'm not a visual artist," W~ddell
major and minor programs, which are usually directed by fac~ty ~thin a ce~ain d~~~~nt.
says. Now, "I see it all. I see the lighting, I see the costuming. I see where the props are gomg to
Some of the majors include hotel-restaurant management, soaal science, p~blic a~rustratlon
go. So in a way, I'm becoming more of a visual artist than I think I am."
.
and international affairs. Some minors include American studies and Russian studies.
For the artist this is real power. By making the creative stretch, Waddell was able to design
Allain knows interdisciplinary teaching as well. She teaches Future Studies, an interdisher entire work according to her own vision without compromise.
.
. .
ciplinary elective that draws students from all over campus.
.
"I think the danger when you start talking about a course like this is that the unpress10n IS ~at
There is much talk today about the "global village," and Allain teaches her students that the
it's loose and unstructured, but it's absolutely the opposite," Thompson says. "It reqwres
discipline. [The students] are turning out a lot of work, but it's hard~~~-~
..
. .
CONnNUED ON PAGE 33
Downs and Thompson wanted each student to develop specific abilines m addinon to gauung
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Long-time trekkie Kim Hawkins ('83) lands at NASA
By Greg Abel ('92)
Software engineer Kim
Hawkins with the mOdel of
the Hubble Space
Telescope at Goddard
Flight Center. Photo by
Wayne Partlow ('78)
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PACE EXPLORATION USED TO BE THE STUFF OF
pioneers and heroes, danger and risk, Mercury and Gemini,
small steps for man and giant steps for mankind. Almost
every child who watched the Apollo moon landing wanted
to grow up to be an astronaut. And, alas, almost every adult wanted to grow
up all over again for the same reason.
For Kim Womble Hawkins ('83), who was 7whenNei!Armstrongtook
that historic moon step, the pioneering spirit is still the same.
"When I was at JMU, my one dream was to work for NASA," says
Hawkins, a software engineer for NASA contractor Computer Science Corp.
(CSC) "Now that I'm here, it is a dream come true in many respects."
Hawkins says this in a time when astronauts have been overshadowed
by the technology that refined the V-2 rockets, built the Apollo landing craft,
sent the shuttles into space, spurred the development of$5 pocket calculators
and made it possible for your 8-year-old to beat you at Nintendo.
Super computers, chips and software have replaced the Shepards and
Glenns, making today's giant space steps so much faster, but oh-so-complex
and invisible to the American public. Visions of the universe still tickle the
imagination, but a technology-confounded public has turned to video

adventurers like Kirk, Spock and Picard instead. Not since the explosion of the
space shuttle Challenger, when NASA again donned a human, yet tragic, face,
has real-life space exploration seemed as exciting.
Until the April 1990 launch of the Hubble Space Telescope, which
Hawkins now monitors.
Americans anticipated discoveries of new stars and galaxies and
images of planets. The Hubble, everyone pined, would escape the blurring, obscuring effects of the earth's atmosphere. The telescope, 20 years
in the making, was designed to bring into sharp focus distant stars and
space objects never before seen.
But twQ months into the mission, an optical defect in the primary mirror,
which blurs the telescope's focus, was discovered. Since then, other problems
such as defects in the Hubble's gyros, or pointing control system, and onboard sofj:ware have dashed quite a few hopes. Public, congressional and media
scrutiny ofthe highly-funded government project has replaced the excitement.
Hold on, says Hawkins. "We're seeing things we've never seen before."
The Hubble's cameras have already returned spectacular images of a
giant storm on Saturn and have revealed new details in the compact cores of
two galaxies. While the the spherical aberration caused by the Hubble's
primary mirror has delayed some of the forefront research until later in the
decade, the Hubble's resolution still surpasses that of any ground-based
optical telescope for bright, high-contrast objects. It also offers unmatched
capability for ultraviolet observation.
"I think it still has the best optical capability," says Hawkins, who has
been working on the Hubble for more than a year. It has been claimed that
if the Hubble were in Washington, D.C., it could read the date on a dime
being held in San Francisco. "Some of the newer satellites that we've
launched in the past year or two beat it in so many other areas, but I think
Hubble is the only spacecraft that has that optical capability."
One of her past projects, designing software to aid in the analysis of the
problems concerning the gyros, gives her considerable insight. The gyros,
Hawkins explains, are not aligning the Hubble properly to take a clear picture.
"In order for HST to photograph faint stars, the spacecraft must lock on
to the object and not vibrate," she says. "This is a complex operation. The
orientation of HST's camera and the faint object must remain constant.
"This problem doesn't keep you from getting an image,"

The Hubble Is suspended
In sp.c. by the Spac.

ShuttJe Discovery.
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Hawkins explains . "The
Hubble is great for highcontrast objects. Real faint
objects are just fuzzy."
Far from being a failure, the Hubble is a success
that continually amazes
Hawkins. She, unlike the
gereralpublic,hasaninformed
perspective - a JMU physics degree, eight years of
experience, the inside scoop
at NASA and course work toward a master's in aerospace engineering at the University of
Maryland.
"The Hubble is so much bigger than anything ever done before," she says. "It's 20-yearold technology up there. '90s technology is so much better.... The capability ofthe computer on
board is so much smaller than the PC I have at home; it's a wonder it can do anything.
"Just keeping a satellite of that size-the Hubble is actually m~y satellites- in the sky is
an accomplishment."
Hawkins, formerly the president of the JMU physics club and recipient of the physics
department's outstanding senior award, explains that the Hubble uses outdated technology
because the spacecraft was 20 years in the making.
"The technology that's up there is 20 years old because it just took that long to put it all
together. We've overcome a lot ofengineering obstacles to keep that thing up there and actually
get everything communicating with each other. In that respect it is a really good thing. I think
that's kind of exciting."
NASA's Hubble Space Telescope project, Hawkins explains, is divided into two sections:
science and engineering. The science deals with analyzing data from the various astronomy
instruments and searches fur new visions of the universe. The engineering section is concerned
with the health, safety and maintenance of the spacecraft.

Hawkins

works in the engineering section at Goddard Space Flight Centerin Greenbelt,
Md., where she analyzes and suggests ways to solve or compensate for some of the Hubble's
engineering problems.
"Instead of what's coming down from the spacecraft," she says, "I'm more interested in
keeping the spacecraft up there - all the engineering types of things like what keeps the Hubble
in its orbit and what makes it point to the right stars.
"It's the engineering data that I'm dealing with at the current time," she says. '"We plot all
kinds of things. We plot the distance between the spacecraft and the moon or the spacecraft and
the sun. We plot all the different thermal components having to do with the spacecraft ... if any
of the components are getting hot ... or if they don't seem to be getting hot, that's also an
indication that something is going wrong."
Put simply, Hawkins says, "We're trying to de-bug what's actually wrong with the spacecraft."
In order to help keep the Hubble in the sky, Hawkins deals in numerical analysis, calibration
curves, telemetry points, plots, algorithms, long term trending, anomaly tracking and mathematical equations in support of the systems engineers .
. All of these numbers may not quite add up to the.whereno-man-has·go~e-before kind of glamor people associate with
space races and NASA. Nor do the surroundings.
"This is the worst office I've ever had in my life,"·Hawkins
chuckles. "Things are very crowded at Goddard. Actually I'm
considered one of the few lucky ones because I'm actually on site,
but my office is in a trailer that's outside another building. I have
to walk across a parking lot to get to where I ao my work. But at
least I have a desk where I can put stuff."
She spends most ofher day in the terminal room analyzing
data that Hubble sends to earth, first to White Sands, N.M., and
then via satellite to Goddard, and developing software to help
in that analysis.
"You get billions of data points coming down and nobody
could possibly look at all the data," Hawkins says. "Scientists and
engineers are just interested in the bottom line of relationships.
There's a lot ofmathematical analysis involved. You have to be able
to filter that data into a number that people can actually understand.
"I don't think I ever realized the amount ofwork that has ,to
The Hubble, backdropped against South American
topography, begins to separate from the remote
manipulator system arm of the Space Shuttle Discovery.
l'ltoto --SJI' .t NASA

go in to filtering out this data. If you've ever taken calculus or applied mathematics, that kind
of stuff- all those equations that you just want to forget about- they come back and haunt
you later in life."
To the ordinary person, what Hawkins does can be mystifYing. When she was studying physics
at JMU,even her own parents were stumped. "My mom wanted to hear aboutmyclassicaldynamics
course because she thought it was a music class and something she could understand.
"Usually nobody's interested in hearing what I do," Hawkins says ofher supporting role for
NASA. "It's difficult to comprehend."
Yet Hawkins, too, takes a break from the numbers and equations. When she yearns for a
little action and adventure, she and fellow physics grad Ed Morai ('83) switch on those spacecowboy Star Trek reruns or the cerebral New Generation episodes or pop Star Treks I through V
into the VCR.
"I'm a trekkie from way back," she says. "People will remember me as a little bit ofa fanatic."
That hasn't changed. For the premiere of Star Trek VI The Undiscovered Country, one of
Hawkins' colleagues stood in line at the box office at 9 a.m. to buy tickets for a whole group of
Goddard engineers and scientists.
For Hawkins and her Goddard cohorts, Star Trek is just a leap of faith, or logic, away.
"It's something to look forward to," she explains. "To a large extent it's something we all believe."
While fantasy inspires Hawkins, reality sustains her.
"It feels great each time the shuttle goes up," she says. "I have the inside scoop monitoring
it. I hear about it first hand.
While Hawkins' projects bear such inscrutable names~ anamoly tracking and long-term
trending, her work will ultimately help set the priorities for a Hubble service mission that one ofthe
space shuttles is scheduled to run in February 1994.

",......,
~he Hubble is unique in that they plan maintenance missions to go up there to replace
-

different units," Hawkins says. "Hopefully the long-term trending that I spend much of my time
working on is going to help provide insight into what components are starting to go bad or what
needs to be replaced.
"There's a lot of investigation going on. I'm doing a lot of anamoly tracking," she says.
"There is some question as to whether some of the systems will even make it until the first
maintenance mission.
"Here's the prime example: Four of the Hubble's six gyros (instruments used to help point
the spacecraft in a desired direction) are of the same type and vintage as those for a satellite I'd
worked on earlier. The reason they used the same gyros was because they knew their history; they
knew how long it would be before the gyros failed. In the meantime, the Hubble spent five yem
on the ground just testing and operating because ofthe Challenger accident- which meant it w.IS
time to replace a lot ofthe units, including the gyros. But because the government felt it hadn't got
enough use out of the Hubble, they didn't want to tq>\a~e a\\ the di\iaem ~om:Qonetru.. ~ fuq
didn't. Now they're finding that all those components are dying. l\ut the ~omponents wac
expected to die. It would have been alot cheaper to replace them when they were still on the ground
than to have a special maintenance mission."
Frustration with governmental oversight, along with the Hubble's technological problems,
come with the territory.
"I like to think of it as an obstacle to overcome and that it does provide more of a
challenge," she says.
And, Hawkins adds, the frequent priority- and project-shifting at CSC gives an added sense
of urgency to her job.
"Whatever problem comes up next, whoever has the highest priority, that's what we're
going to work towards," she says.
CONnNUED ON PAGE 33
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Teacher education, the
cornerstone of JMU, prepares
for tomorrow's schoolchildren
By Drs. John Dickens,

Patn Buck\ey and Char\es B\air

HEN MARY FRANCES WILL KOONTZ ENTERED MADISON COLLEGE IN
1949, the Cold War was gearing up to full strength and apartheid was brand new in
South Africa.
Koontz tread the Quad, taking care to avoid the grass, along with Madison's
mostly education and home economic majors, and looked forward to becoming an elementary
school teacher.
Her college years were highlighted by dances with "approved boys" and songs like
"Some· Enchanted Evening," "I'm In Love with a Wonderful Guy" and "Diamonds are a
Girl's Best Friend."
Madison prepared Koontz ('53) with a traditional program of studies leading to certification
as an elementary school teacher in kindergarten through grade seven. That education prepared her
for a professional environment much different from today's. Public kindergarten classes did not
exist throughout the Shenandoah Valley at that time. Then, student teaching consisted of one
eight-week placement in Harrisonburg City Schools. Koontz completed a kindergarten placement
and also volunteered to do a third-grade placement.
In those days~ Madison was known as a premiere teachers college, and Koontz' future success
would reflect both the school's reputation and society's expectations of its graduates.
After graduating, Koontz taught in Arlington City Schools for one year and then interrupted
her teaching career to raise a family with her husband, Robert. Their four daughters, Phyllis, Pat,
Janice and Lynn, occupied her time. After serving as an aide for two years at Pleasant Valley
Elementary School, Koontz returned to teaching again and has been teaching kindergarten for the
last 16 years. She is now a veteran and respected teacher at Pleasant Valley.
Koontz has seen many changes and trends during her teaching years. The biggest, she says,
are in student attitudes and respect toward teachers. During her years of teaching, she has seen
several education programs come and go. Parents, she says, are more involved in schools now and
student teachers have more background in working with children than in earlier years.
To Koontz, it is that interaction with children early on in an education student's program that
is so important today.
"I would encourage students to get as many varied experiences as they can in working with
children," she says.
Koontz's advice comes from a five-decade career of teaching and putting her own children
t:hiough school. During that time the nation's public education system has weathered social
changes and educational trends, experiments and debates. She has seen society's attitudes about
education swing from conservative to liberal and back again_
Through all the open classroom experiments, nongraded classroom trends, heterogeneous
and ability grouping patterns, Montessori school approach, basic skills emphasis, new math
concepts and today's deb_ate about school-readiness for 4-year-olds, what remains important to
Koontz is the emphasis on the child.

Not surprisingly, I<oontz' philosophy is a reftection of her alma mater's. JMU has sifted
through those very tn;nds, its education faculty anticipating and leading with the best, discarding
the frivolous and experimenting with some of the most promising pilot programs and innovative
teaching practices.
Almost 40 years after Koontz graduated, JMU's education program remains as strong as ever
even though the times have changed drastically. Today's JMU students sunbathe on
the Quad to "Right Here, Right Now," "Too Legit to Quit" and "Shiny
Happy People." They witnessed the end of the Cold War and
anticipate the end of apartheid.
The preparation of teachers has been one of the
important functions ofJMU since it opened its doors
in 1908 as the State Normal and Industrial

One of JMU's new, nontraditional student teachers Is
Steve Finn, who joins Mary
Koontz ('53) and two students of
her Pleasant Valley Elementary
klndergarten ·class, Andrea Ward
and Kevin McGowan.
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School for Women. While the dedication to teacher education
has remained constant through the years, the organization and
substance of teacher preparation programs have reflected the
dynamic evolution of the institution itself.
Some older residents of the Harrisonburg area still speak
of "The Normal" when referring to JMU in the 1920s and '30s
and can describe a brief period of study that qualified them for
teaching assignments in isolated rural elementary schools. As the
bachelor's degree coupled with more professional training became a requirement for certification, programs at the University
also changed. In the 1940s, '50s and '60s, as many as 80 percent
of students were enrolled in bachelor degree programs that
would prepare them for teaching careers. As recently as 1971
more than 700 of the 4,000 students enrolled were majoring in
elementary education.
Since the early 1970s, growth in enrollment and expansion
in JMU's mission have caused students in teacher education to
constitute a smaller portion of total enrollment. Also, the
preparation of teachers has shared the limelight in missions
statements with business, communication arts and various arts
and sciences programs. A recent national study of teacher
education by John Goodlad, a national figure in teacher education, confirms that events at JMU have paralleled, to a large
degree, simil~ trends at other institutions of higher education,
which historically have been dedicated to teacher education.
The tradition and reputation ofJMU, built by education
alumni such as Koontz, led Carol Emswiler Wilson ('81) to JMU
to major in elementary education.
"I declared my major in elementary education when I
arrived at JMU, but my decision to become a teacher was
made many years earlier," says Wilson, who now teaches at
Harrisonburg's Thomas Harrison Middle School. "JMU was
well known in teacher education, and I was pleased to
enroll there."
One ofMs. Wtlson' sfondest memories is ofworking with
children at the former Anthony-Seeger Campus School. "I
taught math to a group of fifth graders at the campus school,
and that's when I started the ongoing process of learning
how to teach."
Teacher education programs.have retained a strong identity at JMU, and the university continues to see the preparation
of high quality teachers as one vital aspect ofits mission. In fact,
the argument is frequently made that the broader mission ofthe
university today provides a better context for preparing teachers
- than was the case in the past.
That argument fits right in with today's concept ofa global
society. Both Wtlson and Koontz look ahead toward trends and
technology that will make the world smaller, their challenges
greater and their opportunities, ifnot their budgets, unlimited.
At JMU the preparation for such a future paralleled a .
dramatic series ofchanges in American education. These changes
were initiated in 1983 with the publication ofA Niztion lit Risk,
the publication of the results of an 18-month study of public
schools by a presidential blue ribbon panel. The first wave of
reform called for improving what students are being taught and
the way in which they are taught. In 1986 a second reform
movement that called for a restructuring ofthe way teachers are
prepared was introduced. In Virginia the Governor's Commission on Excellence responded to the calls for reform by issuing
36 recommendations for improving education in the commonwealth beginning with kindergarten and including a number of
ideas for changing the way teachers are prepared.
·
Teacher preparation programs in Virginia were asked to
limit professional course work to 18-semester hours, increase
the hours of field experiences and eliminate undergraduate
majors in education. The advocates ofreform anticipated that
requiring amajor in an academic discipline would give preservice
teachers a deeper understanding ofsubject matter and would
lead them to find ways to engage children in academic content.
The 1991-92 academic year marks a transition in teacher
preparation at JMU. The last of the education majors are
completing their programs at the same time that entering
students are beginning their teacher preparation with majors in
content areas and minors in education.

Each ofJMU's teacher education programs has re-evaluated
Special education students must complete two placements,
its course content within the last few years. While change efforts
either working with different student populations or in different
were initiated by the mandates of restructuring, more recently
modes ofclassroom operations (a self-contained classroom vs. a
faculty began extensive reviews of programs in preparation for a
resource room). Along with the changing requirements for
national accreditation process. Next year members of a team
teacher preparation, the type ofstudent entering teacher educarepresenting the National Council for the Accreditation of
tion is changing.
Teacher Education (NCATE) will visit JMU's campus to conduct interviews with administrators, faculty, students and local
Across the hall from Mary Koontz at Pleasant Valley
public school teachers. The NCATE team will be guided by
Elementary School is Steve Finn, who exemplifies the new nonwritten reports compiled by JMU education faculty in collabotraditional student teacher.
ration with liberal arts faculty. These documents describe the
At 32 years old, Finn completed two years as a business
theoretical basis of the teacher education curriculum and the
major at George Mason University in the mid 1980s. Prior to his
new majors. During the restructuring process, some proenrollment at JMU, Steve had been a successful carpenter.
grams required little change while others were altered signifiDuring one of his residential carpentry jobs, he discovered that
cantly. During their visit, the team will use the written reports
he enjoyed teaching children about his occupation when an
and interviews to determine how well JMU's ·programs meet
employer's child showed an interest in what he was doing. His
NCATE standards.
employer was a second-grade teacher who suggested that he
JMU students interested in becoming secondary teachenter education.
ers are finding relatively few changes in the restructured
Today, Finn is completing his kindergarten placement and
programs because the secondary education program has always
will be certified to teach kindergarten through grade four. like
required a major in.an arts and sciences content area, courses
most teachers, he says that his greatest satisfacti<m is with
in professional education and
children who are eager to learn.
student teaching.
Finn notices a big difference in
The education courses for
the. backgrounds of the stusecondary teachers are now ofdents he teaches, students who
fered in a slightly different forhave varying economic levels
Dr. John Dickens. associate
mat. Students must now comthat affect their readiness skills.
professor of education, has been on the
plete a teaching methods course
He likes the team atmosphere
JMU faculty since 1981. He is director of
and a course in instructional
among the faculty, administraTeacher Education Services, whiC:h
technology. They are also extion and staffat Pleasant Valley.
administers admission to the teacher
pected to complete courses in
education programs, all field placeWhile three-fourths of
ments and teacher certification.
classroom management and
college students are entering
discipline, exceptional students,
teacher education programs as
Dr. Pam Buckley, associate
reading in the content area and
freshmen in their late teens or
professor of education, has been at
multicultural education.
early 20s, more than a quarter
JMU for 3-1/2 years. She is co-director
of the Commonwealth Center for the
of the teacher education stuEducation of Teachers, one of seven
Beginning last month,
dents are like Finn. Often these
state centers of excellence. The centers
these fOur new requirements are
students already have underwork with the 37 coUeges and universioffered as one-credit courses a
~O.uatc:. O.eogc:.c:.!. anO. axe c:.nties in Virginia that ha-.~e teacher
tenn~ eO.uc.ati.on as a o;;ec.oro
month prior to the student
education programs.
career field.
teaching experience. Secondary
Dr. Charles Blair, professor of
Debbie Williams of
education has also implemented
education, is head of the Department
Harrisonburg
is an example of
a field-based practicum course
Early and Middle Childhood EducathistypeofJMU
education stualso to be taken before student
tion. He has been on the JMU faculty
dent.
Wtlliarns
has
an underfor 25 years.
teaching. The length ofstudent
in
textile
graduate
degree
teaching has been increased from
chemistry from Georgia Tech.
eight to 12 weeks to allow stuShe
and her husband, .Kcith,
dents more actual teaching exand
children,
Lois and Paul,
perience in the classroom.
have
lived
in
Harrisonburg
for
JMU programs that have
several
years.
Williams
initially
been affected the most by reworked for Merck and Co.
structuring have been early
When
her children were born,
childhood education (kindershe
became
a full-time homegarten through grade three),
Dr.
John
Dickens
maker.
She
did substitute
middle education (grades four
teaching
in
Rockingham
through eight) and special eduCounty
and
Harrisonburg
cation. Students are no longer
City Schools for a period of
allowed to major in those areas
time.
Subsequently, in 1989,
Dr. Pam Buckley
but must select an arts and scishe decided to enter JMU's
encesmajor (e.g., English, math,
middle
education program.
social studies, psychology, etc.).
Upon
completion
of student
Several courses have field
teaching
this
spring,
Debbie
components requiring univerwill
be
certified
to
teach
in
sity students to observe public
Dr. Charles Blair
grades
four
through
eight.
school classrooms as earlyas their
Teacher education resophomore year. These experimains
a strong viable program
ences prepare the university stu.
.
at
JMU
with
enrollments
in
early
childhood
and secondary
dents for student teaching, which usually takes place m therr
education
having
increased
significantly
in
recent
years. More
senior years.
.
. .
than 1,000 practicum placements will be made during this
Student teaching is a full semester expenence split mto
academic year. They will range in duration from a few hours to
two eight-week placements. Early childhood minors must
90 hours required during the semester. Nearly 400 student
complete a kindergarten placement and a primary pl~cement,
middle education minors must complete a placement m grades
four, five or six and a placement in grades seven or eight.
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As the years pass by, don't we all reflect
back to our time at this great university as a
cornerstone in our lives? The college experience influences the way we think and how we
relate to people. Our values, our careers and
our personal choices are frequently a result of
our college years. While the experience is very
different and personal for each of us, together
we can agree that higher education has
proven over and over to be invaluable in our
lives. This is true whethe( we graduated in
1931 or 1991 .
This year, 1992, i~ sure to bring new
excitement and challenges. One challenge that
we've all been hearing about lately is the financial
condition and future of higher education.
I hope each of us will keep abreast of what
is happening at JMU and at institutions of
higher learning across the country. Alumni
directors and alumni association presidents
from the Virginia state-supported institutions
have begun to meet regularly to discuss
common concerns and possible strategies to
keep education a national and individual
priority. On our campus, economic leaders
have pulled together to discuss the impact
education has on the economy and future
prosperity. Committees studying the changing
student and the changing university are
researching trends to meet demands of the
next generation. The commitment from each
of us to foster learning and prepare for the
future must continue.
There are so many ways to be an
involved alumnus of JMU . Keeping education a priority in the decisions of leaders is
an important task. Financial and volunteer
support to your alma mater is another. This
issue of Montpelier includes a nomination
form to the 1992-94 term of the JMU
Alumni Board of Directors. The alumni
board provides insight and direction to the
programs of the JMU Alumni Association
and the Division of University Advancement.
In addition, chapters will be holding ·
annual meetings over the next several months
recruiting leaders and ideas. Follow Montpelier and the chapter mailings for event details
and periodic updates.
As JMU faces gloomy budget forecasts, Founders Weekend, April 24-26, will
put smiles on all our faces. When alumni
return to Madison, their joy at seeing each
other and their old stomping ground once
again can't help but spread among all of us.
We look forward to welcoming the class of
1942 for its 50th reunion and induction into
the Bluestone Society. We also extend a
special invitation to classmates of 1947 and
1952 for reunion activities.
As economic and budget concerns rest
heavily on our minds, I appreciate more than
ever the optimism and dedication displayE!d on
our campus. JMU's dedicated faculty are
sacrificing more and more of their dwindling
personal time to make sure that students are
getting the most out of their education. In
addition, we are fortunate to have the insight
and leadership of Dr. Ronald E. Carrier and
members of the administrative staff to advi5e
us through the budget dilemma.

~>k~
Sarah Schaeffer
Alumni Director
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Pictured below: Paul Weber and

Faunders Weekend '!12
Aspringtille bomecaming

Mary Turner Otase participating
In the Bluestone Society's
1991 candlelight Induction
ceremony of the class of 1941.

It's time to make plans to attend Founders Weekend '92 which is
billed as a springtime homecoming. April 24-26 has been set ;side this year
to celebrate the founding of JMU with the annual Founders Convocation

10:20 a.m. - Buses leave Sheraton for campus.
10:30-11 a.m. - Alumni reunion registration at Warren

with President Ronald E. Carrier and reunions for the classes of 1942, 1947
and 1952.
Reunion activities will rekindle relationships, foster memories and
reacquaint you with the JMU of the 1990s. Registration and hospitality kick
off the weekend at the Sheraton Inn Harrisonburg on Friday. Saturday's
itinerary includes the Founders Convocation, luncheons with classmates,
students and retired faculty, campus tours highlighting visits into the
Bluestone residence halls and Wilson Hall, an exchange of stories on "the
rock " on the Quad and some free time for tours of the arboretum and
shopping in the JMU Bookstore.
For the class of 1942, which celebrates its 50th reunion, S,aturday
culminates with the candlelight induction into the Bluestone Society with
JMU Alumni Board President Paul Weber ('80) and JMU Board of Visitors
Rector Hugh O'Donnell ('60).

11 a.m. -12:30 p.m. - Founders Day Ceremony, GraftonStovall.
12:30-2 p.m. -Founders Day Luncheon for the classes of 1947
and 1952 and university guests, Phillips Center ballroom.
12:30-2 p.m. - Reunion luncheon for the class of 1942
and Bluestone Society, Highlands Room, Warren
Campus Center.
2:15 p.m. -Reunion pictures.
2:15-3 p.m. - Visit to the JMU Bookstore.
3 p.m. -Bus leaves campus for Sheraton.
Free time- suggested activities: ArbOretum tour, spring
football game, spring sports, tennis on campus.
5:45 p.m. - Alumni bus leaves the Sheraton for reception.
6-6:45 p.m. -Alumni cocktail receptions honoring
the Bluestone Society and the classes of 1942,
1947 and 1952.
6:30 p.m. - Alumni bus leaves the Sheraton for dinners on
campus (for alumni who choose not to attend the receptions.)
6:45-8:45 p.m. - Reunion dinner and induction ceremony
for the class of 1942 into the Bluestone Society, hosted by
Paul Weber ('80), president of the JMU Alumni Board of
Directors, and Hugh O'Donnell ('60), rector qf the JMU
Board of Visitors.
6:45-8:45 p.m. - Reunion dinner for the classes of
1947 and 1952.
9 p.m. -Buses return to Sheraton.

Hl1crary .
JMU FDUidcn Wcckcad
April 2~26. 1992
Friday, April 24
5:30-8 p.m. -Alumni Registration, Sheraton Inn
Harrisonburg, for the Bluestone Society and the classes
of 1942, 1947 and 1952.
5:30-7 p.m. - JMU Alumni Board of Directors executive
committee meeting, Sonner Hall board room.
6-7 p.m. - Alumni board of directors and chapter presidents' reception, Sonner Hall.
6-9 p.m. -Alumni reunion, hospitality rooms at the Sheraton,
Bluestone Society and classes of 1942, 1947 and 1952.
7-9:30 p.m. - Alumni board of directors dinner and
opening meeting.

Saturday, April 25
8:30-10:45 a.m. - Alumni board of directors meeting.
9 a.m. - Alumni bus leaves Sheraton for JMU campus (if
weather permits).
9:15-1 0:30 a.m. -Spring walk through campus with
Student Ambassadors. Tour includes Bluestone buildings,
Wilson Hall and Carrier Library.

Campus Center.

The Sheraton Inn Harrisonburg will be JMU's hosting
facility and will offer a special reunion rate of $54 per night.
When calling the Sheraton at (703) 433-252 1, identify
yourself with the JMU reunion group. Make your reservations
before March 24 to assure the special rate.
Registration materials will be mailed to all members of the
classes of 1942, 1947 and 1952. If you haven't already
received a registration form, one will be arriving soon.
Bluestone Society members will also receive special notice of
ttfe Bluestone activities.
All JMU alumni are welcome to attend Founders Weekend
and can make reservations by calling the JMU Alumni Office
at (703) 568-6234.

class notes
ISI4

ALUMII

Constance A. Rawls retired from
teaching at Douglas Freeman High School in
1987. Since then she has taken up golfing and
gardening. She lives in Midlothian, Va.

CloseUp

From top left
Rebecca Martin Leatherman('86),
Thomas Lawrence ('79) and
Kent De Vantler ('82),

ISI4
William J. Long Jr.
('80) co-authored his
fourth original scientific
article for publication last
spring. "Recombinant
Human lnterleukin-1
Induces Meningitis and
Blood-Brain Barrier Injury in the Rat" appeared in the Journal
of Clinical Investigation in April 1991.
Long's 1986 publication, "Morphological Alterations of
the Blood-Brain Barrier with Experimental Meningitis in the
Rat." in the Journal of Oinicallnvestigation was recognized
internationally as a major contribution to the understanding
of the pathophysiology of bacterial meningitis. Long has also
made contributions to the Journal of Antimicrobial Chemotherapy and Comparative Biochemical Physiology.
Long is an analytical chemist for Merck and Co. at the
Stonewall Plant in Elkton, Va., where he has done methods
development in gas chromatography. He has recently started
teaching one component of a liquid chromatography course.
Long graduated from JMU in 1980 with a master's in
biology. He then worked as a laboratory specialist at the
University of Virginia Health Sciences Center from 1981 to
1989. During this time he presented a total of 14 abstracts
and papers dealing with the pathogenesis of bacterial
meningitis and the role of inflammatory cytokines in the
disease process. He presented these at various scientific
meetings throughout the United States, including the
lnterscience Conference on Antimicrobial Agents and
Chemotherapy and the American Federation tor
Clinical Research.
long lives with his wife, Kathie, a registered nurse for
Rockingham Memorial Hospital Home Health Care, in Port
Republic, Va. The Longs just had a son, William J. Long Ill, on
Sept. 14, 1991.
By Brookie Davis ('94)

Margattt B. Dickenson has retired from
teaching and does some volunteer and church
work. She lives in Nashville, Tenn. and has three
children and two grandchildren.

ISCI
Susan Gore Macbeth works for the
Hardy County Board of Education and is busy
with school activities. She and her husband live
in Moorefield, W.Va. They have two children
and a granddaughter.

ISCI

Mary Lee Slaughter White received
her master of education degree with a speciaI
education major in severely/profoundly
handicapped from. Lynchburg College. She
teaches in the.Halifax County/South Boston
City Public School System. She lives in
Danville, Va.

Mildred Kline Graham moved to a new
addrus in Hurricane, W.Va. Her husband,
Hershell, died last summer.

ISIS

Lucy Skelton Gilliam Alexander does
volunteer work for women's groups and the
library at St. Paul's Episcopal Church in
Richmond, Va. She retired from 37 years of
teaching and camp counseling in 1975, her
last post being a kindergarten teacher at the
Collegiate Schools in Richmond. She has a
daughter and two grandsons. While at JMU,
Lucy was involved in the BretU, the &h<Joburm,
Kappa Delta Pi and the literary society.

ISM

Sarah M. Lemmon received a B.A. in
art histoty from Meredith College in May,
1991. She was elected president ofthe board of
directors, Episcopal Church Foundation for
1992. She published an article, "Candide
Portinari," in Latin A...mcan Art Magat:ine,
winter 1991.

IS31

Clara Belle Whaley Acree is a retired
postmaster. She was widowed in 1989 and now
she lives alone in Sharps, Va. She has three
children, seven grandchildren and four great·
grand daughters.

IS4Z

Inez Walls Lewis has briefly returned
to Jackson, Miss. She was working for the
United Nations as a volunteer teaching
English and history at a university near
Shanghai in the People's Republic of China.
She returns to China or a new part of the
world to continue her work.

IS41

Dorothy Leache Talbott of Dublin, Va.,
who retired in 1989 as an assistant professor of
business at New River Community College,
won the Ms. National &nior Citizens Pageant
in Joliet, Ill., last October. Her win was written
up in a Joliet newspaper and in her community
newspaper, The Stn~tlnmt TiMis. The pageant
included evening druses, a quiz by the judges
and a talent presentation, for which Dorrie
performedcomedyandsinging.She won $1,000
in cash, a fur jacket and a trip for two to
anywhere in the United States.

IS4C

Mildred B. Clarke is associate VIP of
the Virginia Extension Homemakers Club
and chairwoman of the Family Community
Leadership Program.
Patricia Pumphery Clark is a court
observer for RID in Tennessee. She has also
worked as an associate editor of the Andrew
Johnson Projectat the University ofTennessee.
She has lived in Oak Ridge, Tenn. since 1958.

IS4J

Emily Frances Leitner Ervin is a retired
organist, choir director and music teacher. She
still teaches piano and volunteers in elementary
public school music. In March 1991 she was
honored with a public concert featuring some
of her numerous choral, vocal and piano
compositions. She and her husband, Hugh,
live on a cattle &rm in Statesville, N.C., her
home for 40 years. She has three children and
five grandchildren.

lSII

Ewald Carl Ring retired in June, 1990
and lives in Vienna, Va.

Catherine Ford Hullett is a teacher
in Waynesboro, Va. She will be included in
the 1992 edition of Who'r Who in A"''"'""
EJ.ucation Referencefur Ete...mlary Etlucation.
She lives in Lyndhurst with her husband,
Arthur ('67).
Dcct R«d is a distributor sales manager
for Old Vuginia Brick Co. He is also the owner
and publisherofTheRulEstate Book ofRoa...U.
Patti Seglin Palay works with her
husband,- Howard, in the family business,
Palay Display Industries. She is also an
aerobics instructor at the local Y. She is the
vice president of the local Hadassah group
and of the local synagogue. She is also a
March of Dimes volunteer. She has three
children and lives in Grand Forks, N.D.
Marcia Sullivan is an assistant to the
chief technical officer at the Software
Productivity Consortium in Herndon, Va.

ISCC

Evelyn Caldwell lives in Pleasant Valley,
Va. Herdaughter,Kate,graduatedin 1989 and
was married in June in the JMU Arboretum to
Ron Sierocinski.

ISCJ

Sally Green was appointed clinical
supervisor for the Radiation Therapy Program
at Bellevue Community College in Bellevue,
Wash. She lives in &attic.
Arthur J. Hullett ill owns and operateS
Waynesboro's first baseball card store, Hot
Comer Cards. He also teaches at Waynesboro
High School. He and his wife, Catherine Ford
Hullett ('77), live in Lyndhurst, Va,

ISJI

ISCI

Carolyn Boyd is celebrating her 25th

year as a church organist for Emmanuel

Episcopal Church in Middleburg, Va. She lives
in Fork 1J nion.

tsn

Samuel 0. Weaver is an associate director
of development in the advancement division at
Eastern Mennonite College.
Peter H . Wilson has been named director .
ofplant operations services fOr Whi~~:hall·Robins

ISJZ

ISZI

ISlJ

Marylin Heflin Rumph received
honorable mention in the 1991 Writer's Ditfest
Poetty Competition, placing 27th out of more
than 900 entries. She is a published poet and a
contributing writer to Fa~ M1J8aine. She
also teaches piano part time. She lives in
Dumfries, Va., with her husband, John.
Sondra Steeg Lindstrom received her
master ofscience degree in education from Old
Dominion University in May 1991. She is a
sixth grade teacher in Virginia Beach, where she
. lives with her husband, Dink.

ISJ3

JaneDc:nniston lAmar is a retired teacher
living in Madison, Va., with her husband, Willie.

m4Phyllis A. Duncan is editorofthe Federal
AviationAdministrationANtion News. She has
worked with theFAAfor 12yearsasa writer and
as a pilot and inspector.
Chuck Lockard is a human resources
division manager for Allstate Insurance in
Roanoke, Va. He was named 1991 Boss of the
Year by the North Roanoke Chapter of the
American Business Women's Association.
Katherine Morris McBride and her
husband, Kenneth, live in Glen Allen and work
for Sovran Bank.
Robert F. Turner retired and lives in
Plains, Va.

ISJC

Rebecca Martin Leatherm~ is on a one·
year assignment with the Mennonite. Central
Committee with her husband, Paul. She will be
ttathingin Khaka, Bangledesh. They are members
ofthe CommunityMennonill: Church in Lancaster.
Prior to this assignment Rebecca taught at
Hinlderown Mennonite School in Pennsylvania.

Cynthia Braddon lives in Burke, Va.,
with her 7·year-old son, Justin.
Jay Kiernan lives in Atlant:l, Ga., with
his wife, Jana, and sll:pson, Robert. He is self·
employed as a. voice· over artist for n.dio and

1V commercials. He recently did a Coca·Co\a
commercw which aired on NBC.
Elaine Birch Hikkinen is a substitute
teacher for kindergarten through 12th grade at
Trinity Christian Academy in Oxford, Ala. She
also works pan time as a taX preparer for H&R
Block.
IY:na Leonard lives in Leesburg, Va.,
with her husband,John, and theirfourchildren.
DavidJ. Lewis is a mortgage loan officer
for Atlantic Residential Mortgage Corp. He
and his wife, Debra, live in Annandale, Va.
Robert H. McLaughlin is an academic
specialist for Ross Laboratories in Columbus,
Ohio. He lives in Ronkonkoma, N.Y.
Sherri Miller Seeger teaches
kindergarten at Flint Hill School in Oakton,
Va. She and her husband, Bill, live in Herndon
with their four children.
DavidP.Sheldonisaretailsalesmanager
for WMXB-FM Bl03.7 in Richmond, Va. He
lives in Glen Allen with hiS wife, Theresa, and
their two sons.
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Jamie Blair Townsend is a budget
director at the University of Virginia Medical
Center. She lives in Charlottesville, Va., with
her husband, Jim, and their three sons.
Marlene Carter Passarelli is a broadcast
p roduction coordinator for Earle Palmer
Brown. She lives in Virginia Beach, Va., with
her husband Charles.
K. C. Chandler Elander has been
accepted into the Virginia Bar Association
Attomey study program. She is a criminology
instructor at Wytheville Community College.
Warren Coleman isaplantcontrollerat
p hillip Morris. He and his wife, Judi Spear
Coleman ('78), live in Concord, N.C., with
their three children. She teaches part time at
the local community college.
CynthiaHandyCoulson is retired from
the church music ministty. She is a music
specialist for Putnam County Schools. She also
grves private piano lessons and sings with the
west Virginia Symphony Chorus. She recently
sang in "Madame Butterfly."
Robert Nathaniel Davis isvice president
ofcontracts for E.L. Ham &Associated Inc. in
N orfolk, Va.
Thomas Lawrence Floyd works as a
home care social worker for Children's National
Medical Cen~~:r in Washington; D.C. He will be

speakingon "V.ctimizationoftheDevelopmentilly
Delayed Medically At· Risk and Physically
Challenged" at the 1992 National Symp06ium on
Child V ~etimization in May. He lives in Rockville,
Md., with his wife, Christina.
Teresa Diane Leonard is an admissions
social worker at Western State Hospital.
Joan S. Kosnik is a licensed professional
counselor in private practice. She lives in
Hartisonburg.
Shane K. Lightel received his master's
degree in 1990 and now works as a family
counselor in Orange County, Calif. He and his
wife, Deberah, live on Long Beach.
Eric lloscndranz is a senior finance analyst
for Anst Corp. He lives in Alexandria, Va.
Donna Spencer Lakoski is an assistant
vice president and branch manager for Crestar
Financial Corp. in Chesapeake.
Herman Stephen Turk is the director
of rooms at Lansdown Conference Resort
in Leesburg, Va. He and his wife, Lynn,
live in Sterling.
Daniel W. Wrightlives in Herndon, Va.,
with his wife, Becky, and their two children. He
is the manager ofsecurity for a General Electric
aerospace facility in Reston.
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George D. Dagres is a rehabilitation
counselor. He lives in Virginia Beach, Va. with
his wife, Lisa Olson Dagres ('80), and their
two children.
Dennis M. Jackson is the manager of
cost analysis and pricing for General Electric
Co. He and his wife, Crystal Crismond Jackson
('82), live in Morrisville, Pa. with their two
children. She is a litigation paralegal for Fox,
Rothschild, O'Brien & Frankel.
Doreen Murray Dvorscak is an adjunct
faculty member of the Theatre & Arts
Department of Hollins·College. She and her
husband, David, live in Roanoke.
Anne Marie McCleaf Rodgers will
publish hl\r debut novel, Best Kept Secrets, in
October 1992 by Silhouette Desire under the
pseudonym Anne Marie Winston. She lives in
Waynesboro, Pa., with her husband P .Andrew
and daughters .
Susan Snyder is managerofmanagement
training for Sallie Mae in Herndon, Va. She lives
in Gaithersburg, Md.
Richard G. Tolley is an engineer for
Martin Marietta in Littleton, Colo., where he
lives with his wife, Deborah.

.,..

Michael Brent Battle is an advisory
marketing representative for IBM. He lives in
Redmond, Wash., with his wife, Ceclia.
Cynthia Marie Fortich is the
director of administration for Richmond
Metropolitan Authority.
Mitch Eggleston is manager of the
customer service department at Courtland
Manufacturing Co. in Appomattox, Va. He has
been with Couttland for seven years, the last
three as plant manager. He and his wife have
two children and live in Appomattox.
Sarah Kenyon Farnsworth is a human
resource manager at TRW Inc. in Fairfax, Va.
She and her husband, Scott, live in Herndon
with 'their two daughters.
Keith J. Fulmer is vice president and
recently became a partnerofkller &AssociateS,
an electronic manufacturers representative
organization. He and his wife, Bonnie Wickham
Fulmer ('84), bought a house in Huntington,
N.Y. She opened her own business, Pet Sitting
Plus, a full·service pet service for vacationing
pet owners, in August 1991.
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Jon~than Hedy worlcs in the music
publishingdepartmentatDisney ~wh=_be
is the supervisor ofmusic rexarch: He JS akoactM
in the music mioisoyofCalvary Bible Chwth. He
and his wife, L>.uri, live in Burbank, Gill
Clair Kcnh gndum:d from the Univelsity
of Richmond with ~ master's in education u a
reading specialitt. She lives in Williamsblllg.
Alexander M. Laughlin hu become ~
principal in the law firm of ~old ~ Stan~ ~
Alexandria, Va. He wiU conunue hiS pr.tCnce_m
the areu of creditors' rights and commercial
liti~tion. He lw been with the~ since 19~7
and previously wu attomey-adVISCr _to Daniel
J. Dinan, special trial judge of the UmtedStates
Tax Court in W~hington, D.C.
Pamela Arnn Marshall is a man~er in
muketing for AT&T in Hendon, Va. She lives
in Centreville with her husband, John, and

7oh~il:.re~~~~:~e~=d

~

Chesapeake, Va., with her husband, 1imothy.
Teresa McDonald is a public
information specialist with Henrico_ Publ_ic
Schools in Richmond, Va . She hves m
cwport News.
Lisa Lauria Gould is a flight attendant
for US Air. She lives in Springfield, Va., with
her husband, Frederick.
Lucy Leverty is a rehabilitation counselor
for the Commonwealth ofVIrginia. She raises a
baby cockatiel, Sadie.
.
.
Tracy McDonald Stevenson IS a senior
project "accountant for Hines Interests Ltd.
Pattnership in Atlanta. She and her husband,
.
Scott, live in Matietta, Ga.
Stewart Rawley is director of ~ott
Corp. in Bethesda, Md. He lives in Greenbelt
with his wife, Suzanne.
Karen Cinsavich Rice is a reseateh
hydrologist for the U.S. Geological Survey.
She docs research on the effects ofacid rain on
small watersheds. She and her husband, John
B. ('82 ), live in RandaUstown,Md. He man~es
projects involving contaminated groundwater
remediation and groundwater supply
exploration and development for R.E. Wright
Associates Inc.
Anita L. Sutton is a specialist in data
administration at BcU Atlantic. She and her
husband, Mike, live in L>.urel, Md.

their
in
Ridm<....t TotiUS·DisptUt:h article when he won
the 1991 regional Big Brother of the Yeu
-awatd in November. He h~ done Big Brother
work for the put 10 yars, first becoming
interested in the program ~ a JMU student.
John received the awudduring the thirdaru)ual
Chesebrough-Pond's National 1Iero Awu~
in New York. He isamanagerforHome Beneficial
life Insurance in Richmond. He and his wife,
Gail, are expecting their first child this month.
MelindaMuellcrisapatalegalforVemer
ISU
Liipfert. She and her husband, John, live in
Kathy Harrison Ackawaywaspromoted
Alexandria, Va.
to division manager of public affairs for GTE
Maureen Mc~gher Nielson is a
South in Lexington, Ky.
substance abuse counselor and lives in Salem,
Thorn~ C. Bridges is a seminary student
Va. She received her m~ter's from Radford
at Candler School of Theology at Emory
and wu married in 1987.
University. He lives in Decatur, Ga.
Nancy DeM~rt Rex is living in
John Carlo is general manage~ at
Wimbledon, England, with her husband, Brad.
Homewood Suites Hotel in Atlanta. He lives
Mary T. Saunders· is a speech
in Marietta with his wife, Sandra.
therapist for Chesapeake City. She lives
Karen and Daniel Eagle ('83) opened
in Carrolton, Va., with her husband,
their own business, Katen ~le Mter Five and
Mark, and their two children.
Bridal in Virginia Beach, Va.
Peter R.Smith,alieutenantin the Navy,
Kevin J. Fortier is the elistrict manager
received a Letter ofCommendation for superior
of the San Antonio district of Upjohn Co.
performance of duty while usigned at Naval
J can Hong Burns is a corporate
Dental Center, Patris Island, S.C.
secretary for Bums Engineering. She h~ three
Sharon Barr Spalding is a physical
children, one of whom attends JMU, and two
education and health teacher for Mary Baldwin
grandchildren.
.
College. She is also the volleyball c001ch there.
SharieA. Kirsch is a legal representatiVe
She and her husband, Phil ('81), live in Stuatts
for General Mills Restaurant Inc. in Orlando,
Draft. Phil is a programmer analyst for Virginia
Fla., where she lives.
Miliwy Institute.
Dale Lincoln Ludwig is a postdoctoral
Pboe£Sutton is the executive producer
Fellow at ehe University of Cincinnati School
ofehe NBC telmsion series, CNn>; for which
of Medicine. He earned his Ph.D. in
he received his second Emmy Award. He also
microbiology from East Catolina Univet5ity in
=ivedo.Wnw'sGuildA.wudforhiswork.on
luly l99l.
U\c.'"TuneWuner;;...m,\)q Spttw.• Re \N<&
Do.vui.L. Mad>onaldisacaptain \n the
'N\thbis 'N\k,U..wn,o.n<\ the\r -c.wo <\o.ny,b~n \n
Army o.nd ._ bo.ttilion opero.tions officu for the
Sonth l'uo.deno., Co.lif.
326th Mcdkal Battilion, whkh served in
Ke\\y Znber is public affairs director at
DesertStorm with thelOlstAirbome Division.
WDBJ-1V and lives in Roanoke, Va.
He received the bronze star and two air medals
for serving with D Company 326 Meclical
Battalion Air Ambulance. He and his wife,
lSII
Kathleen Glass Albrecht is regional
Terri, live in Cl.arksvillc, Tenn.
man~cr of United Guaranty Insurance Co.
Aliccanne Maglans is a special education
and lives in Faimx, Va.
and home economics teacher for Baltimore
Jenny L. Bacon is a travel agent with
County Public Schools.
Loveland Travel King. She lives in Fort
Darlene Ada Mahone is the director of
Collins, Colo.
Chesterfield County Library System. She lives
Lucy Leverty Bernard is a disability
in Cheraw, S.C.
determination analyst for the Depattment of
Janet McCullough Gerard lives in
Rehabilitative Services in Richmond, Va.
Oregon with her husband, a patameclic and
SteYcn W. Boyd is ~er for Electronic
firefighter. She works patt time u a registered
Data Systems. He and his wife, Susan, live in
nurse at Sacred Heart General Hospital in the
Burke, Va., with their daughter.
Intensive Care Unit. She is stiU involved with
Annette Hamilton Duker is a secretary
uchery but docsn 't compete as much.
for the Inexpensive Plumbing Co. She and her
Marcia A. Mufford-Johnson and Kmn
husband, Russell, live in Columbia, Mo.
Johnson ('84) live in Silver Spring, Md. He is a
Bridget Cogbill Fico is a computer
specialist for Bell Atlantic Corp.
specialist for Defense Mapping Agency in Fairfu,
Patty Picardi is the district man~er of
Va. She lives in Reston with her husband, Frank.
Franklin Life Insurance Co. in Wayne, Pa. She
Wtlliam S. CoreyJr. is a senior manager
lives in Pottstown, Pa., with her husband,
at Arthur Andersen & Co. He and his wife,
Kenneth ('82).
Robin Lee Corey ('83), live in Baltimore.
Deborah Potts Dowling is a systems
Karen DeHaven Estridge is an
engineer manager for Electronic Data Systems
accounting systems consultant for Custom
Corp. She lives in Sterling, Va., with her
Papers Group, Inc. She and her husband, R.
husband, Michad, and their son.
Douglas, live in Lufkin, Texu.
Robert Bcnlon Robertson is an
Kent DeVanticr is clirector of sales and
independent sales representative for Ashley and
marketing at the Emb~ Suites Hotel. He
Millennium Furniture. He and his wife, Donna,
lives in Memphis.
live in Birmingham, Ala.
Stephen Dicks is an operations engineer
Varina Ratcliff Tavenner and her
forWFMY-TVin Greensboro,N.C.RobynJoyce
husband, Steven D. ('83), live in-Winchester,
Dicks ('82) is a pattern maker for Locia Inc.
Va., with their two sons. Steven is the usistant
CoreyB. Frederick is a sales representative
vice president at Dominion Bank. Vatioa is a
for PYAjMono.rch. Ii:e and his wife, Pamda
claim~ representative for the Social Security
Schmidt Frederick ('83), live in Locust Grove,
Administration of the U.S. government.
Va. with their 9-month-old son, Scott.
Barbara Seifert Panigot is a quality
Barbara Hall Harding's second novel,
engineer for life Technologies Inc. She and her
Dixie StorM.t, has won several awards, including
husband, Joseph, live in Germantown, Md.
ALABestBooksofl990,BooldistEditor's Choice
Mark A. Serway is a financial controller
of 1990. Her third nave~ Fool's Hill, wiU be
for Babcock & Wilcox' ma.~ufactured systems
published in 1992. She is currently supervising
and technology division in ~chburg, Va. He
produceron theNBCseries,I'U~h"J.Sheand
and his wife, Karen, ate parents of a 9-monthher husband, Nick, live in Los Angeles.
old son and live in Forest, Va.
Gail Warner Hendrick is asocial worker
for Richmond Cerebral Palsy Center. ~e and her
ISM
husband, Richard ('80), live in Richmond, Va.
Ginger Barker Watson is self-employed
He is the president of Custom Kitchens Inc.
at home. She and her husband, Michael, live in
Laura Price Kauffman is a full-time
JoncsviUe, Va., with their 7-month-old son.
mom of three and lives in Culisle, Pa.
Suzanne M. Bogle Tonetti works patt
Kelly Hutchison McCranc lives in
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CloseUp
Last fall, Mark Hollingsworth ('84)
was slated as'The Wall Street Journal's
hot-stock picking champ.· His hometown paper, the Daily Press, picked up
the story in its Oct. 7, 1991, issue.
Hollingsworth is an investment
manager with Investors Security in
Suffolk, Va. He was selected to
participate in a six-month stock-picking
contest sponsored by the Wall Street
Journal which according to the Daily
Press, a'ttempts to disprove economist
John Maynard Keynes dart-throwing
.
theory. Keynes used to choose his portfolio by throwtng darts at a newspaper stock page. The stocks hit by the darts are the ones he chose.
.
In the contest four participants each chose one stock to buy. These ptcks
then went against four stocks picked by dart throw.
,
.
For the contest ending Sept. 30, 1991, Holltngsworth s chotce of
Smithfield Foods Inc. yielded a 23.1 percent return. The four stocks chosen
by darts averaged a 2.8 percent gain.
HI chose Smithfield Foods Inc., H Hollingsworth says, Hbecause of the
company's move into hog produ~tion, which ha~ reduced the tmpact of
widely fluctuating hog prices on tts bottom ltne.
When Hollingsworth, 29, starts choosing his portfGiio he analyzes the
company more than he analyzes the market. Td rather~~ a great company at
a reasonable price than a so-so company at a great pnce, he says.
Hollingsworth will be participating in the next stx-r:nonth contest, for
which he has chosen ADT LTD., a Florida-based secunty systems ftrm.
Hollingsworth, a finance graduate, and his wife,_Bryan, have two
children, 3 1/2-year-old John and 23-month-old Forrest.
Excerpted by Brockie Davis ('94) from the Daily Press.

time for Greenbrier Audiology in West
Virginia. She and her husband, William, live in
Clifton Forge, Va. with their two children.
W. Blaine Dunnavant is a sales
representative for DunMat Moving Systems. He
and his wife, Karen, live in Chesterfield, Va.
JcnniferGilcsDrakccompletedhcrcarly
childhood certification from the University of
Richmond in December 1990. She teaches
kindergarten in Henrico County. She lives in
Glen Allen, Va., with her husband, Drake.
Darlene Hall Chambers is asenior
programmer and analyst for Johnson
Controls. She and her husband, Kent,
live in Virginia Beach, Va.
Terrence C. Harmon is a cad-com
system manager with Hopeman Bros. in
Waynesboro, Va. He lives in Staunton with
his wife, Gail.
Mary Beth Harrison KeHy is a teacher at
American DayTreatmentCenter,aprivatefacility
for disturbed adolescents. She is studying to earn
her master's degree in counseling.
JacqudincA.HcwittStockisacomputer
programmer for Vitro Corp. She lives in Silver
Spring, Md., with her husband, James.
R. Alan Hoffman teaches music in
grades one through eight to children ofmilitary
personnd stationed overseas. He recently wu
awarded third place in a competition to write
a new theme song for the United States Army
Europe Command.
Michael T. Kelly is in commercial sales
with Office Outfitters. He and his wife,
M:ujorie Eanes Kelly, live in Faimx, Va.
Jeffrey Paul Kwiatkowski is an assistant
• solicitorforGwinnettJusticc &Administration
Center. He and his wife, Kimber Culpepper
Kwiathkowski ('84), live in Lawrenceville,
Ga. She is an usociate with Notz &Associates.
Gail Lanier Hutchins is a software
engineer for BDM Inc. She and her husband,
Peter, live in Fairfax, Va.
Les Leonard Miller graduated from
George Mason University in May 1991. She is
an usociate atKasimcr&IttiginFalls Church,
Va. She lives in CentreviUe with her husband,
Kevin W. ('84).
Elizabeth Wight Tatum is a counselor
for Prince Willi:ut:~ County. She and her
husband, Eric, live in Woodbridge, Va., with
their son.
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R. Craig Boggess is a programmer and
analyst for the Federal Reserve Bank in
Richmond, Va., where he lives with his wife,
Bonnijean C. McGrew ('89). She is an analyst
for Circuit City Stores Inc.
Kirk E. Chestnut is a pilot with American
Airlines and the U.S. Air Force Reserves. He
and his wife, Tracey Etheridge ('85), live in
Fredericksburg, Va. She worked as an
administrative assistant in the finance
depattmcnt of White Oalc Equipment Inc.
Jerry D'Ascolli is the senior att director

ofOrensteinSav~eAdvertisinginLosAngeles,

Calif. He lives in the Venice Beach/ Marina Del
Rcy area of L.A.
Kenneth S. Harper is a bus player for the
Houston Symphony. He lives in Houston, Texas.
Sarah Howarth is a senior accountant
with Pukcr Hannifin. She lives in Huntington
Beach, Calif.
Cathy Iddings Howdyshell is a
functional cost analyst for Federal Reserve Bank
of Richmond. She and her husband, Steve, live
in Midlothian, Va.
Seward M. McGhee is assistant
commonwealth attorney. He and his wife, Ann,
live in MechanicsviUe, Va.
Glen Mizelle is an engineer for EG&G.
He and his wife, Ann, live in Midland.
ScottMyerrecentlyopcnedhisfirst"The
Furniture Store~ in Alexandria, Va. He plans to
open another in the fall of 1992. He and his
wife, Donna ('83), ha~ two children.
Lori Sydlowski Brungard stays at home
in Three Bridges, N.J., with her two sons. Her
husband, Todd ('87), is an auditor for PeapackGladstone Bank.
Ladd A. Wagner is F&B director and
assistant general manager for Ramada Hotel,
Culver City.
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Sean Alger is an account executive at
Amdahl Corp. in Wuhington,D.C. He lives in
Centreville, Va., with his wife, Joanne.
Sandie Benen Aouatc is a representative
for Me;cr in Maryland.
Akfissa Anderson Rowan is scactary for
First Church of the Nazarene is Pasadena, Calif.
Kim Bc!fner Towle is an account

executive with AT&T. She and her husband,
Vaughn, live in Foster City, Calif.
DaleS. Butler lives in Springfield, Va.
Anna Walters Golden is an artist who
shows her work in galleries, teaches att
workshops around Richmond, Va., and cues
for her new daughter. Her husband, Mark
('86), works for the Department of Social
Services in Richmond and began graduate
studies at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Ann Colden Lanham i'l the president and
computer consultant ofUp and Running .Inc. She
and her husband, Rob, live in RockviUe, Md.
Christine V. Cole received a fivc-yeu
service award from Winchester Meclical Center
where she works in the AM Admissions unit.
Melinda Day is a system analyst at PRC.
She lives in Calverton, Va.
Karen Dunnigan Crowder is an account
manager for NCR Corp in New Orleans.
Susan Eliasson Nangle is vice president
of Mektron, Inc. She lives in West Harrison,
N.Y., with her husband, Thorn~.
Karen Lynn Hardage Miner is matketing
man~er for the Discovery Channel. She and her
husband, Mike, live in Odenton, Md.
Pat Harder is a front office manager for
Courtyard by Marriott. He and his wife, Sally
Ford Harder ('85), live in Annapolis, Md. She
is an internal training specialistfor1'elespectrum.
Stephen Hargreaves is a real estate
specialist for Signet Banking Corp.
Darrell W. Jones is a cerificd public
accountant for Ford, Hogg and Cobbe. He
and his wife, Lori, live in Collinsville, Va.
Jeff J. Linton is an industrial sales
manager for Pen Coal Corp. He and his wife,
Gcrriln, live in N~hville, Tenn.
Timothy M. McConville is vice
presidcntfordcvelopmcntandcommunications
for the National Right to Work Legal Defense
Foundation in Sp{ingficld, Va.
Zane David Memcgcr received his law
degree from the University ofVirginia School
ofLaw in May 199L He received the Robert F.
:Kennedy AW?-fd, which is given to the graduate
who best exemplifies :Kcnnecly's ideals through
community service. He is an associate with
Mo~, Lewis & Boxkius in Philadelphia, Pa.,
where he lives.
Mark A. Mix is vice president in chuge
of state legislation for the National Right to
Work Committee in Spring1idd, Va.
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CloseUp
Dorothy C. Coffey {'51). president of
Crowder Transfer & Storage, has added her
own twist to the family-business tradition.
Dorothy, her mother and daughter may just
be the Steel Magnolias of the moving and
storage business.
Dorothy's father started Crowder in
1943. When he died seven years later, her
mother took over. "She just kept coming to
the office, " her daughter says. "She didn't
know how not to do it.·
Dorothy, who grew up with the
business, started out doing general office
work. Even after she married in 1958, she
commuted back to Alexandria, Va .• a
couple of days a month to help out.
Eventually, those few days turned into a
full-time jop. Dorothy took over the
business from her mother in 1979. "The

James Mountain is a computer analyst
for American Management Co. in Washington,
D.C. He lives in Fairfax.
J, Kevin Nowell is a pharmaceutical
representative for Marion Merrell Dow. He
and his wife, Lori Anne, live in Florence, S.C.
Scan Charles Rogers is a stockbroker
at Merrill Lynch. He and his wife, Kirsten, live
in Towson, Md. ·
Irvin "Chip" Schindler is the vice
president ofAristocast Originals Inc. He lives
in Mableton, Ga., with his wife, Katie Ferry
('85). She is a programmer for ATS.
Rick Scholberg works for the
Department of the Army. He and his wife,
Anne Broberg ('87), a CPA, an: expecting
their first child next month.
Kevin Michael Shortall is a cost/
pricing analyst for User Technology Associates
Inc. in Fairfax, Va. He lives in Falmouth.
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Elissa A. Cooper is a marketing
coordinator for Harper & Co. She lives in
Sherwood Forest, Md.
Adrienne Grant Burnette is a nurse
in the Air Force .. She and her husband,
Steve, are stationed at 'Langley Air Force
Base after returning from a three-year
overseas tour in Germany.
Robin Aldennan Crimmins is an
applications analyst for Reynolds Metals Co.
and lives in Richmond.
Linda Hack Hevener is an inte~al
auditor for Citizens Bank & Trust Co. She and
her husband, Scott ('87), live in Chester, Va.
He is a tax accountant.
Kathleen Fields Hunderup is a senior
analyst and programmer for Life ofVuginia. She
and her husband, Peter, live in Richmond, Va.
Scott A. Johnston was promoted to
captain in June 1991. He works in military
intelligence for the U.S. Army. He and his
wife, Linda, live in Upper Marlboro, Md.
J can nine Martin Corey is a financial
analyst for The Barty Robinson Center. She lives
in V uginia Beach, Va., with her husband, IWssell.
Steve Mort is a systems engineer for
Nutat Technologies Inc. He lives in Glen
Allen with his wife, Parrish Riley Mort ('88).
She is a conference director.
Greg Hutton is a senior claim
representative for State Farm Insurance. He
and his wife, Tricia Olson Hutton ('87), live
in Ashburn, Va.
Dr. Michael J. Sigel graduated from
SUNY College of Optomeay in June 1991.
He is now self-employed as an optometrist.
Barbara Singleton Henderson is a special
education teaeher ror Ltwton Public Schools.
Shawn Stancill is a senior marketing
manager for MCI Telecom Corp. He lives in
Annandale, Va.
Mary Tazewell Reed is a building
administrator for G.E. Aircraft EnginesCustomer Technical Education Center. She
lives in Cincinnati.
Kathleen Tyler Yevak is an account
executive for WAVY-'IV 10. She and her
husband, Thomas, live in Portsmouth, Va.
Lynda Winstead Pinello is a second

business needed me more
and more,· she explains.
Someday Dorothy rT\C1f
pass CfONder. a United Van
Unes agency, to her OM1
daughter, MaryScott Coffey
Tuck. who currently
manages the customer
service department.
MaryScott began 'MXking at
CrONder during her summer
breaks from college.
This motherdaughter-granddaughter
success was featured on a
1989 cover of Transport
Topics, a national newspaper
for the trucking industry.
In the 12 years she's been president,
Dorothy has more than quadrupled the
volume of her business. "We are currently a
$4.5 million company,· Dorothy says.
"When I took over, the company had just
reached $1 million."

grade teacher for Fairfax County Public
Schools. She lives in Chantilly, Va., with her
husband, Salvatore.
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Glenn Adamec is marketing director
at RossjLtngan/McKendree . He lives in
Dunn Loring, Va.
· Laura Barton O'Brien is account
executive for Amann & Associated Public
Relations Inc . She is a member of the
International Association of Business
Communicators.
Scott M. Biddle is a regional sales
associate for O.C. Tanner. He and his wife,
Elizabeth Bretschneider Biddle ('87), live
in West Chester, Pa.
Jill Brzonkala Mahoney is the
marketing coordinator forT GW International
Ltd. in Fairfax, Va. She lives in Catlett.
Joanne Carson is a divisional manager
for the Dunn & Bradstreet Corp. in
Philadelphia. She and her husband, Bill
Narleski, live in Collingswood, N.J.
Carl M. Childs is pursuing a master's
degree in history ..He works as a graduate
assistant at JMU. His wife, Joan Heslin
Childs ('89), is a programmer for Great
Eastern Resort Corp.
Stephanie Cole Swain is the director
of market research. She and her husband,
James ('86), live in Woodbridge, Va. He is a
high school teacher in Fairfax.
Lisa Cook Goldman lives in
Skaneateles, N.Y., with her her husband,
Keith, who is the director of operations for
Dining Associates Inc.
RobertCookserved as a platoon leader
with D Company 2/5 Cavalry, First Cavalry
Division during Operation Desert Shield/
Storm. In May he was awarded the Bronze
Star for his actions in the Midclle East. He is
currently serving as the executive officer ofD
Company. He and his wife, Amy Hutchinson
('88),live in Killeen, Texas.She is the executive
officer of A Company, 16th Battalion.
Catherine Crandall Hedderich works
for the American Institute of Architects in
Washington, D.C.
Sarah Haussermann Burford is a disc
jockey f~r Kool Inc . She and her husband,
Patrick, live in Monterey, Cali£
Julius U. Liguid, a hospitalman for
the Navy, recently graduated from Field
Medical Service School.
Janet Matsey Phillips is a member of
the Ltdies Professional Golf Association
Teaching Division . She is a golf professional
with the Windy Hill Sports Complex. She and
her husband, Hilton, live in Richmond.
Mary Ellen McEnery Saar is a
telecommunications analyst for Goldman
Sachs, an investment banking firm in New
York City. She lives in Hawthorne, N.J., with
her husband, Edward.
LauraJ.MooreMcGuirei.asalesaocount
executive for Eastman Kodak Co. She lives in
Burke, Va., with her husband, Steven.
Karenina Mowery Mauck is teaching
physical education at W.W. Robinson
Elementary School in Woodstock, Va. She is
also the assistant varsity trackcCXlch at Central

High School. She and her husband, lloyd, live
in Woodstock.
Patricia D. O'Such Sheehan is a revenue
agentfortheiRS.Sheandherhusband,Richard,
live in Kailua, Hawaii. .
Jeffrey R. Pompeois a senior software
engineerwith Information Associates, a division
• of D&B Software. He has also started his own
company, Engineered Products and Systems.
He lives with his wife, Lisa, in Sterling, Va.
Monika Rice graduated from George
MasonSchoolofuwinMayandisanattorneyj
adviser at the U.S. Customs Service International
Trade Compliance Division in Washington,
D.C. She passed the Vilginia bar in July.
Maureen Sibbern Roberts is worlting
· towards an elementary education degree at the
State University of New York in Oneonta. She

and her husband, Steven, live in Jewett.
Susan Truslow Simonton received a
master ofart in educational administration from
the University ofWest Virginia. She is the case
management supervisor at Shawnee Hills MH/
MR Center. She and her husband, Scott, live in
Charleston, W.Va.
T. Michelle Smith is an audit assistant
for Colonial Williamsburg Foundation. She
and her husband, Edward W. Swick, live in
Newport News.
Scott "Train" Wallace is residence hall
director at Ball State University. He and his
wife, Susan Thompson ('89), live in Muncie,
Ind. She is pursuing her master's degree in
special education.
Lorie A. W. Zimmer is a certified public
accountant with Coughlin & Mann Chartered.
Her husband, John, is a mechanical contractor.
They live in BelAir, Md.

.,.,

·Andrea Lea Douglas is an administrative
assistant for Photon Research Associates Inc.
She and her husband, Richard ('91), live in
Fairfax, Va. He is a membership programs
assistant for theAmerican Institute ofArchitects.
Paul Ftsherworks ror Nestle Beverage Co.
He lives with hi. wife, Michdle Maneval FISher
('89), in Portsmouth, Va.She works in a residential
home for disadvantaged girls. She i. working on
her master of education in counseling.
Laura A. Ja comet Cesnik is a property
manager for Wilson/Bennett Co. She lives in
Falls Church with her husband, Michael, and
their daughter.
Annette C. Ludwigreceivedhermaster's
in microbiology from Rutgers University last
May. She is a lieutenant J.G. in the U.S. Navy
Reserve, Medical Service Corps-specialized
research and stationed in Bethesda, Ma.
Beth Scheller Miller is a consumer aflil.irs
manager at Marriott Headquarters_in Bethesda,
Md. She lives in Germantown, Md.
Stewart A. Stancil is a Marine lance
corporal. He is stationed to Marine Aircraft
Group-31, Second Marine Aircraft Wing in
Beaufort, S.C.
Carolyn Yvonne WadsworthFrongello
is a legal assistant ror Howe, Anderson &
Steyer. She and·her husband, Gregory Robeft,
live in Alexandria, Va.
Shirley E. Rhodes is a teacher at
Occoquan Elementary School in Woodbridge,

Although Dorothy's presence
in the moving and storage business
is a rarity, she is confident. "I am a
woman in a male-dominated
industry, but challenges are the
same as those of any other CEO·
she says.
Dorothy is the only woman
elected to the 48-member board
of directors of American Movers
Conference, a national trade
association for the moving
industry. She was the first woman
president of the Virginia Movers' &
Warehousemen's Association and
also of the Northern Virginia
Household Goods Carriers
Association, an area trade association for all
movers. and for the Virginia Movers and
' Warehousemen's Association. More recently
she was one of the first women to become a
member of Rotary International.
By Brookie Davis {'94)

Va. She just returned from Ecuador where she
was a Peace Corps volunteer.
. KimberlyB.Sullivanisagraduatestudent
in geography at George Mason University.
Brian Dwight Walsh is an insurance/
investment broker in Baltimore. He works in the
management team of Morgan Fmancial Assisting
Broker in marl<cting qualified retirement plans for
corporations and non-profit organizations. He
lives in Lutherville, Md.
Kimberly R. Willard Bridgman is an
account representative for ProTemps
Temporary Service.
Karen WtllsOementsisanEnglishteacher
at EUoree High School. She lives in Or.mgeburg,
S.C., with her husband, Brian ('91).

\SU
Jennifer Lynn Andrews is an associate
applications analyst for Reynolds Metal Co. in
Richmond. Her husband, Paul ('91), is a
taxpayer service representative for the IRS.
Susan AdeleDupoise is a special education
teacher iri Kailua, Hawaii where she and her
husband, Lt. Taborri Ian Bruhl live.
Eric M. Braun is a law student at Wake
Fqrest University in Winston-Salem, N .C.
Debornh Callag:an Rolewicz is a teacher
in Howard Co. She and her husband, Joseph
('89), live in Catonsville, Md. He works for
Westinghouse.
Lois Elizabeth Carter is an interior
designer for Ethan Allen in Raleigh, N .C.
Amy Dunnavant Murrell is a claims
manager in the customer service department of
Dunmar Moving Systems. She and her husband, ·
Mark, live. in Richmond, Va.
Scott A. Heuerman is a national
promotion manager of the Progressive
Department for Warner Bros. Records in
Nashville. He was recently mentioned in articles
in Billbotm/., M~si& RIIIV M"guine and R&R.
ScottT. Kiefer and Kirsten M. Hawley
('91 ), who were married last September, live in
Berlin where he is a mortar platoon leader with
A Company, 5th Battalion, 502nd Infantry
Regiment, Berlin Brigade. Kirsten is a field
representative with the City Colleges ofChicago
and hopes to land a job with the new Women's
Crisis Center in Berlin. She began working on
her master's in education counseling through
B~ton University in Berlin. They have traveled
extensively, in Potsdam and Prague. They want
to hear from classmates. Please write to 2nd Lt.
Scott T. Kiefer and Ms. Kristen M. Hawley at
A Co. 5-502 IN, Unit #26761, Box #7083,
Berlin Brigade, APO AE 09235-5000.
Charles A. Jenkins is an investor and
public relations assistant for Ryland Group. He
and his wife, Delly, live in Columbia, Md.
Mark L. Kiefer completed the Officer
Indoctrination School at the Naval Education
and Training Center in Newport, R.I., in
September 1991.
· Laura J. Macdonald is a child protective
service worker for Culpeper Department of
Social Services. She is taking graduate level
courses at JMU.
Martha MeCory Hoover is working on
a master's degree at Kansas University.
DavidN. Mitchell works forTBC Corp.
as a management trainee. He and his wife,

Michelle Ross-Mitchell ('89) live in
Cordova, Tenn. She is pursuing her master's
in fitness and wellness at Memphis State.
Ronda Moore is pursuing a master's
degree in counseling with a concentration in
community agency at Hampton University. She
is a residential counselor at the Pines Treatment
Center. She was elected student representative
of the Organization of Graduate Students.
Colleen M. Naylon received her master
of arts from George Washington University in
May 1991. She i. a speech language pathologist
for &!Jab Works Inc. in Tampa, Fla.
Patrice O'Connor is editoruu specialist
in the marketingdq>artmentarPrice Wazuhouse
in New York. She lives on Long Island..
Kevin R. Phillips is confidential
a.ss\sta.nt to the secretary a.t. the \J .S.
Department of Education in Washington,
D.C . He lives in Arlington .
Mark Andrew Ridpath is a personal
lines underwriter for Nationwide Insurance.
He and his wife, Melissa, live in Forest, Va.
Bonnie Risinger works for the Naval
Surface Weapons Center in Duhlgren, Va.
She lives in Fredericksburg.
Brian Schultz is sales support manager
for Egghead Software. He and his wife,
Elizabeth Lyall Schultz ('89), live in
Arlington, Va. She is a buyer, subcontract
administrator for EG&G.
Roya M. Scif works at Children's
Hospital in Dallas, Texas in the Epilepsy
Department. Roya is pursuing a master's
degree in psychology at the University of
Texas in Dallas.
Jennifer Sherwin is at JMU working
on her master's degree.
Vivienne Maria Suguitan is a
program analyst for American Management
Systems. She lives in Springfield, Va., with
her husband, David Anderson.

.,.

Debbie M. Berger is working in advertising for Liggett-Stashower in
Cleveland, Ohio.
Susan M. Detwiler is an assistant
athletic trainer at Fairleigh Dickinson
University. She lives in Morristown, N.J.
Samuel L. Elson is teaching in
Wmchester, Va., where he lives.
Brian M. 'Ely is in his first year at
Mississippi College School ofLtw in Jackson .
Debbie S. Fink is part of the
accounting staff of Phibbs, Burkholder,
Gwisert and Huffman in Harrisonburg.
She is also an officer for the Financial
Management Association and the National
Association of Accountants .
Elizabeth Ft tzGerald wrote to say that
she "has escaped the urban sprawl and
embraced the ski bum life style in Durango,
Colo., a beautiful college town in the Rockies."
ErikHawkins is a residential counselor
with the Oakland School, a school for
emotionally disturbed and learning disabled
children, in Keswick, Va.
Joy Lynn McCuin-Hill i. a learning
disabilitiesteacheratNorthSttffordHigh&hool
in Staf!Ord, Va. She taches world geography
and biology and i. assistant gymnastic coach.

!MontpeCier
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Meet the president of the JMU Alumni Board of
Directors, Paul Weber ('80).
Weber, a political science/public administration
graduate, is an attorney and a partner for Rollins,
Smalkin, Richards and Mackie in Baltimore. He has
been both a prosecutor and a defense attorney and
specializes in the areas of product liability, personal
injury, toxic torts, medical malpractice and construction litigation.
But his law school experience doesn't stop at the
office. He is also a member of the American Bar
Association, the Maryland ~ar Association and the
Baltimore City Bar Association. And if that isn't
enough he is also a member of the American
Association of Defense Attorneys, the Defense
Research Institute and St. Thomas Moore Society.
Weber is also actively involved with the Ed Block
Courage Foundation, a national foundation that

William D. Nash is on the accounting
staffofPhibbs,Burkholder,GwisertandHuffinan
in HarriSonburg.
·
EricP.Shapiro isacreditanalystforMidlantic
National Bank. He lives in Jacbon, N.J.
Thomas Eugene Sibson is a bike
messenger for Executive Courier Network in San
Fl21lcisco, Calif.
·
Pamda Svendsen is a concierge for Charles
E. Smith. She and her husband, Carsten, live in
Springfield, Va.
Stephany Wenzel is a kindergarten
teacher at Knightsville Elementary School in

Mount Pleasant, S.C.

~··\~

X..thu'me Norris ~'7~) to knneth McBride
on Ju\y 24,1991.
Christina Diane Walter to Thomas Lawrene<.
Floyd ('79) on May ll, 1991.
Deberah A. Ber\inn to Shane K. Ligh~l ('79)
on Feb. 2,1990.
Sharon A. Connon ('79) to John A. O'Neill
Jr. on June 29, 1991.
Caroline Gail Mitchell ('80) to Eric Silvers on
Oct. 28, 1991.
Christina Izdebski to David W. Stanton ('81)
on Oct. 27, 1990.
Melinda Mueller ('81) to John Michael
· Mansager on June 14, 1991.
Bridget Coghill ('82) to Frank James Fico on
May 18, 1991.
Karen DeHaven ('82) toR. Douglas Estridge
on Aug. 17, 1991.
Kathleen Glass ('82) to Dennis Albrecht on
Oct. 12, 1991.
•
. Lucy Leverty ('82) to Robert Bernard in
Oct. 1991.
Anita Lynn Sutton ('82)' to Dr. Michael Lee
on June 8, 1991.
Teresa McDonald ('82) to Mike Frema~ on
Nov. 9, 1991.
Barbara Seifert ('83) to Joseph Panigot on
May 17, 1991.
- .
Karen Thielhom ('83) to Gary Temple on
Sept. 7, 1991.
-

Jacqueline A. Hewitt ( 184) to James A. Stock
on Sept. 28, 1991.
Gail Lanier ('84) to Peter Hutchins .in
Feb. 1991.
Ann M. DeBruyckere to Glen Mizelle ('85)on
June 15, 1991.
Georgina P. Tantoco ('85) to Christopher P.
James ('84) on Sept. 21, 1991.
Joanne ('86) Sean Mciiree Alger on March
2, 1991.
SandieBenen ('86) to MauriceAouate on Oct.
12, 1991.
Kitty Crandall ('86) to Scott Raymond
Hedderich in Oct. 1991.
Karen Dunnigan ('86) to Andrew Crowder on
Sept. 1, 1991.
Joan Durkin to James Mountain ('86) on
June 15, 1991.
Susan Eliasson ('86) to Thomas Nangle on
May 25, 1991.
Gerriln Gallow to JdTJ.Linton ('86) on Nov.
23, 1991.
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treats and houses victims of child abuse. He is the
treasurer and an executive board member.
All of his experience in facing judges and juries
have made him comfortable on his feet and in front
of a crowd. As president of the Alumni Board of
Directors, Weber emcees banquets, hosts the
Bluestone Society induction ceremonies and the

Jennifer Owens to Mark Fox ('86) on
Oct. 19, 1991.
Nora S. ('86) to Gary Carswell in May 1990.
Lori Anne Richardson to J. Kevin Nowell
('86) on March 30, 1991.
Kirsten B. Rogen to Sean Charles ('86) on
July 27, 1991.
Robin L. Alderman ('87) to Michael F.
Crimmins on Sept. 14, 1991.
Elissa A. Cooper ('87) to D. Todd Wood on
Sept. 28, 1991.
Kathleen Fidds ('87) to Peter R. Hunderup
on July 20, 1991.

JeaaaineM. Martin ('87) to Russell T. Corey
on April 27,1991.

Jan toMichadJ. Siegel ('87)onJuly27, 1991.
1\arn"n. Siny,\eton Cll7) to "Robert Pa.u\
Henderson on Sept. 211,1991,
Chery\ Stup l'87) to Jonathan Turner on
Nov. 10,1990.
Kathleen Tyler ('87) to Thomas E. Yevak on
June 15, 1991.
Cynthia}. Brown ('88) to RichardJ. Mathers
on Aug. 3, 1991.
Jill Brzonkala ('88) to Tim Mahoney on
Nov. 9, 1991.
Donna Elaine Byrd ('88) to Robert William
Gabler on June 22, 1991.
Joanne Carson ('88) to Bill Narleski in
Sept. 1991.
Stephanie Cole ('88) to James T. Swain on
Oct. 5, 1991.
Lisa Cook ('88) to Keith Goldman in
June 1991.
TerryAnnDykeman('88)toMichae1Dignan
on Sept. 28, 1991.
Janet Matsey (' 88) to Hilton Phillips on Nov.
17,1990.
~ Mary Ellen McEnery (' 88) to Edward Saar
on May 26, 1991.
Laura J, Moore ('88) to Steven T. McGuire
on July 27, 1991.
Robin P. Morris ('88) to Robert Michie on
Nov. 17, 1990.
Karenina Mowery ('88) to lloyd William
· . Mauck on'Aug. 10, 1991. ~
_
Patricia D. O'Such ('88) to 1st Lt. Richard
F. Sheehan Jr., USMConAprill3,199l.
Mauree!l Sib bern ('88) to Steven J. Roberts
on Aptil6, 1991.
.
Dawn M. Slusher ('88) to Richard A. Kirk
('85) on Oct. 19,1991.
Cyndi Wils!)n ('88) to Andy Gold ('88) on
July 27, 1991.
Susan Woodward ('88) to Georg Fuhs on
Oct. 12, 1991.
S. Michelle Adams ('89) to John David
Nolen ('84) on Oct. 26, 1991.
Susan Adele Dupoise ('89) to Lt. Taborri
Ian Bruhl on Oct. 20, 1990.
Kristine Freschi ('89) to Gregory Stafira on
Nov. 16, 1991.
Carol Frisbee ('89) to Sam Busey ('89) on
·
. July 27, 1991.
Bonnijean C. McGrew ('89) to R. Craig
Boggess ('85) on May 11, 1991.
·
Micbelle Ross ('89) to David N. Mitchell
('90) on Aug. 24, 1991.
Beth A. Scheller ('89) toR. Bruce Miller Jr.
on Sept. 21, 1991.
Leona Anne Stumm ('89) to Donn &ott

Miller ('89) on May 25, 1991.
VivienneMariaSuguitan ('89) to David Neal
Anderson ('88) on Sept. 21, 1991.
Andrea Lea Tesh ('89) to Richard Alan
Douglas ('91) on Aug. 17, 1991.
Susan Thompson ('89) to Scott "Train"
Wallace ('88) on Dec. 28, 1991.
Carolyn Yvonne Wadsworth ('89) to Gregory
RobertFrongdlo('91)onAug.17, 1991.
Kimberly R. Willard ('89) to John E.
Bridgman Jr. on Dec: 22, 1990.
Evelyn Bridget Barratt Michael to Thomas
Green ('90) on May 25, 1991.
Deborah O..Uagaa ('90) to Joseph Rolewicz
('89) on July 20, 1991.

Melissa Michelle Cube to Mark Andrew
l!..idpath C90) on O~t. 26,1991.
Amy Dunnavant l'90) to Mark W. Murrell on
April 13, 1991.
Jennifer L. Hopkins ('90) to Paul B. Andrews
('91) on Oct. 19,1991.
Cynthia Hudgins ('90) to David Satira on
Nov. 30, 1991.
Tharavi "Deily" Omkar to Charles A. Jenkins
('90) July 20, 1991.
Pamela Lawrence ('91) to Carsten Svendsen
on June 1, 1991.

future dukes
To Jane Denniston Lamar ('73) and Willie a
daughter, Olivia, on May 26, 1991.
To Deborah Bolton Elza ('74) and Ronald
H. Sr. a son, Ronald Hayes III, on
Nov. 10, 1990.
To Susan and Chuck Lockard ('74) a
daughter, Chloe Wrae, on Sept. 3, 1991.
To Jill Armstrong Gregory ('76) a!ld Mark a
son, Kyler Charles, on July 20,1991.
To Debbie Ferrara Sese (76) a son, Matthew
Ferrara Sese, on July 26, 1991.
To Linda Macfiel.d Storch · ('76) and
Robert a son, Kenneth Robert, on
March 23, 1990, and a daughter
Jennifer Lynn, on June 21, 1991. '
To Donna Marie and Eric Gustafson (77) a
daughter, Katie Elizabeth, on May 12,1991:
To Jill Barron Moser('77) and Mark a daughter
Hannah Claire, on May 11, 1991.
'
To Margaret Brothers Slate (77) and William
R. a son, William, on Dec. 5, 1985.
To Janna and Michael W. Sowers (77) a son,
Hayden Michael, on Nov. 10, 1991.
To Marcia Sullivan ('77) a daughter, Ashleigh
Jessica, on Sept. 1, 1991.
To Judi Spear Coleman (78).and Warren
Coleman (79) a daughter, Kathryn Faye,
on Sept. 18, 1991.
ToDebraandDavidJ.Lewis(78)adaughter,
Kara Ann, on Jan. 19, 1991.
To Debra and Robert H. McLaughlin ('78)
a son, Douglas Scott, on Dec. 14, 1990.
To Kathie Hebard Saunders (78) and Tim
Saunders ('77) a daughter, Lauren
Kathleen, on July 4, 1988, and a son,
James Everett, on May 31, 1991.
To Jeanne E. Ash bridge ('79) and Byron
L. Jr. ('79) triplets, Tyler Madison,
Sean Bradley 1nd Megan Brittany, on· ,

alumni candlelight induction for graduating seniors,
moderates meetings and keeps the board on an
even keel.
As president of the Alumni Board of Directors,
he has set many goals. He hopes to get more
alumni involved in the local chapters. He is an
active member of the Baltimore/Annapolis alumni
chapter. He also wants to help the chapters
become more accessable to alumni. And his third
main goal is to set up a career network within each
chapter so that alumni can provide advice and
assistance to new graduates.
Weber and his wife. Susan, live in Reisterstown, Md.
Excerpted by Brockie Davis ('94) from the
Baltimore/Annapolis Alumni Chapter newsletter.

. Dec. 11, 1990,
To Ruth W. FLoyd ('79)' and C. E. Floyd ill a
son, Benjamin Edward, on Sept. 17, 1991.
To Christine Siklosi Gorman ('79) and Gary
Michael Gorman (79) a daughter, Grace
Mackenzie, on April10, 1991.
ToDonnaSpene<.r Lakoski (79)ason,Mason
Roland, on Aug. 16, 1990.
To ShaneK. Lightd ('79) andDeberah a son,
Riley James, on.Aug. 7, 1991.
·
To Marlene Carter Passarelli ('79) and
Charles, a daughter, Emily Claire, on
Aug. 24, 1990.
To Eric Rosenkranz ('79) a son, William
Ronald, on Oct. 3, 1991.

To Jamie Blair Townsend (79) and Jim a
son, Daniel Curtis, on Aug. 10, 1991.
To Doreen Murray Dvors~ak ('80) and
David a daughter, Meghan April, on
Jan. 18, 1990.
.
To Kathie and WilliamJ.LongJr. ('BO)ason
William J. Ill, on Sept. 14, 1991.
'
To Joy Olson and George D. Dagres ('80) a
son on April10, 1991.
To Deborah and Richard G. Tolley ('80) a
son, Daniel Ross, on Aug. 7, 1991.
To Cynthia Davis McCann ('81) and
Arthur a daughter, Rosemary Leigh,
on June 28, 1991.
To Maureen Meagher Nielson ('81 )and Chris
a daughter, Erica, on M'ay 24, 1991.
To Nancy Demart Rex ('81) and Brad a son
James Braiden, on May 15, 1991.
'
To Pa~cia Drepperd White ('81) ;md Greg
twm daughters, Samantha Elizabeth and
Erin Kathleen, on Dec. 20, 1990.
To Lauri and Jonathan Heely ('81) a son,
Jonathan Blake Jr., on Aug. 28, 1991.
To Martha Purdy Mallard ('81) and John
Mallard ('81) a daughter, Jennifer Lynn,
on July 13, 1991.
To Suzanne Scott Rawley ('81) and Steward
Rawley ('82) a son, Jonathan Taylor, on
June 5, 1991.
To Kelly Zuber ('81) a son, Alexander Zuber,
on July 2, 1991.
ToSusanandSteven W.Boyd('$2)adaughter,
Kayieygh Ann, on Jan. 5, 1990.
To Mary Moffet Drabik ('82) and Edward
Drabik ('82) a son, Edward Matthew III
on April 23., 1991.
'
To Annette Hamilton Duker ('82) and Russell
a son, Nathaniel William, on Sept. 2, 1991,
and a daughter, Rachel Michelle, on June 1
1989.
'
To Lisa Lauria Gold ('82) and Frederick
Martin a daughter, Chloe Lauria, on June
20, 1991.
To Gail Warner Hendrick ('82)andRichard
Hendrick ('80) a son, Carter Andrew, on
March 6, 1991.
To Marion ' Naff Kepley ('82) and Jeff a
daughter,Anna Cristine, on Jan. 29, 1991.
To Mary Cain ('82) and Kirk Alan Salpini
('81) a daughter, Austine, on June 27
~9L
'
To Tracy McDonald S~venson ('82) and
Scott a son, Ryan Alston, on Sept. 30
1991.
'
To Nan Stipa ('82) and John ·a daughter .
Joanna, in Apri11990..
.
'
To Sandra and John ~o ('8~) a daughter,

·stephanie Morgan, on Sept. 7, 1991.
To Robin Lee Corey ('83) and William S.
Corey Jr. ('82) a daughter, Taylor Lee, on
Oct. 7, 1991.
To Carin Marie Cusma Kohlbus ('83) a
daughter,Emily Elizabeth, onApril25, 1991.
To Jency Eng Frederick ('83) and Michael a
son, Tyler Michael, on Oct. 5, 1991.
To Janet McCullough Gerard ('83) a daughter,
Kyleigh Brianne.
ToMarciaA.Mufford-Jobnson('83)andKevin
Johnson ('84) a son, Ryan Michael Johnson,
on Jan. 19,'1991.
To Patty Picardi ('83) and Kenneth ('82) a son,
Alec Edward, on May 24, 1991.
To Donna and Robert Benlon Robertson ('83)
o. son, Chase Benlon, on April 7, 1991.
To Christine Greninger Slupe ('83) and David
C. a daughter, Meghan Christine, on May
30, 1991.
To An~ and Kenneth L. Baker('84) a daughter,
Bnttany Kathleen, on Dec. 28, 1990.
To Darlene Hall Chambers ('84) and Kent a
daughter, Kelly Marie, on April17, 1990.
To Karen and W.Biaine Dunnavant('84) a son,
Wesley Vaughan, on Nov. 3., 1991.
To M. Lynn and R. Alan Hoffman ('84) a
daughter,CiaireElizabeth,onMay28 1991.
To Majorie Eanes Kelly andMichadT. Kelly('84)
a son, Joseph Michael, on Oct 17, 1991.
To Amy Osborne Lyon ('84) and Seott H.
('84) a daughter, Elizabeth Miles, on March
21, 1989 and a daughter, Sarah Virginia, on
Sept. 14, 1991.
To Amy Stallinf1 Sandberg ('84) and Kurt a
daughter, Holly Lynn, on May 31, 1991.
To Suzanne Witthaus Shank ('84) and
Merle ('84) a son, Jordan Charles, on
March 13, 1991.
ToSuzanneM. Bogle Toneeti ('84) and William
a son, W~liam David, on Aug. 6, 1991.
To Elizabeth Wight Tatum ('84) and Eric a
~son, Ralph Kyle Michael, on Aug. 14, 1991.
To Lori Sydlowski Brutfgard ('85) and ·
Todd ('87) a son, Robert Joseph-Ernest,
on June 28, 1991.
To Tracey Etheridge Chestnut ('85) and Kirk E.
('85)adaughter, Kelsey Rae, on Aug. 3,1991.
To Katie Ferry ('85) and Irvin "Chip"
Sehindler ('86) a daughter, Anne Elaine,
on May 30, 1991.
To Carolyn Windish Hiskey ('85) and Peter M.
Hiskey ('84) a son, Michael James, on April
22,1991.
To Lori Bowling Jones ('85) and Darrell W.
Jones ('86) a son, Andrew Darrell, on Nov.
6, 1988, and a daughter, Alyssa Lori, on
Nov. 1, 1991.
To Seward M. McGhee ('85) and Ann a
daughter, Dillon Seward, on Feb.15, 1991.
To Da~e Sannipoli ('85) and Jackie a son,
Chnstopher David, on Aug. 3, 1991.
To Carol and Ladd A. Wagner ('85) a son, Kyle,
on Aug. 10, 1991.
ToDianeBaer Bottenfield ('86) and Adam
a daughter, Lauren Michelle, on Oct.
22, 1991.
To Nora S. Carswell ('86) and Gary a daughter
Kathryn Patricia, on Aug. 16, 1991.
'
ToLaun;IDoveyan?TedStack('86)ason,Scott
·
Patnck, on Apnl9, 1991.
To Suzanne Feldstein ('86) and Jerome a baby.
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Congratulations and a sigh of admiration go
to Jeanne Eggleston Ashbridge (79) and her
husband, Byran L. Jr. (79), for making it through
their first year of triple feedings, diaper changes,
doctor appointments, cooing and crying .
Their triplets, Tyler Madison, Sean Bradley and
Megan Brittany INere born Dec. 11, 1990. The first
of the triplets to be born, Tyler Madison, was so
named because his parents met at JMU.
It wasn't until two weeks before their delivery
date that Jeanne and Byran were informed that
their "twins" INere in fact triplets. One, Jeanne
explains, was hiding.
Anxious about premature birth, Jeanne spent
the last few weeks of her pregnancy restricted to
bed. "Supposedly with triplets, they never go

To Maggie Loughran Fingers ('86) a
daughter, Lawen Marie, on July 3, 1991.
To Anna Walters Golden ('86) and Mark
Golden ('86) a daughter, Zoe Evangeline,
on Sept. 23, 1991.
To Karla Gutshall Obaugh ('86) twin
daughters.
To Melissa Anderson Rowan ('86) and
Anderson a son, Jacob Anderson, on
March 28, 1990.
To Elizabeth Bretschneider Biddle ('87) and
Scott ('88) a son, Scott MacNaughton Jr.,
on May 10, 1991.
To Tricia Olson Hutton ('87) and Greg ('87)
a son, Grant Wtlliam, on Oct. 4, 1991.
To Lynda Wmmad Pineno ('87) andSalvato~e
a daughter, Alyssa Marie, on Oct. 12, 1991.
To Kelly A. Miller Restivo ('87) and Michael
twin sons, Ryan Michael and Justin James,
on May 5, 1991.
To Jennifer Gn:mer Steiler ('87) a daughter,
Sydny Dawn, in October 1991.
ToSaraHaussermann Burford ('88) and Patrick
a son, on June 14, 1991.
To Parrish Riley Mon ('88) and Steve ('87) a
son, James Brandon, on Oct. 15, 1991.
ToT. Michelle Smith Swick ('88) and Edward
W. Swickason, TaylorE.,onJuly 5,1991.
To Laura J. Cesnik ('89) and Michael a
daughter,AnneMichele,onJune28,1991.
To Joan Heslin C89) and Carl M. Childs ('88)
ason,MatthewClayton,on Oct.20, 1990.

JMU's
Mast Waled
Be on the lookout for classmates or friends
listed here. We've lost touch and want
them back. If you have current information
about these lost alumni, please let us know
so we can get them back on Montpelier's
mailing list. Write to: Office of Alumni
Relations, Sonner Hall. James Madison
University, Harrisonburg, VA 22807 or call
(703) 568-6234.

ISJI
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ISJZ
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Linda Daniels Anderson
Clara McD_onald Burgess
Sandra Kay Cimburke
Christine Cruse Harman
Marie Boland Ikenberry
William Ross McEachern
Donna Doerflin Prater
Christine Thompson Bradshaw
Wallace Lynn Carr
Jo Nelson Higginbotham
Joan Baker Wikel
John Daniel Farley
Jennings Andy Hall Jr.
!:x!!ette Lourirn Keller
Gamey Lewis Darrin
Dixie O'Neil Hovermale
Gayle Sefton Galloway
Lynda Sue Woolwine

full term because there's
not enough room for them
to grow,· Jeanne says.
"There was constant
motion. They were very,
very active," she said.
"Megan was right under
my breast bone and made it
hard for me to breathe."
Big brother Matthew was born three years ago, so
Jeanne and Byran already knew that a newborn would
take some adjustments in their life. Still, they found,
the triplets took a little more getting used to. Jeannne
is a member of a triplet connection club that networks
her with other parents of triplets for sharing experiences, advice and guidance.

Now the mother of four, Jeanne is not too sure
about when she plans to return to teaching. The
family lives in Allentown, Pa ., where Byran is vice
president of operations at the financial service
company Chrysler First Inc.
By Brookie Davls ('94)

abbuarics
Carrie Mae Cooke on Oct. 9, 1991.
MargaretS. Hobb6 ('24) on Oct. 20,1991.
Sallie Cooper Via ('24).
Katherine Omohundro ('24) on
Sept. 25, 1991.
Margaret Swardley Hobbs ('24).
Elsie Warren l.ole ('24) on Oct. 9, 1991.
Catherine Lindella Beale Warren ('28) in
Sept. 1991.
Lucy T. Harman ('28).
Louise Foster Bebout ('30) on
Aug. 22, 1991.
Emily Wiley Nelson ('30) on
Sept. 11, 1991.
Kathleen Asher Stubbs ('33) on
Oct, 2, 1991.
Frances Wells Rowe ('36) on Sept. 7, 1991.
Kathryn Harker Duncan ('38) on
Sept. 6, 1991.
Annie B. Wade ('42).
Mary F. Howltins ('49) on Oct. 16, 1991.
William Edward Grandle ('51) on
May 21,1991.
Katherine Ann Horn ('52) on
.Feb. 2, 1991.
Sandra Rowland Loker ('73).
James A. Black ('74) on July 23, 1991.
Henrietta Vernice Darcus ('78) in 1990.
D. Jarratt Speer ('86) on Sept. 23, 1991.
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Kathryn Lockhan Crutchfield
Barbara Duncan Harris
Norma Davis Hall
John Stephen Eggleston
Sue Steiger Salzstrasse
Terri ~n Follini
Ralph Anthony Hayer
Elizabeth Ann Hayman
Ellen Shane McAllister
Joan Theresa Coates
Rctta Hardy Carpenter
Robert Lynn Heatwole
Becky Wingfield Daniel
Candace McCoy Hartman

John William Criner
Beth Marion Conk
Edward L. McCallum Jr.
Brian Joseph Boespflug
Mary Cordes Easley
Angela Colleen Love

ISII ,

.,.z
IHJ

Judith Marie BayUW15
Leonard J. Etcho Jr.
Shawn E. Mannis
Elizabeth A. Koch
Glynn Q. Lane ill

l992ALUMNI
NOMINATIONS
The JMU Office of Alumni Relations is seeking
nominations fur members of the JMU Alumni Board
ofDirectors and fur the 1992 Annual AlurnniAwards.
Nominations may be received any time prior to May 1,
1992, and should be made by returning the adjacent
Alurnni Nomination Form and a letter of recommendation in support of the nomination.

The term of office fur the Alumni Board ciDireaors
is two years, beginning in July. All active alumni are eligible
furnominationto the board. Qualified nominees will have
an avid interest in the university, pa;itive id~ about the
direction ci the Alumni Associatioo and interest in the
general promotion ciJMU.

The Office of Alumni Relations also is requesting nominations for the 1992 Annual Alumni
awards. The awards are the Outstanding Alumni
Achievement Award and the Outstanding Alumni
Service Award.
The Outstanding AlurnniAchievement Award is
based on community achievements, recognizable
growth in. the nominee's field of service, personal
growth and development and profi:ssional endeavors. The recognition brought to JMU during the
nominee's career and general \ife achievement also

are considered.
The Outstanding Alumni Service Award is based
on an individual's recent impact on alumni activities,
direct promotion ofJ~U's interests and characteristics ofloyalty, dedication and support fur JMU.

~····························~······················
1992 ALUMNI NOMINATION FORM
Nominee's name _____________

Adm~----------~------------
City, state, zip----------------=Phone number __________~---Year graduated _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Nominated for:
0 Alumni Board of Directors
0 Alumni Achievement Award
0 Alumni Service Award

ISSZCAA

Taur1amcnt
The Colonial Athletic Association Men's Basketball Championship
will be held at the Richmond
Coliseum March 7-9. lickets for the
tournament may be purchased by
calling the JMU athletic ticket office at
(703) 568-DUKE.
Receptions sponsored by the
JMU Alumni Association, in
conjunction with the Duke Club,
will be offered at the Marriott and
are open to all alumni, parents and
friends. limes of all alumni events
will be determined by the Dukes'
game schedule.

Please Return to
Sarah Schaeffer, Director of Alumni
Office of Al~mni Relations, Sonner Hall
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
FAX (703) 568-3494
NOMINATION FORMS AND LE1TERS
OF RECOMMENDATION MUST
BE RECEIVED BY MAY I, 1992

JMU Ia publish
pbataeraphic self-partrait
A new portrait of JMU will emerge this spring with the
publication of a colorful, 112-page heirloom edition of James
Madison University: Then and Now.
The book will be a photographic portrayal of the beauty and
character of the university in images taken by photographer Ken Garrett.
Two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning photographer William
Strode edited the book, which chronicles the architecture, life
styles, traditions and heritage of JMU. The history and format1ve
years of the university are also illustrated through black and
white photographs selected from the school's archiv~s.
.
The 9 1/4" by 11 314 • hardbc>lhld edition will be available th1s
spring through the alumni office.
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SPORTS SPOTLICHT
The Dukes football and basketball teams provi~ed pl~nty of
opportunities for alumni to how off their Purple Pride dunng ~e
last few months. In football, JMU returned to the I -AA playoffs m
d style with a thrilling win at Delaware and then returned home
~ridgeforth radium for a game with Samford University. JMU
finished 16th in the final I-AA football poll.
.
.
In college hoops, JMU tipped off the season aga~~t Georg~a
Tech, nationally televised by ESPN. A total ofl3 chapters hosted
regional events to watch the game.

~

LT's In East
Rutherford, N.J., was
the site of the N.J./N.Y.
Metro Chapter event. Of
course, the "LT" stands
for Lawrence Taylor of the
New York Giants. Taylor
(center) joined the group
for this photo opportunity.
Other celebrities on hand
Included future Baseball
Hall of Famer Mike Schmidt
and St. John's basketball
coach Lou Carneseca.

~ Rich Golphin ('87), sports
chair for the Metro Washington
chapter, holds up the sweatshirt
autographed by Gary Clark of
the Washington Redskins (and
JMU}. The sweatshirt was the
raffle prize at halftime of the

JMU-Georgla Tech game.

I3T" William and Barbara
Rees, parents of Brian Rees
('91), chat with director of
development Don Moore at
the NCAA playoff tailgate
party. Brian completed his
football career In 1990.
~ Fansfrom
all over the East
Coast converged
on Newark, Del.,
for the Dukes
1-AA playoff
battle with the
Blue Hens.

~ Local alumni of the Shenandoah Valley
chapter gathered at T.G. Armadillo's for their
second annual event to watch a Redsklns football
game. Proceeds from the event will benefit fu.ture
scholarship programs by th~ chapter.

~ This group of
Roanoke alums posed for
the camera during their
NfT game celebration.

I
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Altunni Service
Aw-ard
The Alumni Service Award has been established to recognize
an alumnus that shows loyalty to JMU, supports and promotes
the university and makes an impact in alumni activities. The
award is given each year by the JMU Office of Alumni Relations
and the JMU Alumni Association. The Alumni Board of
Directors seeks nominations for the 1992 award from alumni
and university faculty and staff. See the nomination form on
page 29 in the alumni section of Montpelier.

SERVICE
~ Morethan
12 mmpanles were
represented at
c:ar-r Connection
1992. Alumni and
students used the
event to network
for new career
opportunities.

The Tidewater ~umni Chapter awarded its first scholarship in
February. Jennifer Lynn Metzger ('95) ofVrrginia Beach was awarded
the one-time $1,000 grant based on her outstanding high school
academic record, service to her local community and extracurricular
activities. Jennifer was a member of several honor societies and participated in Girl's State while a student at Princess Anne High School. She
also listed tut~ring of learning-disabled students among her service
activities. Jennifer was a four-year participant with the Ocean Tumbler
Gymnastics team and has continued her athletic career as a member of
the JMU varsity gymnastics team .
. Theawardwasmadepossiblethroughtheeffortsofchaptervolunteers
and from proceeds of events conducted during the past few years.
Receptions with basketball coach Lefty Driesell and the annual golf
tournament are among the events that helped generate the funds
necessary to fund the scholarship. Robert Ruhl ('80) and Kevin Rack
('80) chaired the scholarship selection committee.
The chapter will begin the process of making its next award this
summer in time for the start of the 1992-93 academic year_.
For the fourth straight year, the Metro Washington chapter sponsored
its Career Connection job fair as a service to both alumni and current
students. A bus was provided by the chapter to transport the students
from Harrisonburg to Rosslyn and then back to school in time for
Friday's classes.
Pat Julius ('87) has coordinated the event for the past few years and
is to be commended for his dedication to the project and the impact it
has on current and future alumni.

WHAT'S NEW?
Two new areas have sprung up with activities for JMU alumni. Jerry
Blaze ('87) has helped to get a group of Boston, Mass., area folks
together, while Susan Woodward Fuhs ('88) has gotten things going in
Southern California.
In Boston, a hearty group gathered at the JMU vs. Northeastern football
game and cheered the Dukes on to their eighth victory of the season and
then 11101ed to a local pub for a post-game victory celebration.
The folks in California have also been busy with two recent events in
San Diego..The.~nnual Old Dominion Day, an event open for all
Vtrgtnta untverstttes and colleges, was held in October. In November, Dr.
Bethany Oberst, JMU's vice president for academic affairs, was the
spectal guest at a wine and cheese reception hosted by Susan Fuhs.

~

Dr. Carrier posed wHh the Boston, Mass.,
alumni that joined forces for the football game
at Northeastern.

~ Cathy Vaughan ('91)
and Troy Overboe ('88)
enjoyed the polo races
during the Old Dominion
Day festivities In San Diego.

~

Dr. Bethany Oberst (back center) met
with this group of Southern Callfomla alumni
during her visit to the West Coast. A special
thanks to Susan Fuhs ('88) for hosting and
organizing the party.

Alumni, parents and friends found time during the busy holiday
season to fit chapter parties into their schedules. A special thanks goes
out to Joe and Debbie Boling tor opening their home to members ot the
Richmond alumni chapter. The Bolings, 1991-92 chairs of the Parents
Council, were joined by other council members as well as Board of
Visitors member Carol Eubank ('62). Sara Chesley ('92) and Jennifer
Edmondson ('92), recipients of the Richmond Chapter's scholarship, were
special guests.
The Metro Washington Chapter rang in the New Year in style once
again with its Second Annual New Year's Eve Party. More than 250
alumni gathered at the beautiful Radisson Plaza Hotel at Mark Center in
Alexandria for an evening of celebration and dancing.

~

Members of the Metro
Washington chapter steering
committee at their annual
holiday party. A special thank
you to Diane Frost ('87) for
hosting the event at her home.

I

~

The recently chartered
Charlotte, N.C., chapter held a
holiday party of Its own and also
elected chapter officers.
Congratulations to chapter
president John Beccl ('82).

~

An~ual

The Second
New
Year's Eve Party, hosted by the
Metro Washington chapter, was a
wonderful success. Hats off to
Diane Frost social chair, for
organizing the event.

~ Joe Boling and Jim
Keeton of the JMU Parents
Council visit with chapter
. president Jeff Harper ('87)
during the Rkhmond
holiday party.

~ Jeff Harper takes a
moment to congratulate
Jennifer Edmondson ('92)
and Sara Chesley ('92),
recipients of the Richmond
chapter scholarship.

CHAPTER
PRESIDENTS
AND
CONTACTS
Atlanta
*Libby Vlergever
(404) 594-8054
Baltimore/Annapolis
Paul Weber
(301) 727-2443
Black Alumni
• Angela Dyson
(301) 445-7528
Bluestone Constituency
Mary Etter
(703) 434-7122
Boston Area
Jerry Blaze
(508) 428-7063
Charlotte
John Beccl
(704) 543-7560
Charlottesville,
*Joe Fix
(804) 974-1643
· Fredericksburg
•steve Berry
(703) 373-2731
Greater Peninsula
Marc Gllllons
(804} 898-7905
Lynchburg
*Mike Thomas
(804) 239-2149
Metro Washington
*Lisa Balatbat
l703) 820-5908
New Jersey/New Yor\t Metro

*Kathy Chaffinch
(201) 743-8640
Richmond
Jeff Harper
(804) 276-6425
Roanoke
*Greg Bishop
(703) 744-3458
Shenandoah Valley
*Bill McAnulty
(703) 234-0926
Studies Abroad
•sarah Melvin
(703) 333-5092
Tidewater
•sonja Maggi
(804} 420-7243
Triangle, N.C.
*Mandy Mays
(919) 571-0450
Winchester
*Alison Wayland
(703) 665-9616
*New chapter president

For more
infonnation. call:

Geoff Polglase
Director of
Alumni Chapters
(703) JMlJ-6234
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Fall scasan
Inc If JMU's bcsl ever
By Curt Dudley
The fall of 1991 will go into JMU
sports annals as one of the most successful
ever. The 11 programs that compete from
September to mid-November posted a collective record of 86-33-2 for a remarkable
71.9 winning percentage.
"Across the board it is one of the best fall
sports seasons ever from a won-loss stand·
point," says Dean Ehlers, who has served as
JMU's athletic director for 20 years. "Getting
off to a good start helps set the tone for the
whole university. Everyone gets into the year
with a good frame of mind," he says.
Every fall team had at least a .500 season,

and the overall winning percentage improved over last fall by 21 points. It was
JMU's best showing since the fall of
1986, when the Dukes won 66.2 percent

of the team's losses were to nationally ranked teams, including CAA and national champion Old
Dominion. JMU had wins over 17th-rated Duke and tied fourth-ranked North Carolina.
In only its second season of varsity competition, the women's soccer team received national
recognition en route to a 15-7 mark. Coach Dave Lombardo's team was as high as 13th during
the season on the national poll. The Dukes defeated three nationally ranked teams and earned a
berth to the Eastern College Athletic Conference tournament, where they finished second.
Coach Tom Martin's men's soccer team had a record-breaking season, but was overlooked
by the NCAA tournament selection committee. The Dukes posted a new mark ofl7 wins and had
just three losses, one to eventual natibnal champion Vrrginia and two to nationally ranked Old
Dominion. The second loss to ODU was a 1-0 decision in the title match ofthe CAA tournament.
JMU also had a tie.
"The most disappointing thing this past fall was the men's soccer team's not getting a bid
to the NCAA tournament," Ehlers says. "They were co-champions ofthe CAA and made it to the
finals of the league tournament and that was a difficult task."
The women's cross country team placed second in the CAA and the state meet and ninth
in the regional championships. The Dukes were 2-0 in dual meets.
The men's cross country team went 3-1 in dual meets, finished fourth
in the AA and third in the state.
The Dukes' tennis teams played a light dual match schedule
with the women going 4-1 and the men 3-1. Women's coach Maria
Malerba registered her 200th career victory. The women also placed
third in the Eastern College Athletic Conference.
The men's golf team won two tournaments and finished
fifth in the state tournament. The women won the 12-team ECAC
tournament as well as the JMU Imitational.
With positive momentum, the transition from the fall to the
winter sports seasons was filled with excitement. Over a 10-day span
the Dukes won their own women's basketball tournament and the
men's basketball tournament hosted Nevada-Las Vegas and Brigham
Young. With JMU's first home playoff game in football, JMU had a
slam-bang finish.
' "It is very pleasing that our coaches can schedule suCh well-known programs and let our fans
see this levd of competition," Ehlers says. "We had on campus the Division I-AA football playoffgame, UNLV and BYU in men's basketball and UClA in women's basketball. I think that it's
indicative of the acceptance of our program nationally."

of their contests.
· The media attention was highli~ted
on the Dukes' football team, which, under
first-year head coach Rip Scherer, went 94 and advanced to the quarterfinals of the

NCAA Division I-AA playoffs.
"Football was certainly a surprise,"
Ehlers says. "The team and the coaching
staff accepted the challenge of a difficult
schedule and had a tremendous season."
The Dukes were nationally ranked
four weeks into the sea5on after three con-

secutive wins over ranked teams. JMU remained
on the poll for the remainder of the season and
gained an at-large berth to the postseason tournament. The Dukes won their first playoffgame
42-35 in overtime at the University of Delaware. The season ended at home with a 24-21
defeat to Samford University.
Scherer was named the coach ofthe year
in the state and seven players made the allstate team.
Coaches Mary Harrington and Christy
Morgan were also in their first season at JMU.
Harrington was named the Colonial Athletic
Association Coach of the Year after guiding the
volleyball team to its first winning season in four
years. Morgan stepped in to lead the field hockey team to a national ranking.
The volleyball team's success greatly connibuted to the winning percentage increase. The
Dukes went fro~ 16-17 a year ago to a 24-9 mark last fall. JMU captured three regular-season
tournaments, finished second in two others and placed fourth in the CAA.
In field hockey, the Dukes settled to 13th on the national poll with a record ofll- 7-1. Five
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BRIEFS
Fonner Dukes Play in Super Bow~
Chances are that a poll of JMU alumni INOuld reveal that many more
favored the Washington Redskins over the Buffalo Bills in Super Bowl XVI.
All team loyalties aside, JMU football fans had an interest in the individual
performances of a pair of former Dukes.
Washington's Gary Clark (1980-83) caught seven passes for 114
yards and a touchdown in the Redskins' 37-24 triumph. Clark hauled in
aenals of four, 16, 31, six, 10, 12, and 31 yards. His last reception gave
Washmgton a 31-10 lead in the third quarter.
Scott Norwood (1978-81), who was playing in his second consecutive
Super Bowl. kicked a 21-yard field goal and added two extra points.
Clark hosted his cmn cable television show throughout the 1991 NFL
season. His 30-minute program aired weekly on Home Team Sports, a
reg1onal cable station.

Gary Clark

Scott Norwood

OPEN STUDIO FROM PAGE 19

world is like a giant hanging mobile. To understand the
balance, or imbalance, "you need to know how one area affi:cts
all the other areas," she says.
. One interdisciplinary major with an eye to the future is
international business, which demands knowledge in a broad
range ofareas. "It requires more than just knowing the business
end," Allain says. Professionals entering jobs in foreign countries need to know the economy, political structure, the culture
and the the language. "It's an immersion," she says.
Contrary to what some believe, interdisciplinary education isn't just a general, broad knowledge. "It's become more

EDUCA liON FROM PAGE 23

teachers will be placed in surrounding schools and in Fairfax
County. Our graduates are highly sought after as new teachers
in the commonwealth and elsewhere. In April, nearly 70 school
divisions will be on campus to recruit during a career fuir for
prospective teachers. The latest survey figures (1990) from the
JMU Office of Career Services indicate that 90 percent of the
College of Education and Psychology~s students are employed
or in graduate scho9l within a year of graduating.
Challenges in preparing teachers for our schools will
always be present, since it is difficult to prescribe the "best
preparation" for all teachers. JMU remains committed to the
task of preparing people for the education profession, based
upon its longstanding quality of program offerings.
Today's JMU education program anticipates chanies in
technology, including the use of computers and telecommunications delivery, that will allow teachers to instruct their students
using innovative ways. The use of technology will further
expand our concept of a global society as students ace able to
communicate with one another over vast geographical distances.
In VIrginia, where many school districts ace rural, Satellite-

delivered courses will be offi:red to expand student's access to
specialized or technical subjects.
The ability to communicate directly with students of
differing cultures and languages (even within our own country)
places new demands upon teacher education programs to have

HUBBLE FROM PAGE 21

"People are already starting to gear up for the maintenance mission coming up in 1994. Alot ofquestions have to be
resolved now, like exactly what are they going to service?"
For Hawkins, the Hubble is only the latest project in an
eight-year career.
After graduating from JMU in 1983, Hawkins first went
to work for the Nava!Surface Weapons Center in Silver Spring,
Md. While at NSWC, she was involved in testing, simulating,
and analyzing various weapons systems. After three years with
the Navy, she left for CSC.
"I've been working on the Hubble for just over a year. But
I've worked on a lot ofdiffi:rent spacecrafts since I came to esc
five years ago," she says.
"Working with a private contractor, contracts come and
go. That has some advantages and disadvantages. I do a lot of
different things."
What was Hawkins' favorite esc assignment?
"One of my previous projects where I actually designed
on-board software is what I'd rather be doing. That was for a
different spacecraft. In the past I've actually designed the
software on a spacecraft that keeps the spacecraft pointing at the
proper place and doing all the orbital dynamics. I've done it
before and I'd like to get back to it.
"I guess to a large extent, due to my background, the
engineers come to me and say, this is what we want a model of.

challenging for students," Allain says. "It makes them look
beyond the confines of a particular area."
The Open Studio probably won't be taught in its present
form very soon. Other interdisciplinary classes are being taught
this semester, such as World War I and Modem Consciousness,
and Comparative Lterature: Genocide, both by assistant
pro lessors in the English department.
While there will be other good interdisciplinary classes, the
Open Studio will be remembered by its students.
Perhaps Terry Harrison sums it up most eloquently. "I
think it's one of my more favorite classes," he says, "because it
lets you explore yourself and figure out what you want to do."

graduates that can be successful in diverse settings. Graduates
will need skills in using the new technology as well as new
language skills. Public schools in particular will experience fairly
large increases in the number of minority and disadvantaged
students as well as in total numbers of students.
Much has been written and said recently about the math
and science skills of the American school child in relation to
students of other countries. National surveys indicate that our
students in public schools do not score as well on standardized
tests as do students of other countries. Thus, the preparation of
teachers must be enhanced in order for their -students to
ultimately compete in the global economic area. Finding new
ways ofdelivering specific content across all grade levels ofpublic
education will challenge even the best minds.
- Assisting and guiding students to become better problemsolvers and inquirers is yet another challenge for the public
school teacher (and the university professor). Accessing information in new ways_through videodisc technology, computer
data bases or other electronic means must be taught to future
teachers as they prepare themselves to teach others.
Teacher education programs at JMU ace committed to
providing university students with the needed experiences to be
successful. Each teacher education program at the university has
revised its content to reflect curreiit educational research and
practice. The updated curriculum-will continue JMU's reputation of preparing excellent teachers.

After I've been in a certain field long enough, then I can come
back and say, 'Well, we could try and do it this way.'
"I was getting to that point during the orbit determination. I was familiar enough with the diffi:rent aspects ofhowyou
go about doing it that I could look at the algorithms, find the
mistakes, give that to the engineer and say, 'How about ifwe do
it this way, it will be faster and better.'"
For Hawkins and Hubble, the adventure continues.
"They are seeing stars that before just looked like little
blobs," she says: "Now they can be distinguished ....
"I'm pretty happy with where I am right now and I don't
have any complaints," says Hawkins, who lives on four acres in
Highland, Md., with her husband, Albin. "That's real unusual
not to have any complaints. So I think I'm going to stay here for
at least a little while."
But Hawkins offi:rs just a shred of doubt as she recounts
a New Gener~Jtion episode that she says is close to her heart:
The USS Enterprise arrives at a planet that is just
beginning to develop warp drive capability, Hawkins describes. Capt. Picard and his crew invite scientists from the
backward planet to tour the Enterprise. In the end, the planet
decides not to join Picard's Federation. One of the scientists,
however, chooses not to return to her planet, but to go off
with Picard and the Enterprise.
"She stays with the ship," Hawkins says. "I'd have the
same feeling. I'd have to go with the boat. I'd like to see what's
out there."

WILCOX FROM PAGE 1l
0

a CISAT without a healthy campus. CISAT can't stand alone
or isolated.
"In my judgment there are two options for most organizations
today, two ways to go- retrenchment or restructuring. Retrenchment seems to be on most people's minds. This is the worst
case scenario because there are no opportunities for long-term
growth," says Wilcox.
"The best option is restructuring with a high sensitivity to the
numbers and interests of our present and future students. Also it
is imponant for our faculty to have options for doing things they
haven't been abl~ to do. The new college should be receptive to
new ideas and innovation in teaching and research," Wilcox says.
"Here's an opportunity for both students and faculty to serve as
change agents. JMU with its student population and the caliber
of its faculty can provide leadership in examining options for
effective and efficient higher education."
Wilcox says the curriculum of CISAT will be a contemporary
curriculum that will be attuned to the skills we need to develop for
thenext century. He is confident that many women and minorities
will be attracted to this option because of its broad scope and
strong focus on analysis.
He is also aware of the need to begin marketing the curriculum
early in K-12. "Our curriculum should be attractive to those
showing a broad, rather than specialized, interest in technology.
It will allow for graduate studies because of its research and
development element," he says.
The development of partnerships will be key in building
CISAT and Wilcox, with his substantial business experience, is
confident a number of businesses will be attracted by the approach. He is also convinced that building relationships with the
schools, K-12, will provide a service answering some specialized
needs. "Schools are having difficulty, particularly with handling
computers in the dassroom and using knowledge-based systems. .
With the new college we can introduce concepts that will serve
those needs," he says. "I would like to see ourgraduates going out
to help lead science curriculum development in the schools. 1bat
would be an important and positive contribution 1M\J cou\d
make to American schools."
As with all things, funding is an issue. "I see the separate
funding for CISAT as a statement from the state ofVrrginia that
this is an important project for JMU," says Wilcox. "There may
be more of this sort of selective funding in the future. It requires
accountability. The new college must be well-prepared to demonstrate the good use we have put to this funding. For the present,
it is a statement ofconfidence in JMU's president and faculty and
in the institution's stability and excellence.
Wilcox says his business experience should come in handy as
he goes out to build suppoit for CISAT. "Industry and government must see the value of our programs to their mission and
goals. I think I can talk to them as a peer," he says. "But we'll have
to demonstrate we can contribute to their success.
"I know there are multi-million dollar foundations that are
funding new ideas in education. Imagination is ne~ded to qualify,"
Wilcox says. "We will need our faculty to provide the creativity to
present a powerful case."
How do JMU's alumni figure into CISAT's future? "JMU's
alumni are extremelyimportant. They are the singlemostimportant
source of information we can count on regarding the success of
our curriculum. Through alumni, you see the curriculum in
action after graduation. Follow-up will be extremely important,"
Wilcox says. "I hope for strong alumni involvement and support
for JMU's new College of Integrated Science and Technology.
Their help and interest is critical for our future."
About the Author
Dr. Carol L. Kefalas is assistant vice president for
university advancement and director of university relations. Among her responsibilities, she se,;es on JMU's
College of Integrated Science and Technology Committee and reports on the new college's development.
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Feb. 3·20- SAWHILL GALLERY,
"Concept Driven: illustrations by
James Yang,• features work by the illustrator whose images have appeared in The
Wm~ P()jf, BIIJiuss Wu.t, Sports
lUMStr•tetl, T1te Los A'fl8ek.s Ti•er and
T1te Bo1t011 Gloie.
Feb. 11-16- THEATER SERIES,
Another Antigone. A wise and ~
play by A. R. Gurney examines some of the
problems f.lcing academia. An anti-nuclear
version of Antigone leads to visits by the
dean, investigations by the gritv.m~
committee and a probing of faculty and
student values at a New England univemty.
(703) JMU-7000.
Feb. 16-21 -WOMEN'S WEEK
1992. The JMU Faculty Women's Caucus presents "Women of the 21st Century. • The "M:ek's activities include the Feb.
16 showing of Thelma & Louise followed
by a panel discussion on the implic.ttions
of the story line; the Feb. 17lccture,
"Women's Roles in the 21st Century," by
Betty Jaynes, executive director Women's
Basketball Association; the feb . 18 lecture, "Power: How to Get It and How to
Use It," by Dr. Marjorie Snyder, associate
executive director of the Women's Sport
Foundation; the Feb. 19 Dominion Lecture Series with Kathleen Hirsch, author
of "Songs from the Alley;" the Feb. 20
"A Women's Journey," a panel discussion
involving women of various ages; and
the Feb. 21 basketball game, Faculty
Women's Caucus vs . Women's Basketball
alums, with proceeds going to Citizens
Against Sexual Assault.
Feb. 24-28- SAWHILL GALLERY,
"The Breadth of Metal: Contemporary
Jewelry and Metalsmithing" includes functional, sculptural and conceptual works by ,·
members ofThe Society of North Americar~t
Goldsmiths. Harlan Butt, one of the artists
nprcsented in the exhibition, will speak at
noon Feb. 24. The exhibition repeats
Marth 9-20.
Fftb. 26-March 1 - DANCE,
Mid-Atlantic &gional American College
Dance Fcstillal.

Feb. 27- ENCORE SERIES, Mark
Taylor and Friends. Artistic dirtttor MalX
Taylor tciCha dance composition and ll:Chnique at Princc:ton Uoivmity. This evc:nt by
the modem dan~ company aps a vuiety of
evc:nts at JMU. (703) JMU-7000.
March 16-28- FESTIVAL OF
THE ARTS.
March 23 - ENCORE SERIES,
8 p.m. Wilson Hall Auditorium.
"Nunsense" was the winner of four 1986
Outer Critics Circle Awards-This Dan
Goggins musical comedy ~nts fivt "anything goes" nuns who arrange a slightly
i.=ent song and dance fund rosa. (703)
JMU-7000.
March 24-Aprll 7 - SAWHILL
GALLERY, "MFA" Degree Exhibition:
Alison Ann Finn and Whitney Thomas
McBride" features sculptural painting
and painting. Opening reception 8 p.m.
March 23.
April 4 - JMU ANNUAL BENEFIT
ART AUCTION at The Homestead in
Hot Springs. Call (703) JMU-3979 for
more information.
April 7-12- JMU THEATRE in
Latimer-Shacfkr Theatre, Duke Hall,
"Tam burlaine." Based on the career of
l4th-centuty Mongolian conqueror
Timur Khan, Christopher Marlowe's
classic drama has redefined English
dramatic. poetry. "Tam burlaine," a humble shepherd, rises to become a ruthless,
yet romantic, ruler. (703) JMU-7000.
April 8 - MUSIC SERIES, An
Evening with the JMU Wmd Symphony,
conducted by J_Patrick Rooney, will
perform "Pictures at an Exhibition" by
·. Modest Moussorgsky, a thrilling conclusion to the music subscription concert
series. (703) JMU-7000.
Apri114-23 SAWHILL GALLERY,
"Undergraduate Art Exhibition" is a
juried exhibition showcasing the best of
JMU undergraduate work. Opening
reception 8 p.m. Aprill3.
April 17-18- DANCE SERIES,
Conlrmporary Dance Ensemble with guest
choreognpher Mark Taylor. Outstanding

March 14- METRO WASHINGTON

student and faculty choreography also will
be high6ghtcd. (703) JMU-7000.

Saint Patrick's Day Party. Fat Tuesday's,
FaiJfax_ 6 p.m., $5 cover charge with band.

April 24-25- MADISONIANS
Home Shows, Mid-Atlantic Festival,
Wilson Hall. Call 568- 6393

March 16- RICHMOND meeting,
6 p.m., Crcstar Bank.
March 27 - NJINY METRO,
Wine Tasting, Rusty's on 5th, $35.

July 23-26- THEATER SERIES,
"The Boys Next Door." Tom Griffin's
bittersweet comedy about four retarded
men and their devoted social worker
provides a glimpse into the trials and
tribulations of the handicapped and
teaches us something about what it
means to be human. (7..03) JMU-7000.

April 4 - ROANOKE. Final "Eive"
Party, TBA.
April 6 - TIDEWATER chapter,
prospective student reception.
April 7 - GREATER PENINSULA
meeting.
April 8 - ROANOKE chapter,
prospective student reception.

ALIMII CHAPTEIS
C.U the .u-.i tffia 11t (703) JMU-6234 or
,_- chtlpter ~ (listd ;, the a-pur
Ne-ws IeaiotJ) for MOrt i11[01'111111i1m.

April 11 - BLACK ALUMNI full
chapter meeting in Richmond.
MAY 8 - TIDEWATER annual meeting, golf and tennis tournament and
picnic. Cypress Point Country Club. Golf
#45, tennis #20, picnic #10.

Feb. 22- ATLANTA chapter,
cocktail reception, $25 per person,}.
Paul's, Buckhead.
Feb. 24- WINCHESTER chapter
meeting at the home of Alison Waylarid.
Feb. 26 - METRO WASHINGTON
Basketball, JMU at GMU, pre- and
post-game gathering at Fat Tuesday's.

May 18- JMU-METRO
WASHINGTON Golf and Tennis
Tournament, Westwood Country Club,
Vienna, Va.
June 12- RICHMOND, Tredegar
Iron Works annual event, TBA.

March 2 - RICHMOND chapter,
prospective student reception.

June 13- ATLANTA second annual
pig roast, Pat Hurley's Bar-Buckhead, 5 p.m.

March 3 - METRO WASHINGTON, prospective student reception.

July 19 - NJINY METRO, trip to
Mets baseball game. $12.

March 7-9 - CAA BASKETBALL
Tournament, Alumni/Duke Qub receptions at the Richmond Marriott.

July 25- ATLANTA chapter, trip to
Braves baseball game.

March 10- NJJNY METRO meeting, Prudential Insurance, Newark, N.J.
March 12- CHARLOTTESVILLE
meeting, 6:30p.m., Court Square Tavern.

K£fENTION ALUMNI

A'fHIJETES
. yve at Saunders Uniform Company Inc., are proud to bring to you
a ~acket that reflects your pride and participation in JMU's sports. We
will pay $10 to th_e Duke Club athletic fund for each jacket sold. If
you have any questions, please call Robert Klotz at i-800-333-8805.
Features:
• Solid purple lined jacket
• Knit collar and cuff - gold with purple stripe
• Gold and white embroidered letters
• Left breast: Your name
• Right breast: Your sport and year played ·

Sports Available:
Gymnastics
Soccer
Cross Country Field Hockey
'Basketball
Track
Golf
Archery
Cheerleading
Volleyball
Lacrosse
Wrestiing

Saunders Unifonn Company, Inc.
7109 Jefferson Davis Hwy.
Richmond, VA 23237
Phone: 800-333-8805

Name:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Phone:
Stock No.

Quantity

Size

Embroidery Description

1890-605

1

S-XXL

Print Name:
Sports Played (ex: Football)

Cost

65.00

Tax

2.92

S&H

4.50

Total

72.42

$10 will be paid to the Duke Club for each jacket sold.
Make checks payable to Saunders Unifonn Company.
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Tennis
Football
Swimming
Fencing
Baseball

Years Played (ex: '72, '73)

SPECIAL EVEITS
AID WEEIEIDS
Jan. 25- ALUMNI LEADERSHIP
meeting.
April 4 - JMU ANNUAL BENEFIT
ART AUCTION at The Homestead in
Hot Springs, Va. Call (703) JMU-3979 for
more infonnation.
April10- GREATER MADISON
Sports Hall of Fame Banquet at the Convocation Center. Call (703) JMU-3979
for more information.
April 24 & 25- FOUNDERS
WEEKEND Alumni Board of Directors
Meeting and reunions for Bluestone Society
and the classes of 1942, 1947 and 1952.
May 2 - COMMENCEMENT at
Bridgeforth Stadium.
June - GALAPAGOS ISLANDS
trip, open to alumni and friends, direct
inquiries to Dr. Norlyn Bodkin, biology
department, (703) JMU-6340.
July 31 -COMMENCEMENT on
the Quad.
Sept. 19- REUNIONS for classes of
1957, 1962 and 1967.

Oct. 3 -HOMECOMING WEEKEND
and Reunions for classes of 1972, 1977,
1982 and 1987.
Oct. 10- PARENTS WEEKEND.

The $276 million
cutfrom Virginia's higher education budget
equals the combined operating
budgets of GMU,
ODUandJMU.

.
. embly's 1900-.93 .
The G~n!!ra1 tr~~slat~ into good
budget dtd not dison Universitynews for James M~ment of finance is
JMU depar.,_~· thi~ week to

The going's tough - show your support

for James Madison University.
Your gift, no matter the size, makes a
big difference to JMU students and faculty.
When a JMU student calls or contacts you,
please make a pledge to the Greater University Fund.

Alumni Update

YooHoo!

lheGreater
Un\verstty
Fund

Hello Out There!

Have you moved? Changed jobs? Retired? Gotten married? Had kids? Grandkids? Been elected club officer? Received an award?
Let us know! Send in your class note so we can share it with your JMU friends in Montpelier.
Please begin your class note with your class year and full name. Don 't forget your maiden name; it helps your classmates recognize you. If you're including information on your spouse who is also a JMU grad, please include his or her class year and full (including maiden) name and make clear what class note information
is whose. Because the mailing label on the reverse side of this coupon helps us to identify you, please make sure it is still attached when you send us your class
note. Send this coupon to JMU Alumni, Sonner Hall, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA 22807 or call (703) 568-6234 to update your alumni record.
Is this a new address or job?

Circle: Yes

No

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Class Year _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
C i t y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State __ Zip _____
Social Security Number
Major _ _ _ __
Home Phone (
)
Work Phone ( ) _ _ _ __
Employer/Position-----------------Business A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Is this a new job?

Circle:

Yes

No

Spouse Name ______________Class Year _ __
Social Security Number
Major _ __ _ __
Employer/Position
Work Phone (
),_ _ _ __
Business A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

E.

H.

Except for
ladies' sweaters,
all sizing is
adult unisex.

ORDER
TOLL-FREE
1-800-992-8765

YOUR SATISFACTION
IS 100% GUARANTEED

24 hours a day,

7 days a week

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
Fine quality sportswear, with unique University personalization
A. Velour Robe.
Made from 100% plush cotton velour
embroidered with University Seal over the
heart. In Black. For men and women-one
size fits all.
(#JMUX7 A) $80.00
B. Tennis Sweater.
100% cotton in comfy, oversized fit with
double sand colored bands at collar and cuffs.
Made in the USA. Unisex Sizes: S, M, L, & XL.
(#JMUX3A) $65.00
C. Golf Shirt.
A full-fitting 100% Pima cotton interlock
with chest pocket and traditional tailored
collar. Embroidered with the Duke Dog logo.
White or Black. Sizes: S, M, L, XL, & XXL
(#JMUX2A) $38.00

D. Crew Neck Sweatshirt.
Full athletic cut with seamless shoulders,
extra-long ribbed knit cuffs and waistband.
Made in the USA. Grey. Sizes: S, M, L, XL,
& XXL
(#JMUX5A) $55.00

G. Polo Shirt.
,
A pique knit of extra-fine, 100% long staple
Pima cotton with soft collar, banded sleeves,
side vents and long tuck-in tail. White and
Black. Limited Sizes: M, L, & XL only.

E. Fashion Crew Neck.
Smooth and comfortable cotton/ poly blend
accented by black bands on heather, with
JMU Duke Dog embroidery. Sizes: S, M, L,
XL, & XXL
(#JMUX5C) $39.00

(#JMUX2B) $35.00
Order 2 Polo Shirts and save $10!
Polo Shirt Pair
(#EMB2X) $60.00

F. Zippered Sweatshirt.
Durable, washable cotton/ poly fabric with
knit cuffs and waistband, stand-up collar and
embroidered logo. Heather. Roomy Sizes: S,
M, L, & XL
(#JMUX5D) $55.00

H. Wool Baseball Cap.
By New Era, the choice of Major League
Baseball Teams. Pre-shrunk, weatherized
100% wool serge fabric. Navy with "M" in
white. Adjustable.
(#JMUX6A) $19.00

I. Ladies' Cardigan Sweater.
Luxuriously soft like cashmere, yet the fine,
combed cotton yam means easy care.
Embroidered University Seal. Machine
washable. Made in the USA. White. Roomy
sizes: S, M, L, & XL (#JMUX3D) $65.00
J. Ladies' Pullover Sweater.
The natural-fiber softness of "Cotton
Cashmere." With drop shoulders and 7button, stand-up collar. Beautifully embroidered. Machine washable. Made in the USA.
White. Roomy sizes: S, M, L, & XL
(#JMUX3E) $65.00
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